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Abstract 

 

Telecommunication models have been shown to increase the accessibility of effective 

behavioural services by training mediators to implement evidence-based protocols with children 

with autism spectrum disorder (ASD). Behavioural skills training (BST), an evidence-based 

procedure, has been shown to be effective for training staff when delivered via a 

telecommunication model. Further evaluation is needed to assess generalization of trainee 

outcomes to clinical settings and untrained procedures, and the corresponding effects of training 

staff on child outcome measures. The purpose of this study was to assess the efficacy of BST 

delivered through videoconferencing software for training behaviour technicians to implement 

errorless learning protocols (e.g., trained skill) to an actor role playing a child with ASD. A 

concurrent multiple-baseline design across three behaviour technicians was used to assess the 

generalization of any training effects to: working with a child, implementing a similar untrained 

skill (e.g., paired stimulus preference assessment) and on child skill acquisition outcomes on 

individualized programming. Across three behaviour technicians, the average mean shift from 

baseline to post-training was 27.1% (trained skill) and 58% (untrained skill). Improved 

performance of the trained skill with a research assistant was maintained over 80% accuracy for 

all three behaviour technicians, but only one behaviour technician’s performance generalized to 

working with a child. Mixed results were found for child outcomes. Implications and future 

directions are discussed.  

 Keywords: telehealth, telecommunication, behavioural skills training, staff training, 

autism spectrum disorder 
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An Evaluation of a Telecommunication Model for Training Staff to Implement Common 

Behavioural Protocols 

Literature Review 

 

 Technological advancements are changing people’s habits, preferences, and community 

interactions. Consumers are increasingly accessing information, goods and services online as it 

eliminates the need to visit physical locations. For example, approximately 70% of Canadians 

have reported that instead of visiting their local physician, they prefer to use the internet to find 

medical or health-related information (Statistics Canada, 2017). With growing consumer 

preference for online services, the information age has reconceptualized human-technology 

interaction (Mishkind, Waugh & Hubley, 2018) and sparked the development of online 

platforms. 

Telecommunication Models 

In response to the emergence of online platforms, telecommunication models (TCMs) 

have allowed for information to be presented, and services delivered (e.g., mental health care), 

via synchronous methods of communication such as videoconferencing software (Yellowlees & 

Shore, 2018). Clinicians across various fields are now using TCMs to provide consumers with 

timely, safe, and effective services beyond the traditional service format (e.g., in-person 

consultations). As a result, how we obtain information and services has been reshaped (e.g., 

online chatroom or over the phone). For example, in Ontario, a web-based approach using online 

chatrooms or call centers staffed with specialists have made it easier for people to access sexual 

health services (e.g., Sexual Health Ontario, 2019) and mental health services (e.g., Connex 

Ontario, 2019). Using TCMs in healthcare has served a broader range of consumers who would 

have been unable to receive timely or specialized service due to geographical (e.g., Barkaia, 
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Stokes, & Mikiashvili, 2017) or economic barriers (e.g., Lindgren et al., 2016). Health 

professionals have applied TCMs to many areas of health care service including: consultation 

and diagnosis (e.g., Dehghani et al., 2013), education and training (e.g., Higgins, Luczynski, 

Carroll, Fisher, & Mudford, 2017), and direct treatment (e.g., Dimitropolous, Zyga, & Russ, 

2017).  

The provision of health care services (e.g., information or treatment) through TCMs is 

generally referred to as telehealth (World Health Organization, 2019). Many health care 

organizations are currently using TCMs to restructure services in order to address three goals: 

value, or reducing the costs associated with health care provision; quality, or providing 

consumers with better care experiences and increasing consumer satisfaction; and population, or 

improving the overall health of people (Yellowlees & Shore, 2018). Currently, telehealth is 

effectively being used for the education (e.g., Rush et al., 2018; Sexual Health Ontario, 2019) 

and treatment of health-related conditions (e.g., congenital heart disease; Dehghani et al., 2013) 

and neurodevelopmental disorders (e.g., autism spectrum disorders [ASD]; Ferguson, Craig & 

Dounavi, 2019).  

In medicine, telehealth can be used to provide patients with the education and care 

needed to help manage or treat their illnesses. For individuals with asthma, in-person self-care 

education programs are widespread and part of the recommended treatment guidelines 

(American Lung Association, 2012). Participation in these self-care (i.e., self-management) and 

education programs have been shown to be effective at reducing unscheduled health care use and 

increase adherence to preventative medication (Denford, Taylor, Campbell, & Greaves, 2014), 

leading to overall improvements in individuals’ quality of life. When educating patients on their 

chronic illnesses and self-management strategies, doctors have used a variety of TCM 
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modalities, with web-based (e.g., online chat forums) and videoconferencing modalities (e.g., 

teleconferencing software) being the most prominent (Rush et al., 2018). Research has found 

these TCM modalities to be comparable to (e.g., Van der Meer et al., 2009) or more effective 

(e.g., Davis et al., 2010) than traditional in-person training. Thus, delivering effective education 

and developing self-management skills in patients with chronic illnesses through TCMs can 

improve the overall quality of life of the population by reducing the need for unscheduled health 

care visits (Rush et al., 2018).  

 Medical doctors have also used telehealth throughout aspects of the diagnostic process 

including: collecting the patient’s medical history and relevant symptom data, interpreting 

biological testing, consulting with specialists (if needed), providing discharge instructions, as 

well as monitoring and follow up (Canadian Medical Protective Association, 2019). Using a 

TCM within the diagnostic process can connect patients more easily to specialized care, which 

may in turn improve the quality of care. For example, in Western Canada, cardiologists and 

cardiac surgeons used a videoconferencing telehealth model for the assessment and management 

of congenital heart disease (CHD) symptoms for 177 patients located across four provinces (i.e., 

2.9 million square kilometers; Dehghani et al., 2013). Cardiac specialists met over a 

videoconferencing network to review the patients’ medical history, interpret test results, and 

consult with other cardiac specialists on a treatment plan. Outcomes from the 177 telehealth 

sessions resulted in 70% (N = 124) of patients’ being booked for follow up procedures, and only 

18% of patient cases being deferred due to platform transmission errors or unavailability of 

specialists or images. Results from this study demonstrate that specialists can connect over TCM 

to provide specialized care across vast and rural areas. This type of care model demonstrates that 
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TCM can reduce the costs of patients or specialists traveling for care, which may in turn improve 

the value of specialized care in rural areas (Hilty, Turvey & Hwa.ng, 2018).  

Similar effects in telehealth service have been found in psychology, where TCMs have 

successfully been used to diagnose, monitor (e.g., Myers, Vander Stoep, Zhou, McCarty & 

Katon, 2015) and treat (e.g., Podina, Mogoase, David, Szengtagotai, & Dobrean, 2016) 

psychological conditions. Overall, TCMs have been effectively used to treat children and youth 

with mental health problems (e.g., Hollis et al., 2017); which leads to improved overall health of 

the population. Similar to medicine, a variety of TCMs have been used in providing 

psychological services including: web-based approaches, and videoconferencing software (Hollis 

et al., 2017). A difference from TCM platforms used in medicine, is that in psychology service 

provision, wearable technologies (e.g., fitbit) and app-based platforms (e.g., Snapclarity) are 

available. The variety of TCMs may improve the overall quality of the care experience in 

providing consumers a choice of multiple formats which best suits their preferences. For 

example, results from a meta-analysis of computer-assisted cognitive behavioural therapy (CBT) 

interventions identified eight studies randomized controlled studies (Podina et al., 2016). Results 

demonstrated that children and youth who received CBT through app-based TCM had 

statistically significant reductions in anxiety symptoms (Podina et al., 2016). Although 

unexpected, children with the least amount of therapist involvement (e.g., lesser amount of direct 

therapist interaction) had the greatest gains in reduction of anxiety symptoms. These results may 

support that client preferences (e.g., online app) may have an effect on treatment outcomes and 

the quality of service provision. 

Telehealth interventions for children and youth with mental health problems have also 

included comprehensive approaches such as involving the individual’s caregiver(s). For 
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example, Myers and colleagues (2015) used a randomized controlled trial to assess the 

effectiveness of a telehealth model for treating children with attention-deficit/hyperactivity 

disorder (ADHD). Children (N = 223) were assigned to either a telehealth or control group. 

Families in the telehealth group received six pharmacotherapy sessions via videoconferencing 

with a child psychiatrist who was coupled with in-person behavioural caregiver training 

supervised remotely by a psychologist. Families in the control group remained in the care of their 

primary care physician which was complemented with one psychiatric consultation via 

videoconferencing software. Following the 22-week program, all children showed improvement; 

however, those assigned to the telehealth condition showed significantly more improvement on 

the clinician-, caregiver- and teacher-rated Vanderbilt ADHD Ratings Scales (VADRS; 

Wolraich, Fuerer, Hannah, Baumgaertal & Pinnock, 1998) than the control group. Myers et al. 

(2015) showed that using a comprehensive (i.e., pharmacological and behavioural) telehealth 

approach to managing symptoms of ADHD was effective at improving ADHD symptoms. This 

aligns with research indicating that long-term costs can be reduced by training caregivers how to 

manage behaviours of ADHD, which reduces the need of long term and expensive 

psychopharmacological treatment (Page et al., 2016). Results from Myers et al. (2015) further 

demonstrate that a telehealth approach may increase the value of comprehensive psychological 

treatment (e.g., Hilty et al., 2018). 

The telehealth literature in medicine and psychology, has shown that interventions using 

TCMs to treat or manage symptoms of specific disorders (e.g., congenital heart disease, ADHD) 

has a positive impact on overall health of consumers (population; Dheghani et al., 2013; Hollis et 

al., 2017; Myers et al., 2015). Additionally, the availability of different modalities (e.g., 

videoconferencing, web- or app-based, etc.) for intervention delivery increases consumer 
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satisfaction (quality; e.g., Podina et al., 2016), and helps reduce costs associated with specialized 

care (value; Hilty et al., 2018). Thus, telehealth service delivery can have a great impact on 

individuals in need of specialized care. Individuals with ASD and their families may also benefit 

from the use of TCMS in service provision.  

Autism Spectrum Disorder 

 The Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders – 5th edition (American 

Psychological Association, 2013), defines ASD as an individual having deficits that are present 

in early developmental periods causing clinically significant impairments throughout the 

individual’s lifespan. Significant impairments are characterized by deficits in social 

communication and interactions (i.e., difficulty starting or maintaining friendships, misreading 

non-verbal cues, and socio-emotional reciprocity), and restricted and repetitive behaviours (i.e., 

stereotypy, or resistant and sensitive to change in routines). The expression of autism severity 

and skill deficits are unique to the individual and are reflected in the levels of functioning in the 

DSM-5 (i.e., Level 1- requiring support; Level 2 - requiring substantial support; Level 3 - 

requiring very substantial support; APA, 2013). Empirically validated procedures that target 

areas of impairment are often focused on children but can be applied across the lifespan to 

increase the individual’s adaptive and social functioning (ONTABA, 2017; Reichow & Volkmar, 

2010; Roth, Gillis, DiGennaro Reed, 2014). National psychological (APA, 2017; Canadian 

Psychological Association, 2015) and ASD organizations (National Autism Center, 2015) 

recommend applied behaviour analysis (ABA) for treating and supporting individuals with ASD. 

Behavioural interventions based on ABA principles are empirically supported methods to teach 

skills to children with ASD (National Autism Center, 2015; ONTABA, 2017; Sigafoos & 

Schlosser, 2008) and to promote behavioural change by reducing interfering behaviours (Kaat & 
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Lecvalier, 2013) or ASD symptomology (MacDonald et al., 2014), while increasing functional 

skills (Miltenberger et al., 2005). Evidence-based strategies such as errorless learning and 

preference assessments implemented by behaviour technicians supervised by Board Certified 

Behaviour Analysts (BCBAs ) in early intensive behavioural intervention programs (EIBI) 

promote skill acquisition, which can alter the learning or developmental trajectory of a child 

(Perry et al., 2008). Thus, access to early intensive behavioural intervention can enhance skill 

development and overall quality of life of the child with ASD and their families (Reichow, 

Barton, Boyd, & Hume, 2014). However, a common issue is that the number of individuals in 

need of evidence-based services outnumber the number of qualified individuals able to provide 

ethical and effective evidence-based services (Laucius, 2019). 

 For example, in Canada, the prevalence of ASD is 1 in 66 child and youth (Public Health 

Agency of Canada, 2018). In Ontario specifically, there is an imbalance between the number of 

children diagnosed and qualified personnel (e.g., BCBAs) trained to provide quality ABA 

services (Laucius, 2019). Families in remote (e.g., Northern Ontario) or rural communities (e.g., 

Kenora) are affected more than families in metropolitan areas (e.g., Greater Toronto Area). 

Additionally, lack of qualified professionals (especially Francophone) prevents access to ethical 

evidence-based services. To address this gap some individuals may provide service without 

adequate training, which can lead to potentially harmful treatment for individuals with ASD and 

their families. Providing interventions based on ABA beyond one’s competency, without 

adequate training or supervision, is also a violation of the Behaviour Analytic Certification 

Board code of conduct and the rights of the consumer. Thus, investment in effective and ethical 

staff training and supervision can build capacity of qualified staff (i.e., behaviour technicians, 

BCBA supervisors) to ethically implement effective and safe ABA programs.  
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Staff Training 

 

Training behaviour technicians to work directly with clients is an important aspect of 

ABA service delivery, as staff performance competency and treatment integrity have a direct and 

sizeable impact on client outcomes (Sigafoos et al., 2008; St. Peter Pipkin, Vollmer & Sloman, 

2010). When staff implement programming with low treatment integrity it can have a negative 

effect on client outcomes, such as decreasing the client’s rate of acquisition (Dillenburger, Kerr, 

Jordan & Keenab, 2016). Performance competency, or the ability to perform a behavioural 

protocol, is linked to treatment integrity, or the ability to perform a set protocol correctly. Staff 

performance competency and treatment integrity are fluid and require continual monitoring and 

professional development throughout one’s career (Beidas & Kendall, 2010; Slocum et al., 

2014). Monitoring staff treatment integrity allows supervisors to monitor staff adherence to a 

treatment plan. Decreases in a staff’s treatment adherence indicates to supervisors that further 

support and training is required to enhance staff’s treatment integrity and improve long term 

adherence through evidence-based practices (e.g., Vollmer, Sloman & St Peter Pipkin, 2008). 

Training Methods. In ABA, evidence-based training protocols are essential for 

clinicians to provide the most effective behavioural procedures in order to promote ethical, 

effective, and long-lasting behaviour change for the consumer. A variety of evidence-based 

protocols are used for training behaviour technicians working with individuals. However, 

BCBAs choose protocols that best fit their clinical expertise (competency) and environment 

(Bailey & Burch, 2016).  

When resources and time are constrained, expedient, yet evidence-based training methods 

(e.g., video modelling), may be viable options (Lipschultz, Vladescu, Reeve, Reeve, & Dipsey, 

2015). For example, Hansard and Kazemi (2018) used video models combined with written 
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instructions and rehearsal to train four undergraduate students with no prior experience how to 

conduct paired-stimulus preference assessments. Results from the non-concurrent baseline 

demonstrated that all participants could accurately implement the protocol with a simulated 

client after viewing of the video model only one time (Hansard & Kazemi, 2018). These results 

provide support for video models as a time and cost-effective way to increase the trainee’s 

treatment integrity, as well as the trainer’s procedural fidelity. However, given a lack of 

maintenance and generalization measures, it is unclear whether treatment integrity would be 

maintained long-term (adherence) or when working with a child. When resources or time are not 

as scarce more robust procedures (e.g., behavioural skills training) may be more cost-effective 

investments in improving the mediators’ long-term treatment integrity (Maffei-Almodovar, & 

Sturmey, 2018).  

Behavioural skills training. Behavioural skills training (BST) is an evidence-based 

training procedure that has been used to train many individuals across diverse skills including: 

conversation skills in individuals with ASD (e.g., Kornacki, Ringdahl, Sjöström, & Nuernberger, 

2013), gun safety skill in neurotypical children (e.g., Lee, Vladescu, Reeve, Peterson, & 

Giannakakos, 2019), and adherence to behaviour intervention plans in school staff (e.g., Hogan, 

Knez, & Kahng, 2015). A major advantage of using BST is that the steps of the procedure can be 

modified to suit the needs of the trainee and environment while reducing amount of resources 

needed (see BST and coaching via telecommunication models). 

 The BST procedure is commonly described as having four distinct components: 

instruction, modeling, rehearsal and feedback (e.g., Miltenberger, 2012). However, Parsons, 

Rollyson and Reid (2012) broke down the four BST components into six sequential steps. The 

first component, instruction, involves the trainer describing and providing a rational for the 
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target skill (1) and delivering succinct verbal and/or written instructions of the required steps to 

accurately perform the target skill (2). In the modeling phase, the trainer provides a live or 

recorded demonstration of the target skill outlining all necessary steps of the skill (3). During 

rehearsal, the trainee practices the components of the skill with a confederate or the trainer in a 

contrived or natural environment (4). Following rehearsal, the trainer provides feedback to the 

trainee based on their performance in the rehearsal phase (5). That is, following instances of 

appropriate performance, the trainer provides supportive feedback (i.e., descriptive social praise), 

whereas corrective feedback is provided following incorrect performance and outlines where the 

trainee can improve. Finally, the trainer repeats the rehearsal and feedback steps incorporating 

the trainee’s past performance until the trainee achieves a predetermined mastery criterion (e.g., 

100% treatment integrity across two consecutive trials) (6).  

The BST procedure has been used to train various mediators including: teachers to 

implement a natural language paradigm (e.g., Gianoumis, Seiverling, & Sturmey, 2012), 

caregivers to implement BST to teach their children social skills (e.g., Hassan et al., 2018), 

university student volunteers to teach movement skills to adults with disabilities (e.g., Davis, 

2018) and behaviour technicians working with children with ASD to implement a preference 

assessment (e.g., Higgins et al., 2017). Additional monitoring of performance after implementing 

the BST framework may be needed in order to ensure performance accuracy is maintained across 

different environments and clients. For example, Hassan et al. (2018) used a general case 

analysis approach to train caregivers of children with ASD how to use BST to support their 

child’s social skills in individual BST, group BST, and in situ training sessions. Caregivers did 

not meet mastery criterion for delivering BST in the natural environment with their child, even 

though they reached the mastery criterion in individual and group BST sessions with an actor. 
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Hassan et al. (2018) showed that providing in vivo training (e.g., coaching) following group BST 

training, allowed caregivers to implement BST in the child’s natural context with high treatment 

integrity. These results indicate that an in vivo feedback component to training is sometimes 

needed for trainees to generalize their skills with high integrity.   

Coaching. Coaching is a performance-based training method used in the natural 

environment (e.g., on the job) to target specific performance areas (van Oorsouw et al., 2009). 

Seniuk et al. (2013) identified that there is not one cohesive definition of behavioural coaching in 

the literature. However, Martin and Hrycaiko (1983) identified six common characteristics of 

effective coaching: 1) measurement of performance from operational definitions, (2) 

distinguishing between the development and maintenance of a behaviour, (3) comparing an 

individual’s performance from their past performance, (4) utilizing a behavioural protocol 

throughout, (5) coaching also improves the trainer’s procedural fidelity and (6) implementing a 

social validity measure. Coaching protocols which include Martin and Hrycaiko’s (1983) six 

characteristics ensure that on-the-job, or in vivo training methods increase the likelihood that 

skills learned in a contrived training environment will maintain and/or generalize to the 

environment with the consumer, as immediate feedback can be provided in the moment within 

the session environment (van Oorsouw et al., 2009; Parson et al., 2012). Similar to rehearsal and 

feedback in the BST protocol, the trainer continually records and monitors the trainee’s 

implementation of the target skill. The trainer then provides supportive positive or corrective 

feedback based on the trainee’s performance and continues until the trainee reaches a pre-set 

mastery criterion (Parson et al., 2012). However, the coaching protocol differs in that the trainer 

also provides feedback within the trial, or while the trainee is performing the skill. Within-trial 

feedback is based on data collected of the previous trial where performance errored (Seniuk, 
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Witts, Williams, Ghezzi, 2013). The trainer provides immediate feedback within the trial in order 

to reduce the likelihood of an errored step occurring. Comprehensive feedback is delivered at the 

end of the trial, by identifying the steps which the trainee performed correctly or needs 

improvement in order to reduce the likelihood of errored steps in future. Repeated coaching trials 

allow the trainee to implement the target skill more accurately and reliably in the future, with 

behaviour gains being maintained following intervention (Parsons et al., 2012; Rock et al., 

2014).  

The coaching protocol has also been hypothesized to influence the trainer’s behaviour 

such that they can improve the procedural fidelity of the coaching protocol when monitoring the 

trainee’s performance or delivering feedback (Martin & Hrycaiko, 1983). The effect on both 

trainer and trainee can help increase the trainer’s procedural fidelity of the coaching protocol, as 

well as the trainee’s treatment integrity on the target skill. Parsons, Rollyson and Reid (2012) 

identified that on-the-job coaching can involve a substantial time investment, as trainers must go 

to each worksite to conduct rehearsal and feedback. Using TCMs may increase access to BST 

and coaching by a specialist by reducing the time and cost associated with training (e.g., Wacker 

et al, 2013a,b; Lindgren et al., 2016).  

BST and coaching via telecommunication models. Utilizing TCMs in service-delivery 

requires slight modifications to each component of the BST procedure. In addition to live 

instruction, the trainer can share an electronic copy or a power point presentation outlining the 

steps and rationale of the target skill. In the modelling phase, video files can be shared with the 

trainee through the videoconferencing software. It is conceivable that, both of these 

modifications may help to standardize training across trainees allowing for a greater consistency 

and procedural fidelity to the protocol (e.g., Graff, & Karsten, 2012; Shapiro, & Kazemi, 2017).  
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With the use of a TCM platform, rehearsal can take place within the trainee’s natural 

environment, which may not have been previously accessible due to time or resource constraints. 

Additionally, feedback can be delivered covertly through a bug-in-ear device (BIE; e.g., 

Bluetooth headset), which may reduce client reactivity while improving staff treatment integrity 

and adherence within the clinical environment (Rock et al., 2014).  

Covert feedback delivered through a BIE device has been shown to be effective in 

training behavioural staff (e.g., novice BCBAs) how to conduct evidence-based procedures 

with children with ASD (Artman-Meeker, Rosenberg, Badgett, Yang & Penny, 2017). The 

BCBA trainees wore a BIE device when implementing functional communication training (FCT) 

with preschool children with ASD. A multiple-baseline design across participants showed that 

BIE feedback within a coaching protocol lead to increased treatment integrity to the FCT 

protocol and increased the number of FCT opportunities. Correspondingly children with ASD 

demonstrated a reduction of problem behaviour and increase in functional communicative 

responses (Artman-Meeker et al., 2017). Similar effects of training with BIEs have been shown 

to improve caregiver performance delivering prompts and praise within the natural environment 

to support their child with ASD within their natural routines (Oliver & Brady, 2014). 

Additionally, the effect of covertly coaching caregivers increased their child’s independence in 

completing household routines, which also generalized to other skills and tasks in the home 

(Oliver & Brady, 2014). Overall, behavioural telehealth models have effectively used BST (e.g., 

Higgins et al., 2017) and in vivo coaching (Artman-Meeker et al., 2017) to increase the treatment 

adherence of behavioural staff working with children with ASD.  

Applications of Telecommunication Models in Mediator Training in Applied Behaviour 

Analysis 
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In ABA, TCMs have allowed BCBAs to train: caregivers to conduct a functional 

analysis (FA) and implement subsequent functional communication training (FCT; Suess, 

Wacker, Schwartz, Lustig, & Detrick, 2016); teachers to use ABA procedures (e.g., 

reinforcement) in the classroom (Knowles, Massar, Raulston, & Machalicek, 2017); and direct 

care staff to implement a multiple stimulus without replacement preference assessment (Higgins 

et al., 2017). Using TCM to train and supervise mediators allows BCBAs to share their 

expertise and knowledge with rural consumers (Barretto et al., 2006; Suess et al., 2016), as well 

as reduce costs associated with training (Lindgren et al., 2016; Little, Wallisch, Pope, & Dunn, 

2018).   

Interfering Behaviours. A TCM approach has been used to support rural American 

caregivers in the assessment (e.g., Barretto et al., 2006; Wacker et al., 2013a; Alnemary, 

Wallace, Symon & Barry, 2015) and subsequent function-based treatment (e.g., Gibson et al., 

2010; Wacker et al., 2013b) of interfering behaviour(s) exhibited by their children with ASD. 

Wacker and colleagues (2013a) taught 20 parents how to conduct a functional analysis (FA) on 

their child’s aggressive behaviour. Parents received immediate performance feedback (i.e., 

coaching) during and following FA conditions at a satellite clinic, which was an average of 222 

miles away from the trainer (BCBA). Following the identification of the function of interfering 

behaviour, Wacker and colleagues (2013b) trained 17 parents on functional communication 

training (FCT). The research team coached parents on their child’s individualized function-based 

treatment. Results indicated an average of 95% reduction of interfering behaviour across all 17 

children with ASD. These studies demonstrated that coaching parents via a TCM platform can 

improve the overall quality of life of the population, as exhibited by the reductions of all 
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children’s interfering behaviours. Further examination into the value of treatment was provided 

by a time and cost analysis (Lindgren et al., 2016; Wacker et al., 2013a,b). 

Time and cost analyses provide evidence for the value of using TCM in training. In one 

comparison, expected costs of in-person training to TCM-training for caregivers implementing 

an FA demonstrated that delivering the intervention via TCM saved seven hours of staff time, 

and an average of $355.09 US per participant (Wacker et al., 2013a). Additionally, time and cost 

analyses of training parents to implement FCT via TCM indicated a saving of $2,610.12 US per 

participant based on 2.5 hours of staff time per week (Wacker et al, 2013b). Similarly, Lindgren 

and colleagues (2016) conducted a cost-analysis of FA and subsequent function-based treatment 

across three settings: telehealth service in satellite clinics (N = 20), in-home telehealth service (N 

= 30) and in-home therapy (N = 44). Results indicated there were no statistically or clinically 

significant differences in treatment outcomes across the three settings. However, the cost-

analysis indicated that in-home telehealth was more economical when compared to in-clinic 

telehealth, and in-person models. Additionally, the cost analysis indicated that both telehealth 

models cost significantly less than in-home therapy. These analyses demonstrate that coaching 

parents via TCM can reduce time and costs of training while significantly improving interfering 

behaviour in children with ASD. 

A systematic review by Tomlimson, Gore and McGill (2018) provides further evidence 

supporting the use TCM-ABA training for reducing interfering behaviour in children with ASD. 

From 20 identified articles that trained mediators in ABA procedures via TCM platforms, 25% 

(N = 5) included training on FA implementation, 15% (N = 3) included training on function-

based interventions (i.e., FCT or differential reinforcement procedures), and 20% (N = 4) 

included training on FA and FCT combined (Tomlimson, Gore & McGill, 2018). In total, 60% 
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of articles trained mediators on the assessments and interventions that focused on dealing with 

interfering behaviours, which highlights an important gap in the TCM-ABA literature – a lack of 

focus on strategies designated to increase skill acquisition. Thus, specific skill acquisition 

protocols (e.g., discrete trial training, or errorless learning) taught via TCM are needed to address 

the gap in the literature.  

Skill Acquisition. A common effective teaching protocol for teaching skills to children 

with ASD in EIBI setting is discrete-trials teaching (DTT; Green 1996; ONTABA, 2017; Smith 

2001). In a DTT session, a behaviour technician delivers a verbal instruction to complete the 

target response; may prompt the child to minimize errors; and delivers an immediate 

consequence based on the child’s response (e.g., reinforcement for correct response and an error 

correction for incorrect responses, [Smith, 2001]). In DTT, the instruction trials are brief, and 

typically presented in blocks (Smith, 2001; Thomson, Martin, Fazzio, Salem & Young, 2012). 

The DTT procedure may be enhanced by the addition of other methodologies such as: errorless 

learning to prevent the learner from incorrect responding, and the addition of preference 

assessments to identify preferred stimuli used for reinforcement periods. Teaching mediators to 

conduct DTT sessions, and to conduct preference assessments increases the capacity of trained 

individuals which may promote positive learning outcomes for children ASD. These 

interventions can be taught using evidence-based teaching procedures (i.e., BST and/or 

coaching) and may be effectively delivered via TCM.  

Sump and colleagues (2018) compared the efficacy and efficiency of telehealth and in-

person training by teaching seven undergraduate students to implement components of DTT on 

an actor role playing a child with ASD. The training involved using BST to train university 

students to: (1) conduct a multiple stimulus without replacement (MSWO) preference 
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assessment, (2) set-up their session environment, (3) use antecedent and instructional strategies 

(e.g., securing learner attention), and (4) deliver consequences for correct or incorrect actor 

responses. Skills were randomly assigned to either telehealth or in-person training, where each 

student received training on two skills per training modality. Results indicated that TCM-BST 

training was as efficient and effective as in-person BST training for teaching all skills across all 

participants. Five of the participants were assessed at one-, two- and four-week follow up and all 

maintained performance above 90%. Additionally, the same five participants were able to 

perform the skills during a novel instructional task with an actor. Results from the social validity 

measure indicated that half of the participants preferred in-person training over telehealth, and 

the other half of participants had no preference between modalities. Overall the participants’ 

ratings were very positive for both training modalities, suggesting that both may be acceptable. 

Examining consumer preference for telehealth intervention may affirm the quality of TCM-

interventions in providing consumers with preferred training formats. 

Another important component of DTT sessions are preference assessments to find 

potentially effective reinforcers. Higgins and colleagues (2017) used BST via TCM to teach 

three EIBI direct care staff working with children with ASD in an EIBI setting, how to 

implement a multiple stimulus without replacement (MSWO) preference assessment. Results 

demonstrated that the participants met mastery criterion (i.e., 85% of component skills during a 

single training session) with accurate performances being maintained at 1- and 2-month follow 

up. Furthermore, treatment integrity when performing the MSWO with a confederate generalized 

to a child with ASD.  Results provide support that using TCM-BST, a performance-based 

training model with a pre-set mastery criterion, may impact the overall maintenance and 
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generalization of the mediators’ implementation performance. Other performance-based training 

models (i.e., TCM-coaching) may also impact generalization and or maintenance outcomes. 

Coaching via TCM, has been assessed intercontinentally. Barkaia and colleagues (2017) 

had a trainer located in the United States and successfully increased the rate of teaching 

behaviours in three direct care staff in an EIBI centre in the Republic of Georgia. Using 10-s 

partial interval recording the researchers monitored the staff’s frequency of correct command 

sequences (e.g., echoic and mand training) and positive consequences (e.g., social descriptive 

praise) in EIBI sessions. Using a multiple baseline design across 3 child-staff dyads, results 

indicated that staff members’ rate of correct command sequences and positive consequences 

increased. Subsequently, the trainer’s behaviour increased the rate of echoics and mands in 

children with ASD. Results from both Higgins and colleagues (2017) and Barkaia and colleagues 

(2017) support the use of performance-based telehealth models to increase the rate of 

implementation when working with children with ASD. Further, performance-based training, 

may increase the maintenance and generalization of skills.  

Generalization and Maintenance in Telecommunication Models. Evidence supporting 

the generalization and maintenance of specialized training via TCM is limited. In medicine, 

effects of training via TCMs (e.g., web-based, videoconferencing or television formats) have 

been shown to be as, or more effective than usual care in improving outcomes (i.e., clinical 

indicators, health care utilization, self-care, quality of life and/or health knowledge) related to 

clients’ chronic illnesses in a systematic review (Rush et al., 2018). However, only 37.5% of the 

16 included articles reported maintenance. Similar results exist within the ABA-TCM literature. 

A systematic review by Neely and colleagues (2017) found that out of 19 included studies only 

nine (47%) included maintenance assessments (range 1 week to 4 months). Additionally, results 
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from the study indicated that one third of participants assessed did not maintain their 

performance at predetermined mastery criterion levels in follow up. 

 Many mediator training articles in the ABA-TCM literature have not reported any 

maintenance measures (e.g., Barkaia et al., 2017; Hansard & Kazemi, 2018, Wacker et al., 

2013a,b). Further, when maintenance results are reported findings are mixed with some studies 

indicating that participants’ performance fell below mastery criterion (e.g., Wainer & Ingersoll, 

2015), while other research demonstrates that all participants met mastery criterion at follow up 

(e.g., Higgins et al., 2017; Sump et al., 2019). Differences in maintenance could be due to the 

training protocol (e.g., coaching; Wainer & Ingersoll, 2015), TCM modality and/or technology 

used (e.g., wearing a bug-in-ear or not), and/or the type of skill trained (e.g., MSWO; Higgins et 

al., 2017). To determine whether TCM-ABA platforms are efficacious training models 

maintenance and generalization need to be assessed and reported.  

A systematic review of ABA telehealth models for training mediators who work with 

individuals with ASD showed similar generalization and maintenance results (Ferguson et al., 

2019). Only 10 of the 28 studies (35.7%) reported generalization or maintenance measures, 

providing support that the TCM literature requires further examination of generalization and 

maintenance. Even fewer studies have reported the generalization of effects on training. Neely 

and colleagues (2017) conducted a systematic review of ABA telehealth literature and found that 

only three of the 19 included studies reported generalization. Of the three articles that reported 

generalization to novel children, seven participants were assessed and only three generalized 

their skills to a novel child. All three participants were from a study by Hay-Hanson and Eldevik 

(2013), which taught 14 direct care staff to conduct DTT. Three of the seven staff were assessed 

for generalization of DTT skills to a novel child at two-month follow up. All three staff were 
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able to generalize the skill to a novel child. This review highlights that generalization of skills is 

not consistently assessed within or across studies in the TCM-ABA literature. 

Differences in training modalities and protocols may influence the generalization and 

maintenance of skills. Systematic reviews and meta-analyses in medicine and psychology 

determined that drawing strong conclusions about the effectiveness of using telehealth is difficult 

(Hollis, et al., 2017; Rush et al., 2018), as there are variety of treatment modalities (e.g., web-

based or videoconferencing) and protocols used. Hollis and colleagues’ (2017) review and 

analysis of TCM-psychology literature indicated that difficulties in drawing conclusions about 

effectiveness were due to methodological issues including a lack of an agreed upon topology or 

taxonomy of intervention protocols, lack of short or long term follow up, and poor specification 

of levels of support. In medicine, Rush and colleagues’ systematic review of TCM delivered 

education programs indicated that the heterogeneity of TCM modalities (e.g., web-based, 

videoconferencing, etc.) could not lead to conclusion of overall TCM-education impact on 

patient outcomes. Similar to medicine and psychology, a barrier to interpreting generalization 

and maintenance results within TCM-ABA is the diversity of TCM modalities (e.g., 

videoconferencing software) and protocols (e.g., coaching or BST) used. Inherent differences in 

the setup of TCM-delivery as well as within the protocols used may impact generalization and 

maintenance. 

Training mediators using evidence-based procedures via TCMs can increase the capacity 

of trained personnel to implement effective protocols for teaching individuals with ASD. 

Research from the ABA literature highlights that ABA telehealth interventions address three 

aims: value, by reducing the cost of service provision (e.g., Lindgren et al., 2016; Wacker et al., 

2013a,b); quality, by improving better care experience and satisfaction (e.g., Sump et al., 2019); 
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and population, by improving the outcomes of intervention for children with ASD (e.g., Barkaia 

et al., 2017; Wacker et al., 2013a,b). While telehealth interventions have been shown to remove 

geographical barriers (e.g., Barkaia et al., 2017) and be applied in various settings such as the 

classroom ( e.g., Knowles et al., 2017) and home (e.g., Lindgren et al., 2017), further assessment 

of trainee generalization, maintenance, and child outcomes is warranted to further assess the 

effectiveness of telehealth for providing ABA training and services.  

Research Questions 

 

The study attempted to answer the following questions:  

1. Is a BST training package delivered through a telecommunication model (TCM-BST) 

efficacious for increasing behaviour technicians’ treatment integrity of an errorless 

learning protocol in a contrived training environment with a research assistant role-

playing a child with ASD? 

2. If behaviour technicians do not meet a predetermined mastery criterion, does an 

additional coaching phase (i.e., immediate feedback in the clinical setting) lead to further 

improvements in behaviour technician’s performance of the errorless learning protocol?  

3. If training (BST or BST + coaching) was efficacious for increasing behaviour 

technician’s treatment integrity, do results generalize to implementing behavioural 

programming with a child with ASD, and maintain at 2-month follow up? 

4. If training (BST or BST + coaching) was efficacious for increasing behaviour 

technician’s treatment integrity, does behaviour technician performance have a 

corresponding impact on a child’s correct responding on their individualized behavioural 

program? 
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5. Do behaviour technicians and/or their supervisors (senior therapists) find training within 

a TCM-BST model acceptable and doable (i.e., socially valid)? 

Based on previous research, the hypotheses were:  

1. A TCM-BST approach to training behaviour technicians would lead to immediate and 

sizeable improvements in behaviour technicians’ treatment integrity of the behavioural 

protocol after TCM-BST. Higgins et al. (2017), demonstrated increased accuracy of 

direct care staff implementing a preference assessment in both training and clinical 

environments.  

2. Additional improvement in behaviour technicians’ treatment integrity would be 

demonstrated after TCM-coaching. Hassan et al. (2017) found that caregivers needed 

additional in-situ training following BST sessions in order to accurately implement BST 

to teach social skills to their children with ASD.  

3. Behaviour technicians’ treatment integrity of the target skill in a contrived environment, 

would generalize to supporting a child with ASD in a clinical environment (Higgins et 

al., 2017). Additionally, behaviour technicians’ performance would be maintained 2-

month following the intervention, in line with previous TCM-BST studies (Higgins et al., 

2017; Sump et al., 2018). 

4. Behaviour technicians’ treatment integrity of the target skill would correspond with 

increases in child correct responding in their behavioural programs. Nigro-Buzzi & 

Sturmey (2010) used BST to train education professionals how to implement mand 

training on young children with ASD. Results demonstrated that improved staff treatment 

integrity on the mand training protocol lead to greater percentages of unprompted child 

mands (Nigro-Bruzzi, & Sturmey, 2010).  
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5. Behaviour technicians would indicate satisfaction with the TCM-BST model, as previous 

research has indicated that staff members rate TCM approach as satisfactory to extremely 

satisfactory (Barkaia, et al., 2017; Higgins et al., 2017; Knowles, et al., 2017; Sump et al., 

2018). Senior therapists would indicate satisfaction with the TCM-BST model for staff 

training. Satisfaction from senior therapists is based on the improved behaviour 

technicians’ treatment integrity of the ecologically valid target skill, identified by the 

participant and confirmed by the senior therapist. This hypothesis could not be supported 

by previous research as no other study has investigated the acceptability of staff training 

from a senior therapist perspective (who was not involved in training directly).  

Methods 

Settings and Participants 

This study was conducted in Oakville, Ontario at Atlas Behaviour Consultation (Atlas), a 

private agency that provides ABA interventions and consultation services to children and adults 

with ASD and/or intellectual disabilities. All sessions took place with the first author (trainer), 

located 80km away in a private office at Brock University in St. Catharines, Ontario. The first 

author (trainer) was a Master of Arts student with a professional degree in Applied Behaviour 

Analysis (under the supervision of a doctoral level Board Certified Behavior Analyst, [BCBA-

D™]). The trainer communicated with the participants at Atlas through Lifesize, a 

telecommunication videoconferencing software program (148-bit encryption) throughout the 

study. All sessions took place in similar therapy rooms at Atlas, which contained a bookshelf, 

table, and two chairs. 

 Participant recruitment commenced once ethics clearance was received from the Brock 

University Social Sciences Research Ethics Board. Three categories of participants were 
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recruited: senior therapists, behaviour technicians, and children with a formal diagnosis of ASD. 

All participant names have been replaced with pseudonyms (Table 1).  

 Senior Therapists. Two female BCBAs employed as senior therapists at Atlas, 

consented to participate in the study. Aria and Becca (M age = 29.5, SD = 0.71, range 29 to 30 

years), had nine and six years of experience in ABA and ASD experience respectively. See Table 

1 for demographic information summarized from the demographic questionnaire (Appendix A). 

The Senior Therapists assessed the acceptability of the target skills and completed a social 

validity questionnaire post-follow up phase. Senior therapists continued with their regular 

supervision of behaviour technicians throughout the intervention.  

 Behaviour Technicians. Four female behaviour technicians employed at Atlas, Virginia, 

Kristen, Toria, and Alice, consented to participate in the study. Alice withdrew from the study 

during baseline after leaving her position at Atlas. Virginia, Kristen, and Toria (M = 22 years old, 

SD = 2.08, range 20 to 24 years) remained.  The level of formal ABA training varied across the 

three behaviour technicians; Virginia was a third year undergraduate student in psychology with 

no formal ABA training, Kristen had a college diploma in child and youth work  and completed 

one year  graduate certificate in Autism and Behavioural Science, and Toria had an 

undergraduate degree in psychology and had completed a one year graduate certificate in Autism 

and Behavioural Science . Additionally, the behaviour technicians had varying years of 

experience working with children with ASD (M = 0.2 years, SD = 0.26, range 0 to 0.5 years). 

Virginia was the only behaviour technician without any experience working with children with 

ASD at the time of the study. See Table 1 for demographic information summarized from the 

demographic questionnaire (Appendix A). 
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Children. Five families whose children were receiving services at Atlas expressed 

interest in participating in the study. All five children met the eligibility criteria and families 

provided informed consent to participate. Three of the five children had existing or previous 

therapeutic relationships with the behaviour technicians and were selected to participate in an 

effort to facilitate scheduling and reduce reactivity in the children. Children from the other two 

families were informed that their child’s participation depended on behaviour technician 

recruitment. However, no more behaviour technicians were recruited. With consent from 

caregivers, demographic information was acquired from client files at Atlas (Table 2). 

Table 1 

Staff Demographics 

 

Name 

Age 

(Years)Sex 

 

Education level and type 

Years of 

experience in 

ABA 

Years of 

experience in ASD 

Senior Therapists 

 

Aria  

 

29 

 

Female 

 

MEd with a specialization in ABA 

 

9 

 

9.5 

 

Becca 

 

30 

 

Female 

 

MPEd with a specialization in ABA 

 

6 

 

6 

 

Behaviour Technicians 

 

Virginia 

 

22 

 

Female 

 

Three years of an undergraduate 

degree in Psychology 

 

0.5 

 

0 

 

Kristen 

 

20 

 

Female 

 

College Diploma in Early Childhood 

Education  

College certificate in Autism and 

Behavioural Science 

 

0.5 

 

0.1 

 

Toria 

 

24 

 

Female 

 

BA in Cognitive Science of Language 

College certificate in Autism and 

Behavioural Sciences 

 

0.5 

 

0.5 
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All three children, Paul, Jordan and Marc (M = 6.3 years old, SD = 1.15, range 5 to 7 years) had 

a formal diagnosis of ASD from a registered health professional (i.e., clinical psychologist). Two 

behaviour technician-child dyads (i.e., Virginia-Paul, and Toria-Marc) worked together at the 

time of consent and throughout the study, while one dyad (i.e., Kristen-Jordan) had worked 

together in the past. The children’s individualized programming was targeted during the research 

sessions as well as during the child’s regularly scheduled sessions with and without the 

participating behaviour technicians. 

Paul was seven-years-old at the time of consent and worked with Virginia once per week. 

During the study sessions, the research team observed the dyad working on his typing program. 

Jordan was five-years-old and had previously worked with Kristen. Before conducting any 

sessions, Jordan and Kristen had one 30-minute pairing session in which they played with 

preferred activities. Throughout the study, the research team observed Jordan and Kristen 

working on three of his programs: receptive identification of items by feature function and class 

(FFC), cutting with scissors, and patterning program.  Marc was seven-years-old at the time of 

consent and worked with Toria once per week. During the study sessions the research team 

observed Toria and Marc working on the following of his programs: receptive identification of 

items by FFC, expressive item associations, “Wh” questions, and adjectives. 
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Table 2 

 

Child Demographics 

 

 

Name 

 

Age (Years)  

Sex 

 

Diagnosis 

 

Behaviour technician 

member for Dyad 

 

 

Program(s) Targeted in Study 

 

Paul 

 

7 

 

ASD 

 

Virginia 

 

Typing Program 

 

 

Jordan 

Male 

 

5 

 

Male 

 

 

ASD 

 

 

Kristen 

 

 

Receptive identification of feature 

function, class. 

Cutting with scissors. 

Patterning. 

 

 

Marc 

 

7 

 

Male 

 

ASD 

 

Toria 

Receptive identification of feature 

function class (physical prompting). 

Associations (verbal prompting). 

 “W” questions (verbal prompting). 

 Adjectives (verbal prompting). 

 

Materials 

 A MacBook Air computer with a built-in 480p high definition camera was used to 

conduct and record each session. The laptop was placed on top of a bookshelf and was connected 

to secure Wi-Fi at Atlas. A Voyager Legend UC Bluetooth headset from Plantronics was 

connected to the computer so the trainer could communicate covertly with participants through 

the videoconferencing software (i.e., Lifesize). Trained research assistants (RAs) were on-site 

and used the TCM-BST Technology Checklist (Appendix B) to set-up and ensure that all the 

technology was working prior to commencing each session. If any technical problems occurred 

the RAs referred to the TCM-BST Technology Troubleshoot sheet (Appendix C) to attempt to 

remediate the issue. 
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During observations of the behaviour technicians with the children throughout the study, 

the onsite RA provided technicians with a token board, materials needed for the behavioural 

programming (e.g., cue cards with pictures), paper, and a pen. For the paired stimulus preference 

assessment observation sessions, participants were asked to collect eight different preferred items 

and were given a data sheet (Appendix D) and a pen. Items were selected based on the behaviour 

technician’s responses from the Reinforcer Assessment for Individuals with Severe Disability 

(RAISD; Fisher, Piazza, Bowman & Amari, 1996), as well as from the behaviour technicians’ 

observations of items that served as reinforcers in previous sessions.  

Experimental Design 

 A single-case design was used to assess the efficacy of the training procedure (i.e., TCM-

BST). Specifically, a concurrent multiple-baseline design across three behaviour technician-child 

dyads assessed the predicted irreversible behaviour change of the independent variable (TCM-

BST) while also controlling for practice effects (Johnston & Pennypacker, 1980). This design 

continually monitors the behaviour(s) across experimental phases. Compared to pre- and post- 

(AB) designs, a concurrent multiple-baseline design has increased experimental control due to 

the staggered delivery of the independent variable (IV) to participants. The staggering of the IV 

allows the evaluation of treatment effects, while attempting to control for extraneous variables 

(Johnston & Pennypacker, 1980). Treatments effects are demonstrated when behaviour change 

follows the introduction of the IV and is confirmed by unchanged baseline responding for 

participants that have not yet received the IV (Morgan & Morgan, 2009). Once a participant 

achieves stable level of responding in baseline then they received training (TCM-BST). 

Confidence in the treatment effect increases when the same pattern of responding is replicated 

across all participants. Additionally, the replication of training effects was observed again within 
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and between participants when the IV was implemented with the second target (untrained) skill. 

Thus, conclusions are  strengthen by the increased internal validity because positive effects in 

performance can then attributed the training protocol versus extraneous variables (e.g., 

maturation or practice effects).  

 The study included seven phases: (1) baseline assessment, (2) BST training conducted 

over videoconferencing software (i.e., Lifesize) for the trained skill (errorless learning), (3) 

post-training assessment of trained skill (4) post-training assessment of the trained skill with two 

targets, (5) coaching session over videoconferencing software (if mastery was not met in Phases 

3 or 4) for the trained skill, (6) BST training conducted over videoconferencing software for the 

untrained skill (paired stimulus) and (7) follow up assessment.  

Dependent Variables 

 Behaviour Technician Implementation of Trained Skill (Errorless Learning). 

  To make ongoing training decisions, on-site RAs scored the behaviour technicians’ 

treatment integrity of the trained skill (i.e., errorless learning) live using the errorless learning 

task analysis (Appendix E). The errorless learning protocol contained a most-to-least prompting 

hierarchy (i.e., full physical >partial physical > gestural > independent), where each prompt level 

was operationally defined (see Appendix E). Changes in Marc’s behavioural programming 

necessitated a change in how Toria implemented the errorless learning protocol; that is, she 

implemented a verbal vs. physical prompt hierarchy (i.e., full verbal> partial verbal 1> partial 

verbal 2 > independent; [Appendix F]). 

  The errorless learning protocol was broken into two categories: antecedent tasks (e.g., 

four procedural steps for arranging the materials), and consequent tasks (e.g., two procedural 

steps for reinforcement and/or seven procedural steps for error correction). Thus, the total 
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number of procedural steps observed within a trial was dependent on whether the child emitted a 

correct response (six procedural steps) or incorrect response (11 procedural steps). In addition to 

the trained RAs coding the behaviour technicians’ treatment integrity live, an additional 

independent trained RA later coded videos of the sessions. The video coder’s scoring data were 

used to graph the treatment integrity of both the trained and untrained skill protocols.  

 Behaviour Technician Implementation of Untrained Skill (Paired Stimulus 

Preference Assessment). The paired stimulus preference assessment was broken down into 12 

procedural steps (Appendix G) across four categories: pre-session behaviours (e.g., collect eight 

items; [three procedural steps]), pre-session sampling (e.g., introducing each item to the child; 

[three procedural steps]), presentation (e.g., providing the child with a choice between two items; 

[five procedural steps]), and data analysis (e.g., ranking the child’s preferences; [one procedural 

step]) using scores from the data sheet (Appendix D). Behaviour technicians’ treatment integrity 

was scored live and through video by trained RAs.  

 Error Analysis. An error analysis was adapted from the protocol in Higgins et al. (2017), 

where the behaviour technicians’ performances of the trained and untrained skill were broken 

down step-by-step. Each step is represented by a box where shaded boxes depict correct 

implementation of the step, blank boxes depict incorrect implementation (i.e., error of 

commission) and hashed boxes depict the step was not performed (i.e., error of omission). Error 

analyses were used to demonstrate where common implementation occurred and help guide the 

trainer’s performance during coaching sessions (see Coaching procedure).  

 Child Outcome.  The behaviour technicians chose teaching targets from the trainer’s 

selection of individualized behavioural programs which were taught using an errorless learning 

protocol (see Table 2). Behaviour technicians recorded the child’s responding on their respective 
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behavioural programming. Child responses were scored as correct if the child accurately 

responded to the discriminative stimuli (e.g., instruction, picture, etc.) specific to each program. 

An incorrect response was scored when the child inaccurately responded to the discriminative 

stimuli specific to the program. Each session included five trials of teaching target(s) (e.g., ball) 

specific to the child’s programming. The child’s responding was calculated as percent correct by 

totaling the total number of correct responses divided by total number of teaching trials (i.e., 

five) and multiplying by 100%.  

 Social Validity. After the follow up phase, each behaviour technician completed an 

anonymous social validity questionnaire (Appendix H) that included 12 questions relating to: (1) 

the goal of the intervention (e.g., “I believe that the goal of the study to investigate the effects of 

a telecommunication model for using BST to teach behaviour technicians specific skills needed 

to support children with ASD is important”), (2) the TCM-BST procedure (e.g., “I found the 

trainer’s description of the skill was helpful”), (3) the trainer’s performance (e.g., “I found the 

trainer to be knowledgeable and helpful in teaching me how to support a child with ASD in a 

behavioural setting” ), and (4) the outcomes of the intervention (e.g., “Since receiving BST 

through telecommunication, I feel more confident in supporting children with ASD”). The close-

ended questions were rated using a 5-point Likert-type scale (5 = “agree”, 3 = “neutral”, 1 = 

“disagree”). Additionally, behaviour technicians were asked to respond to five open-ended 

questions pertaining to their perceptions on the strengths and weaknesses of the training model 

(e.g., “In your opinion, what were some potential strengths of using a telecommunication 

approach when receiving training?”) and the investigation (e.g., “Overall, I found this 

investigation…”).  
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 Senior therapists were given a separate social validity questionnaire (Appendix I), which 

contained 11 closed-ended questions related to: (1) the goal of the study (e.g., “I believe that the 

goal of the study to investigate the effects of a TCM-BST procedure to teach staff specific skills 

to support children with ASD is important”), (2) the TCM-BST procedure (e.g., “I believe that a 

TCM approach would be beneficial for when I train new staff”), (3) the researcher’s performance 

(e.g., “I found the research team addressed all my concerns during the skill selection process”, 

and (4) the outcomes of the intervention (e.g., “I believe that staff increased their accuracy of 

implementing errorless learning as a result of TCM-BST approach”). The close-ended questions 

were rated on a 5-point Likert-type scale (5 = “agree”, 3 = “neutral”, 1 = “disagree”). Senior 

therapists were also asked two additional open-ended questions to assess their opinion on the 

strengths and weaknesses of the TCM-BST protocol (e.g., “In your opinion, what are some 

potential strengths of using a telecommunication approach to staff training”).  

 Interobserver Agreement. Coders were trained to 100% accuracy on the errorless 

learning protocol (Appendix E) from live and video demonstrations of the trainer performing the 

errorless learning protocol (i.e., trained skill) with an actor. Three RAs coded behaviour 

technicians’ treatment integrity (trained and untrained skills) live for training decisions, and from 

video for graphing purposes. Trial-by-trial interobserver agreement (IOA) was calculated 

between the on-site coder and the video coder by dividing the total number of agreements by the 

total number of agreements plus disagreements and multiplying by 100% (Cooper, Heron, & 

Heward, 2007).  

The average IOA (between live and video coded scores) for the behaviour technicians’ 

implementation of errorless learning was conducted for 93.8% sessions (including both those 

with an RA and with a child) and was high (M = 90.6%, SD = 10. 1, range 60% to 100%). Five 
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videos were unable to be coded for IOA due to technical difficulties (n = 1) or the absence of an 

on-site coder (n = 4). The overall IOA of behaviour technicians implementing the errorless 

learning with an RA was calculated for 92.1% of sessions (M = 92.2%, SD = 8.41, range 71.4% 

to 100%). The IOA for each behaviour technicians’ performance of the errorless learning 

protocol with an RA was: 96.7% for Virginia (SD = 4.88. range 82.9% to 100%), 91.7% for 

Kristen (SD = 9.26, range 71.4% to 100%), 91.4% for Toria (SD = 7.12, range 77.1% to 100%). 

Overall IOA for behaviour technicians’ performance of errorless learning with a child was 

calculated for 88.2% of videos (M = 81.7%, SD = 12.9, range 60% to 100%). The average IOA 

scores for each behaviour technician’s implementation of errorless learning with a child were: 

89.6% for Virginia working with Paul (SD = 12, range 25.7% to 100%), 76.1% for Kristen 

working with Jordan (SD = 10.75, range 60% to 86.2%), and 80.6% for Toria working with Marc 

(SD = 14.69, range 65.2% to 100%). Interobserver agreement for the behaviour technicians’ 

implementation of the paired stimulus protocol with an RA was coded for 100% of videos (M = 

90%, SD = 15.08, range 66.7% to 100%). The IOA for each behaviour technicians’ performance 

of the paired stimulus protocol with an RA was: 100% for Virginia, 82.1% for Kristen (SD = 

16.62, range 67.7% to 100%), and 100% for Toria. Overall IOA for behaviour technicians’ 

performance of the paired stimulus protocol with a child was calculated for 70.8% of videos (M 

= 81.7%, SD = 12.9, range 66.7% to 91.7%). The IOA for each behaviour technicians’ 

performance of the paired stimulus protocol with a child was: 83.3% for Virginia (SD = 9.13, 

range 67.7% to 91.7%), 80.2% for Kristen (SD = 11, range 67.7% to 91.7%), 80.6% for Toria 

(SD = 10.1, range 67.7% to 91.7%).  

 Procedural Fidelity. To ensure that the TCM-BST protocol was implemented 

consistently and as intended across behaviour technicians, the coder used a task analysis 
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(Appendix J) to assess the trainer’s behaviour from videos of training the target (errorless 

learning) and untrained skill (paired stimulus preference assessment; Appendix K). The coder 

scored the trainer’s implementation of the four steps of BST (i.e., instruction, model, rehearsal 

and feedback) via TCM using the 13-step process outlined in the TCM-BST training task 

analysis (Appendix J). Procedural fidelity was 100% across the three errorless learning training 

sessions across behaviour technicians. Trial-by-trial IOA was calculated between the video coder 

and trainer’s live scoring and was 100%. The same trained video coder assessed procedural 

fidelity of the untrained skill (i.e., paired stimulus preference assessment) by using the 13-step 

task analysis (Appendix K). Procedural fidelity for the paired stimulus training was 100% across 

all three training sessions across behaviour technicians. Trial-by-trial IOA was calculated 

between the video coder and trainer’s live scoring and was 100%. 

Effect Size. Effect sizes were calculated from percentage of data points exceeding the 

median (PEM). PEM is guided by the assumption that values will fluctuate around the median if 

no treatment effect is present (Ma, 2006). Compared to other effect size measures (i.e., 

percentage of non-overlapping data points), PEM is less susceptible to floor or ceiling effects 

observed in baseline. PEM was calculated by: (1) identifying the median of baseline data points, 

(2) drawing a horizontal line across all phases at the median value, (3) totalling the number of 

data points exceeding the median, and (4) dividing the number of exceeded data points by the 

total number of data points and multiplying by 100% (Ma, 2006). Treatment effects are then 

categorized as ineffective (i.e., PEM < 50%), questionable (i.e., PEM value range 51% to 70%), 

moderate (i.e., PEM value range 71% to 90%), or highly effective (i.e., PEM value > 90%) (Ma, 

2006). 
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Procedure 

Consent and Recruitment. Consent was obtained for all three categories of participants 

(i.e., senior therapists, behaviour technicians, and caregivers of children with ASD). After 

obtaining permission from the administration team at Atlas, senior therapists were invited to 

participate in the study during a meeting with the trainer (first author). After indicating interest, 

separate in-person meetings were scheduled with the first author to obtain informed consent. 

During the individual meetings, the first author reviewed each component of the Senior Therapist 

Informed Consent form (Appendix L) and asked whether the senior therapist had any questions 

or concerns. Once signed, copies of the consent form were given to the senior therapists for their 

records, and they were provided with the demographic questionnaire (Appendix A). 

An administrator from the agency sent a letter of invitation (Appendix M) to all 

behaviour technicians who had been employed with Atlas for 6 months or less. Interested 

behaviour technicians contacted the first author to set up an individual face-to-face meeting 

during which the first author reviewed the aim of the study and assessed the behaviour 

technician’s eligibility (i.e., over 18 years-old, and not pursuing or holding a BACB 

certification). The first author reviewed each component of the consent form with each eligible 

behaviour technician (Appendix N). Additionally, consent for audio/visual recording was 

obtained. Once signed, copies of the consent form were given to the behaviour technician for 

their records, and a demographic questionnaire was provided (Appendix A). 

To recruit children, a flyer (Appendix O) was posted at the entrance of Atlas, and an 

invitation letter (Appendix P) was sent to all families who were receiving behavioural services 

from Atlas. Five children from the centre met eligibility criteria (i.e., less than 7 years-old at the 

time of consent and had a formal diagnosis of ASD). No participants met exclusion criteria (i.e., 
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co-morbid diagnoses such as genetic disorders or severe interfering behaviour such as self-

injury). Once deemed eligible, the first author sent caregivers sign-in instructions and a link to 

the study’s virtual meeting room on Lifesize videoconferencing program. The first author 

reviewed the aim of the study and each component of the informed consent form (Appendix Q). 

Additional consent was obtained for audio and visual recording of their child. Furthermore, the 

first author asked each caregiver whether their child was able to provide verbal assent. All 

children in the study were deemed by parents (and confirmed by Atlas senior therapists) to have 

the capacity to provide and revoke assent (through vocal verbal communication). All signed 

consent forms were returned to the first author, who provided copies to the caregivers.  

Target Skill Selection. To select a socially valid target skill, behavioural technicians and 

their senior therapists collaborated with the first author to help determine procedures in which 

the behaviour technicians needed training. A survey (Appendix R) was administered to all 

behaviour technicians at the time of consent. The survey included a list of eight behaviour 

analytic procedures (e.g., token economy) commonly used in EIBI settings. Behaviour 

technicians were asked to rank the top five procedures they wanted to receive more training on. 

The first author then aggregated all rankings using the target skill selection process form 

(Appendix S). The first author assigned a numerical value to each skill, with the first choice 

being assigned 5, or “agree” second choice assigned 4, or “somewhat agree”, etc. Skills and 

corresponding point values were then aggregated and summed to create a total score, used to 

rank the top skills across all behaviour technicians. The skills with the highest value (most 

preferred) were differential reinforcement of alternative behaviour (DRA) and errorless learning, 

and the second highest aggregated value were behavioural skills training and paired stimulus 

preference assessment. The skills with the highest value (most preferred; e.g., errorless learning 
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and DRA) were then selected as the target skill, and untrained skill. Task analyses were created 

for each skill and given to the senior therapists for their review.  

Two senior therapists were given a survey (Appendix T) to obtain their perspectives on 

the need to train the skills identified as most preferred by the behaviour technicians. The survey 

contained both closed-ended and open-ended questions assessing the senior therapists’ 

perception of the appropriateness of the target and untrained skill within the assigned child’s 

programs and/or behaviour technicians’ responsibilities. Senior therapists rated differential 

reinforcement and behavioural skills training trainings unfavourably (M = 2, “somewhat 

disagree”) as these skills were reported to be used infrequently in the behaviour technicians’ 

sessions. Both senior therapists suggested that errorless learning should be used as the target 

(trained skill) and agreed that paired stimulus preference assessment would be beneficial to 

clients and behaviour technicians. Thus, errorless learning (1st choice) was used as the trained 

skill, and paired stimulus preference assessment was used as the untrained skill (2nd choice).  

Experimental Phases  

All experimental phases started with the trained on-site RA following the technology 

checklist (Appendix B). The behaviour technician put in the bug-in-ear device and was greeted 

by the trainer who first panned the camera in his environment (i.e., room at Brock University) to 

confirm that confidentiality was being maintained. The trainer and behaviour technician engaged 

in some small talk to build rapport, whilst the on-site research assistant had an opportunity to 

prepare data sheets for scoring. All baseline and training sessions were conducted in the meeting 

room at Atlas with two trained on-site RAs; one playing the role of a child with ASD (actor), and 

the other scoring the behaviour technician’s implementation of the errorless learning protocol. 

All sessions with the child were conducted in the meeting room with one on-site RA scoring the 
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behaviour technicians’ procedural fidelity (trained and untrained skill) to assess for 

generalization and the trainer was scoring live. 

Baseline Sessions. Baseline sessions were conducted for the trained (errorless learning 

protocol) and untrained skill (paired stimulus preference assessment protocol). Additionally, 

trained skills differed by whether the protocol was being implemented on an RA or child. At the 

end of all baseline sessions, the trainer did not provide any feedback on the behaviour 

technicians’ treatment integrity implementing the protocols.   

 Trained Skill (Errorless Learning). The behaviour technicians were asked to implement 

the errorless learning protocol a minimum of three times with an RA role playing a child with 

ASD. Before the session began, the behaviour technician had the opportunity to review the 

errorless learning protocol (Appendix E) for five minutes. After five minutes, or the behaviour 

technician indicated they were finished with their review, the trainer asked the behaviour 

technician to hand the task analysis to the on-site RA. The trainer then provided the behaviour 

technician with a target response and the last successful prompt level used. The trainer then 

instructed the behaviour technician to begin (e.g., “You can start five trials when you are 

ready”).  For all behaviour technicians, one session included five trials of the behaviour 

technician teaching a receptive identification program for one target response (e.g., ball) using a 

most-to-least physical prompt hierarchy. The RA (that was acting as a child with ASD) followed 

six scripts (Appendix U) which used a physical prompting hierarchy. Scripts were written so that 

four contained one trial where the RA’s attention was diverted, and one trial where the RA 

emitted an incorrect response. The two remaining scripts included the RA attending and emitting 

correct responses. In addition to teaching the RA, the behaviour technicians were asked to 

implement the errorless learning protocol with their assigned child from the centre, using one of 
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the child’s skill building programs (see Table 2). Behaviour technicians informed both the trainer 

and the on-site RA of the teaching target (e.g., fish) and last prompt level used (e.g., gestural), 

which were recorded on the data sheets. All sessions ended at the end of five teaching trials.  

 Untrained Skill (Paired Stimulus). Prior to untrained skill sessions, the behaviour 

technicians were asked to collect up to eight items that might be of interest to the child. Items 

were selected based on the behaviour technician’s past observations of the child and from the 

results of the RAISD (Fischer, et al., 1996). The on-site RA then gave the behaviour technician 

the paired stimulus preference assessment data sheet (Appendix D), which the behaviour 

technician had the opportunity to review up to five minutes. Once the five minutes were 

complete, or the behaviour technician indicated they were finished reviewing, the trainer gave 

the instruction, “You can start whenever you are ready.” Behaviour technicians’ treatment 

integrity was scored in-vivo and from video; while coding of the behaviour technicians’ data 

collection was compared and scored for agreement using the paired stimulus preference 

assessment data sheet (Appendix D). 

  Training (TCM-BST) of Trained Skill (Errorless Learning). Virginia had the lowest 

and most stable pattern of responding in baseline so entered the training condition first, followed 

by Kristen, and then Toria. The third participant Toria, had a slight ascending baseline and was 

introduced into the training condition before a stable state of responding was observed.  This 

error was due to disagreement between the live and video coder ratings.  

The trainer conducted the TCM-BST phase using the 13 steps outlined in errorless 

learning procedural fidelity checklist (Appendix J). For the instruction component, the on-site 

RA provided the behaviour technician with an errorless learning handout that included a written 

rationale for the importance of errorless learning, a detailed description of the protocol steps, and 
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the operational definitions of the prompt hierarchy (Appendix V). Next, the trainer went through 

each section of the handout individually and asked the behaviour technician if they had any 

questions regarding what was discussed, and clarified any questions as needed.  

 For the modeling component, the trainer asked behaviour technicians to individually open 

five different video clips that were downloaded onto the on-site computer. The videos were of 

the trainer performing (with an RA): (1) full physical prompting, (2) partial physical prompting, 

(3) gestural prompting, (4) an error correction following an incorrect child responding, and (5) 

reinforcement following a child’s correct responding. After watching each video, the trainer 

addressed any of the behaviour technicians’ questions. For Toria’s training, the trainer provided 

an additional live demonstration and verbal explanation of the verbal prompt hierarchy to 

accommodate changes to Marc’s behavioural programming.  

 Following modeling, participants were asked to rehearse the errorless learning protocol 

with an on-site research assistant who rotated between the scripts (Appendix U). For Toria’s 

training, the on-site RA used six different scripts which contained the verbal prompt hierarchy 

(Appendix U). The trainer then asked the behaviour technician to teach one target response (e.g., 

fork) across five trials starting at a specific prompt level. (e.g., full prompt) After five trials, the 

trainer provided feedback in the form of social descriptive praise (e.g., “Fantastic! Your 

performance of the errorless learning protocol was 100% accurate”) for correctly implemented 

steps, or supportive corrective feedback (e.g., “It’s important to ensure that the learner is looking 

at you”) for incorrectly implemented steps. The rehearsal and feedback steps were repeated until 

the behaviour technician achieved mastery criterion (i.e., 2 consecutive sessions with 100% 

accuracy).  
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 Post-training Assessment of Trained Skill. After training the behaviour technicians on 

the trained skill (i.e., errorless learning), post-training sessions followed the same set-up as in 

baseline; except the author provided feedback (i.e., social descriptive praise or corrective 

feedback). Additionally, behaviour technicians’ treatment integrity of the trained and untrained 

was probed with the child every third session. During this time the behaviour technician selected 

a target response and used the last recorded prompt level across the five trials. It is important to 

note that no feedback was delivered to the behaviour technician after sessions with a child for 

both the trained and untrained skill across all phases. Once behaviour technicians met the 

mastery criterion (i.e., two consecutive sessions at 100% performance) performing the trained 

skill with an RA, they moved onto the next phase.  

Two Targets Assessment of Trained Skill.  In this phase, the trainer increased the 

response effort by asking the behaviour technicians to implement two teaching targets (e.g., ball 

and fork) at two different prompt levels (e.g., gestural and full prompt) across five trials. For 

sessions with the child, the behaviour technicians selected two target responses and used the last 

recorded prompt level from the child’s behavioural programming across the five trials. No 

feedback was delivered to the behaviour technician after sessions with child (i.e., trained skill 

with child, or untrained skill with child).  

Coaching of Trained Skill. The coaching phase was implemented when the behaviour 

technician’s treatment integrity of the trained skill with an RA showed a decreasing trend or did 

not reach mastery criterion within five sessions. The trainer developed and followed the TCM-

BST Coaching Protocol (Appendix W) in which the trainer provided real-time covert feedback to 

the behaviour technicians using the Plantronics  Bluetooth headset (bug-in-ear device). 

Sessions were identical to the post-training and two targets phases, except that the trainer used 
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the TCM-BST Coaching Feedback Decision Tree (Appendix X) to provide feedback within 

trials. For steps where the behaviour technician errored on previous trials or sessions, corrective 

feedback was delivered prior to their performance on the current trial’s step (e.g., “Remember to 

keep instructions to 3-5 words”). Social descriptive praise was delivered following a trial in 

which the behaviour technician’s performance was 100% (e.g., “That trial was bang on!”), or 

when the behaviour technician accurately performed a step that they errored on in the previous 

trial (e.g., “That’s a clear instruction!”). At the end of the session (five trials) the trainer provided 

aggregated feedback of the behaviour technician’s performance, which included statements on 

which steps of the procedure the behaviour technician performed correctly or incorrectly. For the 

final feedback the trainer used the scores from their own live-scoring, as well as the scores from 

the on-site RA. For any disagreements between the trainer and the on-site RA, the trainer used a 

conservative approach and provided feedback on the step.  

 Training (TCM-BST) of Untrained Skill (Paired Stimulus Preference Assessment). 

Once the behaviour technicians mastered the trained skill (errorless learning) at two targets with 

the RA, training was provided for the untrained skill (i.e., paired stimulus preference 

assessment). This training followed the TCM-BST protocol (Appendix K); for the instruction 

component the on-site RA provided the participant with the paired stimulus handout (Appendix 

Y) with a rationale for the importance of using the preference assessment, a detailed description 

of the protocol’s steps, and the operational definitions for each response definition (Appendix 

Y). The trainer went through each section of the handout individually and asked the behaviour 

technician if they had any questions regarding what was discussed and clarified as needed.  

 For the modeling component the trainer asked participants to open four pre-downloaded 

video clips of the trainer performing: (1) pre-session set-up, (2) pre-session sampling, (3) 
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presentation, and (4) data analysis. The trainer asked the participant to open them in order one at 

a time, asked whether they had any questions or concerns, and clarified as needed. 

 Following the modelling component, participants were asked to rehearse the paired 

stimulus protocol with an on-site research who rotated between preset six scripts (Appendix Z). 

Each rehearsal opportunity only included the presentation of one series (i.e., four different 

presentations or four pairings; see Appendix D). The on-site RA gave the behaviour technician 

eight items for the preference assessment. Once the behaviour technician received all eight items, 

the trainer said, “You can begin the preference assessment when you are ready”. Once the 

behaviour technician completed four presentations (i.e., one series) the trainer asked the 

behaviour technician to verbally state the child’s selection/non-selection for each pairing.  

After of one series (i.e., four presentations of two pairings), the trainer provided feedback 

in the form of social descriptive praise (e.g., “Fantastic! Your performance of the paired stimulus 

preference assessment was perfect!”) for correct implementation, or corrective feedback (e.g., 

“It’s important to ensure that the items are presented to the clients left and right.”) for incorrect 

implementation. The rehearsal and feedback steps were repeated until the behaviour technician 

achieved mastery criterion (i.e., 2 consecutive sessions with 100% accuracy).  

 Follow up Assessment of Trained Skill Errorless Learning. Two-months after 

participants met the mastery criterion for implementing the trained skill (i.e., errorless learning) 

with the RA with two teaching targets, each behaviour technician was re-evaluated to assess 

maintenance of their treatment integrity of the target skill with the RA and with a child.  

Additionally, the behaviour technicians were also asked to implement the untrained skill (i.e., 

paired stimulus) with the child (probe). Note the untrained skill was not assessed two-months 

following training. The follow-up session was identical to the baseline condition with the trainer 
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asking the behaviour technicians to conduct the trained (errorless learning) protocol with an RA 

and the trained and untrained skills with the child. All follow-up sessions took place the same 

day; the behaviour technician first implemented the trained skill with a child, then the untrained 

skill with child, and finally the trained skill with an RA.  

 Social Validity.  After follow-up, behaviour technicians received a social validity 

questionnaire (Appendix H). Senior therapists were given a separate social validity measure 

(Appendix I). All social validity measures were returned to the trainer in a sealed envelope.  

Results 

Trained Skill (Errorless Learning) Outcomes  

Figure 1 represents the three behaviour technicians’ treatment integrity for the errorless 

learning protocol with an RA during baseline, training (TCM-BST), and two-month follow-up. 

The y-axis is the behaviour technicians’ percentage of steps performed correctly on the errorless 

learning protocol (treatment integrity). The x-axis is sessions across phases.  The mean shift from 

baseline to training across the three behaviour technicians was 30.9% (SD = 6.29, range 23.7% to 

35.6%), indicating that all the behaviour technicians’ treatment integrity of the errorless learning 

protocol improved after TCM-BST.  
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Figure 1. Behaviour technicians’ treatment integrity of the errorless learning protocol with a  

 

research assistant across phases (baseline, training [TCM-BST] and 2-month follow up).   

 

  Virginia. During baseline, Virginia’s treatment integrity of the errorless learning protocol 

with an RA was relatively stable (M = 64.9%, SD = 9.23, range 54.3% to 71.4%; Figure 1). In 
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training, Virginia’s accuracy increased by 33.2%, with no overlapping data points with the 

baseline phase and minimal variability (M = 98.1, SD = 3.29, range 94.3% to 100%). Virginia 

met mastery criterion (i.e., two consecutive sessions at 100% performance) within three sessions 

and maintained a high level of accuracy (94.3%) at a two-month follow up.   

The top panel of Figure 2 represents Virginia’s trial-by-trial treatment integrity of the 

errorless learning protocol with an RA. In baseline, Virginia’s treatment integrity had a slight 

increasing trend (M = 68.1%, SD = 15.15) and was highly variable (range 27.2% to 83.3%). 

Virginia’s mean performance increased 30.8% from baseline to training, with one overlapping 

datum point with the baseline phase (on the first trial). In training, Virginia’s treatment integrity 

reached 100% (M = 98.9%, SD = 4.31, range 83.3% to 100%) within two trials, and maintained 

at an average of 96.7% (SD = 8.14, range 81.8% to 100%) in follow up.  

The bottom panel of Figure 2 includes a boxplot that represents Virginia’s performance 

on each step of the errorless learning protocol across trials (error analysis). Shaded boxes depict 

correctly-implemented steps, blank boxes depict incorrectly-implemented steps, and hashed 

boxes depict steps that were not performed. In baseline, Virginia errored a total of 34 times, an 

average of 2.3 errors per trial on: Step 3 (i.e., delivering clear and concise instructions; n = 14), 

Step 9 (i.e., providing one higher level prompt during error correction; n = 3) and Step 10 (i.e., 

providing only social descriptive during error correction; n = 3; Appendix E). In training, 

Virginia errored once on Step 5 (i.e., providing social descriptive praise and a generalized 

conditioned reinforced following a correct response) on the first trial. In training the average 

errors decreased to 0.07 per trial. At the two-month follow up, Virginia errored on Step 4 (i.e., 

delivering the appropriate prompt level) and Step 10 (i.e., providing only social descriptive 

during error correction). At follow up, Virginia’s performance averaged 0.4 errors per trial. 
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Results from Virginia’s error analysis demonstrate that training reduced the frequency of errors 

from 2.3 errors per trial in baseline, to 0.07 and 0.4 errors per trial in training and follow up, 

respectively. In the last trial of the follow-up session, Virginia errored twice during the error 

correction (i.e., 11 steps), in which a greater number of steps (5 steps) are required to perform the 

protocol. 

 

Figure 2. Trial-by-trial data of Virginia’s treatment integrity (percent correct) performing the 

errorless learning protocol with a research assistant across phases (baseline, training [TCM-

BST], and follow up) (top panel). Virginia’s performance by step of the errorless learning 

protocol (correct = shaded, incorrect = blank, not performed = hashed) (bottom panel). 
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Kristen. During baseline, Kristen’s treatment integrity of the errorless learning protocol 

with an RA had a variable and slightly decreasing trend (M = 72.9%, SD = 8.40, range 63.3% to 

80%; Figure 1). In training, Kristen’s accuracy increased by 23.8% with no overlapping data 

points with the baseline phase, and an increasing trend with minimal variability (M = 96.7%, SD 

= 4.25, range 93.3% to 100%). She met the mastery criterion in seven sessions but due to an 

error in live coding, which was used to make training decisions, Kristen performed eight sessions 

(one more than needed). Kristen’s treatment integrity maintained at 100% accuracy at two-month 

follow up.  

The top panel of Figure 3 represents Kristen’s trial-by-trial treatment integrity of the 

errorless learning protocol with an RA. In baseline, Kristen’s treatment integrity averaged 80.5% 

(SD = 5.72) with minimal variability (range 66.7% to 83.3%). In training, Kristen’s performance 

increased 16.5% from baseline, with six overlapping data points with the baseline phase. 

Kirsten’s treatment integrity averaged 97% (SD = 6.21, range 81.8% to 100%) in training, and 

100% in follow up.  

The bottom panel of Figure 3 includes a boxplot that displays Kristen’s performance by 

each step of the errorless learning protocol across trials (error analysis). In baseline Kristen 

errored a total of 31 times, an average of 1.55 errors per trial. Her most common error was Step 6 

(i.e., recording child response; n = 14). In training, Kristen errored a total of 8 times (M = 0.2 

errors per trial) and errors were equally distributed between: Step 1 (i.e., arranging teaching 

materials; n = 2), Step 4 (i.e., delivering the appropriate prompt level; n = 2), Step 5 (i.e., 

delivering social descriptive praise, and a generalized conditioned reinforcer; n = 2) and Step 6 

(i.e., recording child response; n = 2; Appendix E). No errors occurred during follow up. 

Kristen’s treatment integrity improved on her common baseline errors (i.e., Step 6). 
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Figure 3.  Trial-by-trial data of Kristen’s treatment integrity (percent correct) performing the 

errorless learning protocol with a research assistant across phases (baseline, training [TCM-

BST], and follow up) (top panel). Kristen’s performance by step of the errorless learning 

protocol (correct = shaded, incorrect = blank, not performed = hashed) (bottom panel). 

Toria. During baseline, Toria’s treatment integrity of the errorless learning protocol with 

an RA was highly variable with a slight increasing trend (M = 62.5%, SD = 11.35, range 44.8% 

to 73.3%; Figure 1). Toria’s accuracy increased by 35.6% in training, with no overlapping data 

points with the baseline phase and minimal variability (M = 98.1%, SD = 3.29, range 94.3% to 

100%). Toria met the mastery criterion within three sessions and her treatment integrity 

maintained at 94.3% at the two-month follow up.  
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The top panel of Figure 4 represents Toria’s trial-by-trial treatment integrity of the 

errorless learning protocol with an RA. In baseline, Toria’s treatment integrity had a decreasing 

trend (M = 63.6%, SD = 14.4) and was highly variable (range 33.3% to 83.3%). Toria’s mean 

performance increased 34% from baseline to training, with two overlapping data points with the 

baseline phase within the first 5 trials. In training, her treatment integrity reached 100% (M = 

97.6%, SD = 6.06, range 83.3% to 100%) and maintained at 96.7% in follow up (M = 96.7%, SD 

= 7.47, range 83.3% to 100%).  

 The bottom panel of Figure 4 includes a boxplot that displays Toria’s performance by 

each step of the errorless learning protocol across trials (error analysis). In baseline, Toria 

errored a total of 55 steps, an average of 2.2 errors per trial. Toria’s most common errors were 

Step 5 (i.e., delivering social descriptive praise and a generalized condition reinforcer; n = 19) 

and Step 6 (i.e., recording child response; n = 13; Appendix E). Toria errored twice on Step 5 in 

training (see Appendix F), (M = 0.13 errors per trial) and once in follow up (M = 0.2 errors per 

trial).   

Effect Size. The PEM scores for each behaviour technician’s performance of the trained skill 

(i.e., errorless learning) with an RA, from baseline to TCM-BST, are summarized in Table 3. By 

session, PEM results indicated that TCM-BST was highly effective (i.e., above 90%) at 

improving treatment integrity of the errorless learning protocol with an RA across all behaviour 

technicians. However, PEM results by trial indicate that TCM-BST was highly effective for 

Virginia, and moderately (i.e., 71% to 90%) effective for Kristen and Toria (Table 3). 
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Figure 4. Trial-by-trial data of Toria’s treatment integrity (percent correct) performing the 

errorless learning protocol with a research assistant across phases (baseline, training [TCM-

BST], and follow up) (top panel). Toria’s performance by step of the errorless learning protocol 

(correct = shaded, incorrect = blank, not performed = hashed) (bottom panel). 
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Table 3 

 

PEM Estimates of Effectiveness of TCM-Training for Behaviour Technicians Implementing 

Errorless Learning with a Research Assistant.  

 

 

Effectiveness of TCM-BST on Treatment integrity of Errorless Learning with an RA 

 

 

Behaviour 

Technician 

 

Number of 

Intervention 

Points 

 

Number of data 

points exceeding 

median 

 

 

Effectiveness 

 

Rating 

By Session 

 

Virginia 

 

3 

 

3 

 

100% 

 

Highly Effective 

 

Kristen 8 8 100% Highly Effective 

 

Toria 3 3 100% Highly Effective 

 

By Trial 

 

Virginia 

 

 

15 

 

14 

 

93.3% 

 

Highly Effective 

Kristen 

 

40 34 85% Moderate 

Toria 15 13 86.7% Moderate 

 

Behaviour Technician Errorless Learning Outcomes Across Phases 

  Figure 5 displays the three behaviour technicians’ treatment integrity of the errorless 

learning protocol with an RA (depicted by closed circles) and with a child with ASD (depicted 

by open circles) across all phases (i.e., baseline, post-training with one teaching target, post-

training with two teaching targets, coaching, and follow up). Additionally, Figure 5 depicts the 

three behaviour technicians’ treatment integrity of the untrained skill (i.e., paired stimulus 

preference assessment) with a child with ASD (depicted by open diamonds). The y-axis is the 

behaviour technicians’ percentage of steps performed correctly (treatment integrity). The x-axis 

is sessions across all phases. Across behaviour technicians’ treatment integrity of the errorless 
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learning protocol with an RA increased by 27.1% (SD = 2.67, range 24.7% to 30%) from 

baseline to post-training. The average mean shift from baseline to post-training indicates that 

TCM-BST was effective at improving the behaviour technicians’ treatment integrity of the 

errorless learning protocol with an RA. Average increases from baseline to the two targets and 

coaching phases cannot be reported as behaviour technicians received TCM-coaching at different 

points in time across phases. Kristen and Toria received TCM-coaching after five sessions of not 

meeting mastery criterion in post-training, while Virginia received TCM-coaching after three 

sessions in the two targets phase.  

Across the three behaviour technicians, treatment integrity of the errorless learning 

protocol with a child increased by 13% (SD = 8.29, range 5.9% to 11%) from baseline to post-

training. Results indicated some generalization of training (i.e., TCM-BST) with an RA to 

working with a child. Results of the behaviour technicians’ performance of the untrained skill 

(i.e., paired stimulus preference assessment) is discussed in a later section (see Untrained Skill 

[Paired Stimulus] Training). 
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Figure 5. Behaviour technician treatment integrity of the errorless learning protocol with a 

research assistant (closed circle), trained skill-errorless learning with a child (open circle), and 

untrained skill-paired stimulus preference assessment with a child (open diamonds) across 

phases (baseline, post-training, two targets, coaching, and follow up). 
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Virginia. During baseline, Virginia’s treatment integrity of the errorless learning protocol 

with an RA (closed circles) was relatively stable (M = 64.9%, SD = 9.23, range 54.3% to 71.4%; 

Figures 1 and 5). Post-training, Virginia’s treatment integrity increased by 30%, with no 

overlapping data points with baseline. During the post-training phase Virginia’s treatment 

integrity had an increasing trend with minimal variability (M = 94.9%, SD = 4.26, range 90% to 

100%). She met the mastery criterion in 5 sessions. When the response effort was increased by 

implementing two teaching targets within the protocol, Virginia’s treatment integrity decreased 

by 1.6%. Within the two targets phase, Virginia’s treatment integrity had an increasing trend (M 

= 93.3%, SD = 9.15), but after a 57-day break her performance dropped to 82.9%. In the 

coaching phase, Virginia’s treatment integrity increased by 5.7%, with three overlapping data 

points from the two targets phase and minimal variability (M = 99%, SD = 1.67, range 97.1% to 

100%). She met mastery criterion within three sessions and her treatment integrity maintained at 

94.3% accuracy at the two-month follow up.  

Probes of Virginia’s treatment integrity of the errorless learning protocol with the child 

(Paul) are depicted by open circles in Figure 5. Only one data point (71.4%) was collected in 

baseline. Following training with an RA (see Figure 1), Virginia’s treatment integrity of the 

errorless learning protocol with Paul increased by 22% with no overlapping data points with the 

baseline phase (Figure 5). In training, her treatment integrity averaged 93.4% with minimal 

variability (SD = 9.4, range 86.7 to 100%). In the two targets phase, treatment integrity with Paul 

decreased by 6.7% (86.7%). During the coaching phase with an RA, Virginia’s treatment 

integrity averaged 100% with Paul across two sessions. At two-month follow up Virginia’s 

treatment integrity remained high (93.3%).  
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Kristen. In baseline, Kristen’s treatment integrity of the errorless learning protocol with 

an RA (closed circles) had minimal variability and a decreasing trend (M = 73%, SD = 8.39, 

range 63% to 80%; Figures 1 and 5). In the post-training phase, Kristen’s treatment integrity 

increased by 24.7%, with no overlapping data points with the baseline phase, and had a stable 

trend with minimal variability (M = 97.7%, SD = 2.39, range 94.3% to 100%). Kristen did not 

meet mastery criterion within five sessions thus, the coaching phase was introduced. Kristen’s 

treatment integrity increased by 0.9% in the coaching phase with four overlapping data points 

with the post-training phase.  Her treatment integrity had an increasing trend (M = 98.6%, SD = 

1.67, range 97.1% to 100%) and she met mastery criterion within four sessions. Kristen 

continued receiving coaching in the two targets phase, and her treatment integrity was stable (M 

= 99.2%, SD = 1.65, range 96.7% to 100%).  From coaching to two targets phase, Kristen’s 

treatment integrity increased by 0.6% and met mastery within four sessions. At 2-month follow 

up Kristen maintained a high treatment integrity (100%).  

In Figure 5 open circles depict Kristen’s treatment integrity of the errorless learning 

protocol with child (Jordan). In baseline, Kristen’s treatment integrity had minimal variability (M 

= 76.8%, SD = 3.54, range 74.3% to 79.3%). From baseline to post-training, Kristen’s treatment 

integrity increased by 5.9%, with no overlapping data points (M = 82.7%, SD = 3.54, range 80% 

to 85.3%). Due to scheduling conflicts, Kristen’s implementation of the errorless learning 

protocol with Jordan could not be observed during coaching or two target phases. Kristen’s 

performance with Jordan was probed at 79% following meeting mastery criterion at the two 

targets phase with an RA (Figure 5). At 2-month follow up Kristen’s treatment integrity was 

80%.  
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Toria.  In baseline, Toria’s treatment integrity of the errorless learning protocol with an 

RA (closed circles) was highly variable (M = 62.5%, SD = 11.35, range 44.8% to 73.3%; Figures 

1 and 5). Toria’s treatment integrity improved 26.7% in post-training, with no overlapping data 

points with baseline, a stable trend and minimal variability (M = 89.2%, SD = 3.64, range 83.3% 

to 94.3%). Toria did not meet the mastery criterion within 5 sessions so the coaching phase was 

introduced. In coaching, Toria’s treatment integrity increased by 7.8%, with one overlapping 

datum point with baseline and a stable increasing trend (M = 97%, SD = 2.6, range 94.2% to 

100%). Toria met the mastery criteria after 5 sessions of coaching. While implementing coaching 

in the two targets phase, her treatment integrity increased by 3% and she met the mastery 

criterion within two sessions (M = 100%). At the two-month follow up Toria’s treatment 

integrity was 94.3%.  

Probes of Toria’s treatment integrity of the errorless learning protocol with a child (Marc) 

is depicted by open circles in Figure 5. In baseline, Toria’s treatment integrity with Marc was 

variable (range 58.6% to 80%) and averaged 69.3% (SD = 15.1). In post-training, Toria’s 

treatment integrity increased by 11% with one overlapping datum point with baseline, an 

increasing trend, and minimal variability (M = 80.3%, SD = 9.56, range 69.6% to 88%). Due to 

scheduling conflicts, Toria was not observed implementing the errorless learning protocol with 

Marc during coaching or two targets phases. Following mastery of the errorless learning with an 

RA, Toria’s treatment integrity teaching Marc two targets was 89.3% and decreased to 74.2% at 

the two-month follow up.   

Child Outcomes  

Figure 6 displays the responding of the three children with ASD (i.e., Paul, Jordan, Marc) 

during their behavioural programs that were taught by the behaviour technicians using the 
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errorless learning protocol. The y-axis represents the percentage correct of child responding in 

their individualized behavioural programs. The x-axis represents the sessions across each 

experimental phase (i.e., baseline, post-training, two targets, coaching, and follow up). Across 

the three children correct responding from their individualized behaviour programming, had an 

average mean shift of 6.4% (SD = 32.56, range -20% to 40%) from baseline to post-training.  

Paul. Paul was observed once in Virginia’s baseline phase and responded correctly on 

60% of the five teaching trials (Figure 6). In the post-training phase, Paul’s correct responding 

increased by 40% with no overlapping data points with baseline (M = 100%). In the two targets 

phase, Paul’s correct responding (M = 80%) increased by 20% with no overlapping datum point 

with baseline. In coaching, Paul’s correct responding increased 40% with no overlapping data 

points with baseline. At follow-up Paul’s correct responding maintained at 100% accuracy.  

Jordan. In Kristen’s baseline phase, Jordan’s correct responding was variable with a 

decreasing trend (M = 90%, SD = 14.1, range 75% to 100%; Figure 6). In the post-training 

phase, Jordan’s correct responding decreased by 25% (M = 65%, SD = 21.2, range 50% to 

100%) with both data points overlapping with baseline. There was no opportunity to observe 

Kristen and Jordan in coaching but in the two targets phase Jordan responded with 80% 

accuracy, a decrease of 10% from baseline. At 2-month follow up Jordan responded with 60% 

accuracy.  

Marc. Similar to Jordan, Marc’s correct responding while Toria was in baseline was 

variable with a decreasing trend (M = 87.5%, SD = 17.67, range 75% to 100%; Figure 6). In 

post-training, Marc’s correct responding showed an increasing trend (M = 91.7%, SD = 14.43, 

range 80% to 100%). From post-training to baseline Marc’s responding increased 4.2%, with all 

three data points overlapping with baseline. There was no opportunity to observe Kristen and 
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Marc in coaching, but in the two targets phase Marc responded with 80% accuracy, a decrease of 

7.5% from baseline. At 2-month follow up Marc responded with 80% accuracy.  

  

 
 

Figure 6. Children’s correct responding on their individualized behavioural programming 

(percent correct) across the behaviour technicians’ training phases (baseline, post training, two 

targets, coaching and follow up).  
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Untrained Skill (Paired Stimulus) Training 

Figure 7 shows the three behaviour technicians’ treatment integrity of the untrained skill 

(i.e., paired stimulus preference assessment). The y-axis represents the behaviour technicians’ 

treatment integrity of the paired stimulus protocol with child (open diamonds) during baseline 

and during TCM-BST with the RA (closed diamonds). The x-axis represents sessions across 

baseline, training (i.e., TCM-BST), and at follow up. The mean shift from baseline to training 

across the three behaviour technicians was 58% (SD = 2.72, range 55.1% to 60.5%), indicating 

that the TCM-BST procedure improved behaviour technicians’ treatment integrity of the 

untrained skill. 

It is important to note that baseline for the untrained skill was collected throughout all 

phases of training of the errorless learning protocol with an RA (i.e., baseline, post-training, two 

targets and coaching; see Figure 5). From baseline to all phases of the trained skill, the untrained 

skill had an average decrease of 10.4% (SD = -7.6, range -4% to -18.8%) across all three 

behaviour technicians indicating that training on the errorless learning protocol or repeated 

implementations of the paired stimulus had no effect on the untrained skill implementation.  
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Figure 7. Behaviour technicians’ percent correct implementation of the paired stimulus 

preference assessment (treatment integrity) with a child (open diamonds), and with a research 

assistant (closed diamonds) across phases (baseline, training [TCM-BST], and child probe). 
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 Virginia. In baseline, Virginia’s treatment integrity of the paired stimulus protocol with 

the child (Paul) was variable (M = 39.5%, SD = 11.82, range 25% to 58.3%; Figure 7 and top 

panel of Figure 8). After training (TCM-BST), Virginia’s treatment integrity increased 60.5% 

with no overlapping data points with the baseline phase. She met the mastery criterion in two 

sessions and maintained a treatment integrity of 83.3% during a probe with Paul.  

 The bottom panel of Figure 8 includes a boxplot of Virginia’s performance on each step 

of the paired stimulus preference assessment protocol by trial (error analysis). Shaded boxes 

depict correctly-implemented steps, blank boxes depict incorrectly-implemented steps, and 

hashed boxes depict steps that were not performed. Across eight baseline sessions, Virginia 

errored on a total of 58 steps, averaging 7.25 errored steps per trial (range 5 to 9 steps). Her most 

common errors occurred on: Step 5 (i.e., pre-session sampling access; N = 8 sessions), Step 6 

(i.e., pre-session sampling for all eight items, N = 8), and Step 8 (i.e., distance of items during 

presentation, N = 8). No errors occurred in the training phase, however, Victoria errored twice 

during the child probe on Step 5 (i.e., pre-session sampling presentation) and Step 9 (i.e., access 

to selected items; Appendix G).  
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Figure 8. Virginia’s treatment integrity of the paired stimulus protocol trial-by-trial in baseline 

with a child (open diamond), training (TCM-BST) with an RA (closed diamond) and child probe 

(top panel). Virginia’s correct (shaded), errored (blank) or not performed (hashed) steps of the 

paired stimulus protocol (bottom panel). 

 Kristen. In baseline, Kristen’s treatment integrity of the paired stimulus protocol with the 

child (Jordan) was stable with minimal variability (M = 26.6%, SD = 3.58, range 25% to 33%; 

Figure 7 and top panel of Figure 9). After training, Kristen’s treatment integrity improved by 

55.1% (M = 81.7%, SD = 17.1, range 66.7% to 100%) with an increasing trend. Kristen’s 

treatment integrity was 83.3% during a probe with Jordan. No overlapping data points were 

observed from baseline to training (TCM-BST) or child follow up.  
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The bottom panel of Figure 9 includes a boxplot of Kristen’s performance of the 

preference assessment steps for each trial (error analysis). Kristen errored a total of 44 steps 

throughout baseline averaging 8.8 errors per trial (range 8 to 9). In baseline, Kristen continually 

errored on Steps 4 to 6 and Steps 7 to 12 (Appendix G). After training, Kristen’s errors were 

reduced by 6.6 errors per trial to an average of 2.2 times per trial with her most common errors 

being on: Step 4 (i.e., pre-session sampling presentation, n = 3) and Step 8 (i.e., distance of items 

in presentation, n = 3). Errors on Step 4 (i.e., pre-session sampling presentation, n = 1) and Step 

8 (i.e., distance of items in presentation, n = 1). continued to be demonstrated during the child 

probe with Jordan.  
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Figure 9. Kristen’s treatment integrity of the paired stimulus protocol trial-by-trial in baseline 

with a child (open diamond), training (TCM-BST) with an RA (closed diamond) and child probe 

(top panel). Kristen’s correct (shaded), errored (blank) or not performed (hashed) steps of the 

paired stimulus protocol (bottom panel). 

 Toria. During baseline, Toria’s treatment integrity of the untrained skill with a child 

(Marc) was variable with a decreasing trend (M = 41.6%, SD = 11.8, range 25% to 58.3%; 

Figure 7 and bottom panel of Figure 10).  After training, Toria’s treatment integrity increased by 

58.4% with no overlapping data points with the baseline phase. She met the mastery criterion 

within two sessions and her treatment integrity was 75% on a probe with Marc. No overlapping 
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data points were observed from baseline to all phases training (i.e., TCM-BST or child follow 

up) 

 The bottom panel of Figure 10 includes a boxplot of Toria’s performance of the 

preference assessment by step (error analysis). Toria had a total of 41 errors in baseline, an 

average of 6.8 errors per trial (range 3 to 6 steps). The most common errors in baseline were on: 

Step 4 (i.e., pre-session sampling presentation, n = 6), Step 5 (i.e., pre-session exposure 

consumption, n = 6), Step 8 (i.e., distance of items in presentation, n = 6), and Step 9 (i.e., 

session consumption of items, n = 6). Toria did not perform any errors in the training phase. She 

errored 4 times on the probe with Marc on: Step 4 (i.e., pre-session sampling presentation, n = 1), 

Step 5 (i.e., pre-session exposure consumption, n = 1), Step 8 (i.e., distance of items in 

presentation, n = 1), and Step 9 (i.e., session consumption of items, n = 1). 
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Figure 10. Toria’s treatment integrity of the paired stimulus protocol trial-by-trial in baseline 

with a child (open diamond), training (TCM-BST) with an RA (closed diamond) and child probe 

(top panel). Toria’s correct (shaded), errored (blank) or not performed (hashed) steps of the 

paired stimulus protocol (bottom panel). 

Effect Size. The PEM scores for each behaviour technicians’ performance of the 

untrained skill (i.e., paired stimulus preference assessment) from baseline with a child to TCM-

BST with an RA, are summarized in Table 4. It is important to note that one session equates to 

performing the preference assessment protocol once (see Appendix G). By session, PEM results 
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indicated that TCM-BST was highly effective at improving treatment integrity of the paired 

stimulus preference assessment protocol with an RA across all behaviour technicians.  

Table 4 

 

PEM Estimates of Effectiveness of TCM-Training for Behaviour Technicians Implementing 

Paired Stimulus Preference Assessment with a Research Assistant.  

 

 

Effectiveness of TCM-BST on Treatment integrity of Paired Stimulus Protocol with an RA 

 

 

Behaviour 

Technician 

 

Number of 

Intervention 

Points 

 

Number of data 

points exceeding 

median 

 

 

Effectiveness 

 

Rating 

By Session 

 

Virginia 

 

2 

 

2 

 

100% 

 

Highly Effective 

 

Kristen 5 5 100% Highly Effective 

 

Toria 2 2 100% Highly Effective 

 

Social Validity 

  The results of the social validity questionnaire are organized by the behaviour technician 

responses (Table 5) and senior therapist responses (Table 6). All close-ended questions were 

rated using a 5-point Likert type scale (e.g., 1= “disagree”, 3= “neutral”, 5= “agree”). 
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Table 5 

 

Behaviour Technician Average Social Validity Ratings (N = 3)  

 

Statement 

 

Mean Score out of 5 

 

Goal 

 

I believe that the goal of the study (to investigate the effects of a telecommunication 

model for using BST to teach staff specific skills needed to support children with 

ASD) is important.   

 

 

 

5 

Purpose 

 

I found the trainer’s description of the skill was helpful. 

 

 

5 

I believe the trainer’s model of the skill was clear and concise.  

 

5 

I feel that my rehearsal with the child supported my learning of the skill.   

 

5 

I found that feedback delivered when I was working with the research assistant 

helped me learn the skill.  

 

5 

I found that feedback delivered when I was working with a child, helped me learn 

the skill. 

 

5 

Trainer 

 

I found the trainer to be knowledgeable and helpful in teaching me how to support a 

child with ASD in a behavioural setting.  

 

 

5 

I found that the trainer was easily accessible and addressed many of my concerns 

through the telecommunication approach.  

 

5 

Outcomes 

 

Since receiving BST through telecommunication, I feel more confident in 

supporting children with ASD. 

 

 

5 

I feel that I will be able to transfer the skill I learned to other children with ASD. 

 

5 

I believe that BST through telecommunication approach helped improve my 

professional abilities in supporting children with ASD. 

 

5 

I would recommend this procedure to other coworkers who work with children with 

ASD. 

5 
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Behaviour Technicians. Results from the behaviour technicians’ responses to the close-

ended questions indicated that all three rated that they “agreed” (M = 5) with the goal, purpose, 

trainer and outcomes of the study (Table 5). The behaviour technicians’ responses to the five 

open-ended questions are summarized by topics of the questions. When asked about their 

perspectives on the strengths of the TCM approach they stated things like, “[trainer] can train 

people from many different places without actually having to be there”, “receiving feedback was 

helpful”, and “as soon as you make an error, so you know exactly when you made an error”. 

Moreover, one behaviour technician reported that having video models were helpful because the 

“steps are easy and clear to follow” and suggested they should be used for future reference.  

When asked about the weaknesses of the TCM approach, the behaviour technicians 

reported that technology issues (i.e., weak WiFi connection or lagging) hindered the delivery of 

feedback. Additionally, one behaviour technician reported that the procedure would have been 

enhanced by watching an in-person model work with a child compared to video models with an 

RA. Additionally, the same behaviour technician was concerned about the child as “child may 

not fully understand why/how I am communicating with the trainer”.  

Overall, when asked about the quality of training behaviour technicians responded that 

they felt supported, and that the training was clear, to the point, and easy to follow. When asked 

about how they found the delivery of training they found it was overall helpful and effective but 

commented that scheduling was difficult at times and wearing a bug-in-ear device was 

sometimes “awkward.”  
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Table 6 

 

Senior Therapist Average Social Validity Ratings (N=2) 

 

 

Statement 

 

Mean Score out of 

5 

 

Goal 

 

I believe that the goal of the study (to investigate the effects of a 

telecommunication model for using BST to teach staff specific skills 

needed to support children with ASD) is important.  

 

 

 

5 

Researcher 

 

I found the research team addressed all my concerns during the skill 

selection process.  

 

 

5 

I believe the research team was easily accessible through the 

telecommunication software.   

 

5 

Effects 

 

I feel that my staff are more confident in supporting children with ASD.  

 

 

4 

I feel that staff were able to transfer the skill learned to other children 

with ASD.  

 

4 

I believe that staff increased their accuracy of implementing specific 

untrained ABA strategies, as a result of the telecommunication 

approach.  

 

3 

I believe that the child supported also benefitted from this approach to 

staff training.   

3 

 

Senior Therapists. Aria’s and Becca’s responses to the close-ended questionnaire both 

indicated that the goal of the project was important, and that the first author addressed their 

concerns (Table 6). When asked about the effects of the intervention both senior therapists stated 

they “somewhat agreed” (M = 4) to items relating to behaviour technician confidence and 

generalization of the skill to new clients. Both senior therapists had neutral ratings (M = 3) 
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regarding whether the behaviour technicians improved their implementation of the paired 

stimulus protocol, as well as it being of benefit to the child. Neither senior therapists responded 

to any of the statements regarding the procedure. 

Two open-ended questions were posed to assess the senior therapists’ perceptions of the 

strengths and weaknesses of using the TCM-BST/coaching approach to staff training. A common 

response among senior therapists regarding the potential strengths of using a TCM to training 

was the mobility to train behaviour technicians in remote locations and reducing travel time by 

senior therapists. Additionally, one senior therapist responded that a TCM approach would make 

it easier for trainers to check in, and train behaviour technicians they do not see regularly (at 

Atlas).  

When asked about perspectives of the potential weaknesses of using a TCM approach, 

responses differed across senior therapist. One noted that a major disadvantage of this approach 

was the technology itself, indicating that TCM-training would require a basic understanding of 

technology in order to mitigate any technical difficulties during in set-up or training. The same 

senior therapist noted that setup and take down would require additional time not needed for in-

vivo training. The other senior therapist reported that they felt that from her experience with in-

vivo training models “… [I] have been able to fluently transition back and forth through the steps 

of BST seamlessly which I feel would be more difficult via telecommunication”. Additionally, 

the same therapist felt that using a TCM approach would be more difficult to develop positive 

rapport with trainees.  

Discussion 

This study provides important information about the efficacy, generalization, and 

maintenance effects of a TCM-BST approach for training behaviour technicians who work with 
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children with ASD in an EIBI setting. Results contribute to the literature by: (1) adding to the 

previous findings showing that the TCM-BST procedure was effective in improving the 

behaviour technicians’ implementation of a skill acquisition (Sump et al., 2018) and preference 

assessment protocol (Higgins et al. 2017); (2) replicating previous findings demonstrating that 

additional in vivo training (i.e., TCM-coaching) was needed for all behaviour technicians’ to 

meet mastery criterion (Hassan et al., 2017); (3) reporting important maintenance (at 2-month 

follow up) and generalization (to working with a child, and an untrained skill) data; (4) including 

data on child skill acquisition outcomes; (5) reporting on the social acceptability and feasibility 

of TCM-staff training in an EIBI setting from both behaviour technician and senior therapist 

perspectives.  

Efficacy of Training Protocols 

The TCM-BST procedure was efficacious for increasing the behaviour technicians’ 

treatment integrity of the errorless learning protocol with an RA. Across all three behaviour 

technicians, the TCM-BST procedure lead to an average 30.9% increase in their treatment 

integrity of the errorless learning protocol with an RA. Results from the session data (i.e., 

average performance across five trials) demonstrated that there were no overlapping data points 

between the baseline and training phases (Figure 1). Furthermore, results from PEM calculations 

confirm that the TCM-BST was highly effective at increasing the behaviour technicians’ 

treatment integrity (Table 3). Results are in line with previous research that found that TCM-

BST increased university students’ treatment integrity when implementing DTT protocols with 

an actor (Sump et al., 2019). The current study replicated the effects of TCM-BST through 

probing an untrained skill (i.e., paired stimulus preference assessment) across all phases and 

demonstrating an average 58% increase in treatment integrity of the untrained skill after TCM-
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BST was applied. The paired stimulus session data had no overlapping data points between the 

baseline and training phases (Figure 7). Moreover, results from PEM calculations indicate that 

the TCM-BST was highly effective at increasing the behaviour technicians’ treatment integrity 

(Table 4). These results align with previous research that found that TCM-BST increased three 

direct care staff treatment integrity of an MSWO preference assessment with an actor (Higgins et 

al., 2017).  It is important to note that behaviour technicians had lower average treatment 

integrity in baseline for the untrained skill than the trained skill (errorless learning), so the 

average mean shift was larger after BST-TCM for the untrained skill.  

Analyzing each behaviour technicians’ performance by trial provides a more detailed 

account of treatment integrity within a session (Figures 2, 3, 4). Overall, trial-by-trial analyses of 

the behaviour technicians’ treatment integrity from baseline to training showed an average 

increase of 27.1% across all three behaviour technicians; a decrease of 3.8% when compared to 

aggregated session data (i.e., 5 trials; M = 30.9%). Across all three behaviour technician’s 

performance by trial (Figures 2, 3, 4) there were nine overlapping data points from the baseline 

to the training (TCM-BST) phase, compared to zero overlapping data points in session data 

(Figure 1). Moreover, different patterns of responding in baseline and training were observed 

between the session and trial-by-trial data. Kristen’s sessions data (Figure 1) showed a 

decreasing trend in baseline and an increasing trend in training, which was not observed in the 

trial-by-trial data (Figure 3). Differences between session and trial-by-trial data had an impact on 

effect size ratings. PEM scores differed from session to trial-by-trial data, as the former indicated 

TCM-BST was highly effective across all behaviour technicians, while the latter indicated that 

TCM-BST was highly effective for Virginia, but moderate for Kristen and Toria (Table 3). 

Comparing session data to trial-by-trial data offers another way to conduct visual analyses of the 
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behaviour technicians’ performance and provides a more detailed account of what occurred 

within each session which may or may not be consistent with aggregated results.  

Differences in the patterns of responding and effect size estimates between the session 

data and trial-by-trial data may be due to two factors. First, aggregating data into percentages can 

lead to measurement artifacts, where the average of the trials does not represent what occurred in 

all five trials. For example, in one session, three trials at 100% accuracy can mask the 

performance of another two trials at 75%, as aggregated data would indicate performance in the 

session was 90%.  In the current study, inflation may be an artifact of aggregating the 

percentages of treatment integrity for each of the five trials in one session. Secondly, reporting 

treatment integrity by percentage is also misleading. Percentage measures that use small divisors 

(e.g., < 20) are disproportionately affected by small behaviour change (Guilford, 1965), as 

percentages can erroneously indicate improved performance (i.e., inflate results). Additionally, 

this may be even more apparent in the aggregation of errorless learning trials which have 

different divisors (e.g., 6 procedural steps [for correct responding] and 12 procedural steps [for 

incorrect responding]). For example, in Trial 1 Kristen implemented 4 of 6 steps correctly 

(66.7%; Figure 3), while in Trial 14 Kristen implemented 9 out of 12 steps correctly (75%; 

Figure 3). Even though in Trial 14, Kristen implemented more steps incorrectly the percentage 

demonstrates an improved performance. Thus, measurement artifacts and reporting treatment 

integrity by percentage, especially with small and different divisors (i.e., 6 vs 11), has 

implications for examining treatment integrity of protocols where the number of steps in the trial 

differs depending on the learner’s response (e.g., six steps for a correct response vs. 11 steps for 

an incorrect response).  
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Trial-by-trial data were further analyzed by step for both the trained and untrained skills 

(errorless learning and paired stimulus preference assessment). Boxplots were used to provide a 

visual representation of the common errors in performance (e.g., Higgins et al., 2017). The 

boxplot graphs in Figures 2, 3, 4, depict errors of commission (e.g., delivering general praise 

instead of descriptive praise) or omission (e.g., failing to collect data at end of trial) of the 

errorless learning protocol. The error analyses allowed the identification of: (1) which steps each 

behaviour technician errored on most frequently; and (2) whether the TCM-BST procedure 

mitigated errors in future rehearsals. This analysis provides a more detailed and accurate 

representation of what occurred during each trial and session and helped guide the 

implementation of the coaching protocol.  Results of all three behaviour technicians’ error 

analyses of the trained skill indicated that TCM-BST either completely (i.e., Virginia) or 

significantly (i.e., Kristen and Toria) reduced the frequency of common baseline errors in the 

training and follow up phases. Correspondingly, the boxplots of the behaviour technicians’ 

performance of the untrained skill (Figures 8, 9, 10) further supports these findings. Across all 

behaviour technicians, error analyses demonstrated that TCM-BST alone was not effective at 

mitigating common baseline errors in training and in the child probe. That is, error analyses of 

both the trained skill (Figures 2, 3, 4) and untrained skill (Figures 8, 9, 10) showed that TCM-

BST alone did not result in 100% treatment integrity; as common errors in baselines were also 

present in follow up sessions.  

Overall, session (Figure 1), trial-by-trial, and boxplots (Figures 2, 3, 4) graphs, all 

demonstrated that the TCM-BST procedure increased the behaviour technicians’ treatment 

integrity of the errorless learning protocol with an RA. Given that not all performance errors 

were completely mitigated following TCM-BST (Figure 5), the TCM-coaching protocol was 
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implemented to increase all behaviour technicians’ treatment integrity of the errorless learning 

protocol with an RA to mastery criterion (i.e., 100% accuracy of implementation across 2 

consecutive session; Figure 5).   

Behaviour technicians entered the coaching phase at different times. Virginia was the 

only behaviour technician who met the mastery criterion within 5 trials in the post-training phase 

(i.e., one teaching target within 5 trials); however, following a 57-day absence her treatment 

integrity decreased and she required TCM-coaching to meet the mastery criterion during the two 

targets phase (Figure 5). To meet mastery criterion, Kristen and Toria required TCM-coaching in 

the post-training (one teaching target) and the two targets phases (Figure 5). It is important to 

note that the criteria for introducing the TCM-coaching protocol was somewhat arbitrary (i.e., if 

performance did not meet mastery criteria within 5 sessions). Perhaps observing the behaviour 

technicians’ performance across more sessions would have eliminated the need to introduce 

TCM-coaching. For example, Kristen’s treatment integrity of the trained skill with an RA post-

training showed a slight increasing trend. She reached 100% treatment integrity on her second 

and fifth session in that phase (Figure 5), and it’s conceivable that Kristen may have met mastery 

criterion in more sessions (e.g., within 10 vs. 5) before receiving coaching.  

Frequency of sessions aside, after TCM-BST both Kristen and Toria required TCM-

coaching to increase their treatment integrity of the trained skill with an RA. Following the 

introduction of TCM-coaching, their respective patterns of responding demonstrated an 

increasing trend which continued when response effort was increased in the two targets phase 

(Figure 5). Notably, both Kristen and Toria had one year of formal ABA training, and both still 

required TCM-coaching after five sessions in post-training. Perhaps their previous training and 

experience from cooperative placements created a stronger reinforcement history of common 
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implementation errors (i.e., “bad habits”), which required additional training to mitigate. The 

TCM-coaching protocol may have mitigated these errors as the protocol provides a greater rate 

of immediate feedback delivery, which has been said to be a necessary and sufficient component 

of BST (Ward-Horner & Sturmey, 2012). In addition, a more rigorous mastery criterion (e.g., 

100% across five consecutive sessions) may have mitigated “bad habits” earlier. Training to a 

more rigorous degree may have had a positive impact on longer lasting effects seen in 

maintenance and generalization probes.  

All three behaviour technicians showed increasing trends in treatment integrity after the 

TCM-coaching protocol, which may indicate that in vivo feedback is required to increase 

performance to mastery criterion (Figure 5). This finding supports previous research indicating 

that further in vivo training may be required to bring performances to mastery criterion (e.g., 

Hassan et al., 2018, Higgins et al., 2017), as well as TCM-coaching being an effective behaviour 

change mechanism for treatment integrity of skill acquisition protocols (e.g., Artmann-Meeker et 

al., 2017; Barkaia, et al., 2017; Knowles, et al., 2017).  

Maintenance and Generalization 

After behaviour technicians reached the mastery criterion implementing errorless 

learning with two teaching targets with an RA (within 5 trials), a two-month follow up was 

conducted. All behaviour technicians maintained high treatment integrity with scores at 94.3%, 

100% and 94.3% for Virginia, Kristen and Toria, respectively (Figure 5). These findings align 

with results from Higgins et al. (2017) in which all three direct care staff’s treatment integrity of 

the MSWO preference assessment with a confederate, assessed at one- (n = 2 staff) or two-month 

(n = 1 staff), was maintained at over 90%. In the current study, two behaviour technicians’ 

(Virginia and Toria) treatment integrity fell below mastery criterion at follow up. No booster 
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sessions were offered due to scheduling conflicts and their treatment integrity was still high 

(94.3%).  

 The current investigation assessed generalization of training on the errorless learning 

protocol with an RA to working with a child with ASD. No clear generalization effect was 

observed (Figure 5). However, Virginia’s training on the errorless learning protocol with an RA 

increased her treatment integrity with Paul by 22% but should be interpreted with caution as only 

one baseline datum point was collected with Paul. From training on the errorless learning 

protocol with an RA, a 5.9% and 11% increase in treatment integrity was shown for Kristen’s 

and Toria’s performance with their child respectively. Since clear generalization was only 

observed in one behaviour technician (Virginia) who coincidentally had only one baseline datum 

point, conclusions cannot be drawn about generalization from training with an RA to working 

with a child. These findings differ from previous TCM-BST research. For example, following 

training with a confederate, Higgins et al. (2017) examined generalization of three direct care 

staffs’ performance to conducting the MSWO preference assessment with a child. Two of the 

three direct care staff generalized performance gains to a child post-training; the remaining staff 

member received an additional booster with a confederate. The current study would have 

required booster sessions (i.e., TCM-coaching) in order to improve the three behaviour 

technicians’ performance of the errorless learning protocol with child during their session 

environment in order to increase performance to meet the mastery criterion. Unfortunately, 

booster sessions were not conducted due to dyad scheduling constraints.   

Additional measures of generalization were collected on participants’ implementation of 

the paired stimulus preference assessment (untrained skill), which was continuously probed to 

monitor if the effects from training the errorless learning protocol would generalize to the 
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untrained skill (Figure 5). Both the trained and untrained skill protocols shared similar features 

as both required the behaviour technician to: prepare the materials, present the stimuli at an equal 

distance from each and the learner, deliver clear and concise instructions, implement an error 

correction procedure (as needed), and record the learner's response (i.e., data collection; see 

Appendix E, F & G). After implementing the IV for the trained skill, no generalization in 

performance was observed to the untrained skill which shared similar components as the trained 

skill. Additionally, repeated exposure to implementing the untrained skill did not improve the 

behaviour technicians’ treatment integrity (Figures 5, 7, 8, 9); indicating practice effects was not 

a threat to the internal validity of the study (Cooper et al., 2007). Once the trained skill was 

mastered, the paired stimulus preference assessment was taught via TCM-BST with an RA. 

Behaviour technicians’ treatment integrity improved only after receiving the training 

(independent variable), further contributing to the internal validity of the study. Following 

training on the paired stimulus preference assessment the behaviour technicians’ treatment 

integrity was assessed for generalization to working with a child. The effects of training the 

paired stimulus preference assessment with an RA generalized to implementing the protocol with 

a child by 43.8%, 56.7% and 33.4% for Virginia, Kristen, and Toria, respectively.  These 

findings are in line with of Higgin et al. (2017) who showed that improved treatment integrity of 

the MSWO with a confederate generalized to conducting the MSWO with a child. 

Child Outcomes 

Improvements in the behaviour technicians’ treatment integrity of the errorless learning 

protocol with an RA did not increase the children’s correct responding (Figure 6). Mixed results 

are shown in the child’s correct responding demonstrating an increasing trend (Paul), decreasing 

trend (Jordan) and a stable trend (Marc), following their behaviour technician’s training with an 
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RA. It is important to note Paul’s outcomes need to be interpreted with caution as only one 

datum point was collected for Paul in Virginia’s baseline phase. The current investigation 

somewhat aligns with the TCM-training literature that has demonstrated that training behaviour 

technicians on a skill acquisition protocol has a corresponding positive effect on child outcomes 

(e.g., Barkaia et al., 2017).   

Mixed child outcome findings could be the result of four factors. First, training behaviour 

technicians with an RA may have generalized to working with a child. However, if TCM-

coaching was applied during all behaviour technicians’ sessions with a child, improved 

behaviour technician accuracy could have corresponding effects on child responding. This 

rationalization is supported in the literature where improved staff performance had a positive 

effect on child outcomes (e.g., Barkaia et al., 2017, Knowles et al., 2017, Gudmundsdottir et al., 

2017). In the current study, this is suggested by Virginia’s increased treatment integrity with 

Paul; where her performance may have had a subsequent effect on Paul’s correct responding. 

Second, Paul’s increasing trend in correct responding could have been impacted by the fact he 

worked on one behavioural program throughout all of the training phases. Whereas, Jordan and 

Marc had decreasing or stable correct responding trends and both children worked on multiple 

behavioural programs throughout the study. Examining multiple individualized child 

programming (for Jordan and Marc), made it difficult to determine whether mixed results may 

have been the result of differences in the amount of exposure with the program. For example, 

Marc’s associations program may have been more difficult at the introduction of the program 

compared to a month following introduction. Third, baseline responding for both Jordan and 

Marc demonstrated that they were frequently responding correctly, which contributed to ceiling 

effects. Finally, the decrease in Jordan’s correct responding could have been the result of Kristen 
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being switched from Jordan’s treatment team. Kristen’s and Jordan’s therapeutic alliance may 

have decreased which impacted Jordan’s correct responding. Pairing (therapeutic alliance) has 

been shown to be a factor affecting a child’s with ASD rate of challenging behaviours and 

academic responding (Kelly, Axe, Allen, & Maguire, 2015). If the pairing session that was 

conducted prior to baseline was continued throughout the study this would have been useful for 

controlling for therapeutic alliance as a threat to internal validity. Future examinations should 

continue to investigate whether TCM-staff training has positive corresponding effects on client 

responding, perhaps on one behavioural program at a time. 

Social Validity 

 Results from the social validity questionnaire about TCM-BST demonstrated that all 

behaviour technicians “agreed” the study’s goal, trainer, procedure and outcomes were beneficial 

to their clinical practice (Table 5). These findings are similar to social validity results from Sump 

and colleagues (2018) who found that using TCM-BST was an acceptable method when 

compared to in-person BST. Additionally, all behaviour technicians in the current study reported 

that the video models and immediate feedback were strengths of TCM-training. Immediate 

feedback was also reported to be preferred by pre-service BCBAs when compared to delayed 

feedback after a teaching session (Artmann-Meeker et al., 2017). Moreover, behaviour 

technicians reported that not having the trainer present in session was a strength which is similar 

to previous findings where pre-service BCBAs reported that bug-in-ear coaching (TCM-

coaching) was less disruptive than other forms of coaching (i.e., in-person) (Artmann-Meeker et 

al., 2017). 

 When asked about the weaknesses of the TCM approach to training, behaviour 

technicians reported that technology issues (i.e., poor internet connection) and wearing a bug-in-
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ear device were potential hindrances to their training. These reports align with past findings that 

have shown that staff comfortability of a bug-in-ear was somewhat favourable (Barkaia et al., 

2017). Barkaia and colleagues (2017) hypothesized that this item was rated less favourably as 

staff members may have been affected by the novelty of the telehealth procedures, producing 

some reactivity in participants who used bug-in-ear devices. Further support is shown by reports 

of pre-service BCBAs reporting that they somewhat agreed that bug-in-ear feedback was 

distracting (Artmann-Meeker et al., 2017).  Similarly, Higgins et al. (2017) found that less 

favourable ratings by the direct care staff may have been closely linked to the set-up and 

familiarity with the technology versus the telehealth service delivery itself. Thus, future research 

should examine whether formal desensitization of the technology would benefit participants 

receiving TCM-training. 

 To the author’s knowledge this is the first study to assess the supervisors’ (i.e., senior 

therapists) perceptions of the acceptability of using TCM-training protocols. Results from the 

two senior therapists’ responses to the close-ended items (Table 6) indicated that they 

“somewhat agreed” that the intervention had a positive impact on behaviour technicians’ 

confidence. Additionally, they “somewhat agreed” that the TCM-training promoted 

generalization of the trained skill to new clients. Moreover, the senior therapist had “neutral” 

ratings on whether improved treatment integrity of the errorless learning protocol had a benefit 

for the child participants. Senior therapists’ ratings align with the current study’s generalization 

findings, as training on the errorless learning protocol with an RA did not generalize to working 

with the assigned child; however, future research is needed to evaluate further.  

For the open-ended questions both senior therapists reported that the major strength of 

using TCM- training was to reduce travel time and increase ease of checking-in with behaviour 
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technicians working in client’s homes. Senior therapists responses align with previous finding in 

the literature which showed the TCM-training reduced travel and distance to off-site mediators 

(e.g., Barkaia, et al., 2017; Knowles et al., 2017; Lindgren et al., 2016; Little, Wallisch, Pope & 

Dunn, 2018; Wacker et al., 2013a,b). The senior therapists’ ratings on the weaknesses of 

delivering interventions via TCM, indicated that both senior therapists believed the technology 

itself would be a detriment to training. These reports are similar to what the behaviour 

technicians reported and aligns with ratings from participants in previous research (e.g., 

Artmann-Meeker et al., 2017; Barkaia et al., 2017; Higgins et al., 2017). Future research should 

conduct a qualitative analysis on the perceptions of supervisors (i.e., senior therapists) regarding 

the impact of TCM-training on their staff as well as on supervisors’ perceptions of the feasibility 

and applicability of using TCMs and/or technology in staff training.  

Limitations 

 Results of this investigation make important contributions to the staff training literature 

however; it is important to recognize some limitations. First, the behaviour technicians were 

already implementing the errorless learning protocol as part of their role at Atlas. The behaviour 

technicians’ history of implementing the errorless learning protocol is demonstrated by the high 

treatment integrity in baseline with an RA (M = 66.8%) and with a child (M = 72.5%). High 

baselines reduced the opportunity to observe significant behaviour change across behaviour 

technicians. Participants with high baseline scores contributed to ceiling effects. This was 

observed in the current investigation when comparing the behaviour technicians’ increases in 

treatment integrity from baseline to training in the trained skill with RA (i.e., high baseline; M = 

30.9%) and untrained skill with child (i.e., low baseline; M = 58%).   
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Second, the number of individualized child behavioural programs varied across Paul (N 

=1), Jordan (N= 3), and Marc (N = 4). Jordan’s programming (i.e., receptive identification of 

items by FFC) was consistent across baseline and post-training phases. Once the trainer was able 

to observe Jordan’s responding for two targets, he had already mastered that program and two 

different programs were used (i.e., cutting with scissors and patterning). For Marc, all of his 

behavioural programming switched from a physical prompt hierarchy (see Appendix E) to a 

verbal prompt hierarchy (see Appendix F). Post-intervention, Marc worked on an “associations” 

programs where he verbally stated which items were associated with a central theme (e.g., bones, 

leash, collar are associated with dog), answering “Wh” questions (e.g., who, what, where, when 

and why), and adjectives (e.g., stating fastest or slowest). Changes in programming (for Jordan 

and Marc) and prompt hierarchies (for Marc) across phases could have increased the child’s 

response effort. Paul may have had an advantage from continually being assessed and monitored 

on only one of his programs. Additionally, response effort could have increased for the 

behaviour technicians who were assessed implementing multiple individualized programs 

(Kristen and Toria); while Virginia may have had the chance to become more familiar and 

comfortable with implementing Paul’s program due to repeated exposure within TCM sessions.  

 Third, results from the IOA calculations demonstrated a wide range of agreement 

between on-site RAs and the video coder. All RAs were trained to 100% fidelity; however, 

differences in IOA calculations were present between errorless learning session type (i.e., with 

RA or with child).  IOA results for the behaviour technicians’ implementation of the trained skill 

(i.e., errorless learning) with the RA was higher (M = 92.3%, SD = 8.41, range 71.4% to 100%) 

than sessions with the child (M = 81.7%, SD = 13, range 60% to 100%). The 10.6% difference in 

IOA scores between session type (i.e., with RA or child) demonstrates that the on-site RAs 
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coding of sessions with the child was more variable. Perhaps, increased variability in IOA was 

due to the fact that child sessions utilized multiple programs with multiple targets, while in the 

RA sessions coders had repeated exposure to the six scripts. This is further supported by 

evidence from IOA calculations for each behaviour technicians’ performance with a child, where 

scores averaged 89.6%, 76.1%, 80.6% for Virginia, Kristen, and Toria, respectively. Virginia 

was the only behaviour technician to teach only one of Paul’s programs throughout the 

intervention which may have resulted in Virginia’s sessions with Paul having the highest 

agreement compared to Kristen’s or Toria’s child sessions. The difference in IOA scores 

between the RA and child sessions was also observed in the behaviour technicians’ 

implementation of the untrained skill. IOA results for the behaviour technicians’ implementation 

of the untrained skill (i.e., paired) with the RA was higher (M = 84.7%, SD = 12.9, range 66.7% 

to 100%) than sessions with the child (M = 81.4%, SD = 11.73, range 66.7% to 100%). Thus, 

IOA calculations across skills demonstrate that scoring of behaviour technician implementation 

may have been more difficult in sessions with the child. It is important to note that IOA ranges 

with low scores (i.e., below 70%) may have been the result of the on-site research assistants 

comfortability with scoring the behaviour technicians treatment integrity. All RAs were trained 

to 100% fidelity; however, booster sessions were added for RAs whose IOA coding was below 

60%. 

Finally, the length of the task analyses for the target skills (i.e., errorless learning and 

paired stimulus preference assessment protocols) may have impacted training outcomes. That is, 

training the behaviour technicians on all steps of the lengthy task analyses may have affected rate 

of acquisition as well as generalization and maintenance of training.  The current investigation 

had a 13-step task analysis of the errorless learning protocol (i.e., 6 steps for correct responding 
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and 11 steps for incorrect responding; see Appendices E, F). However, currently in the TCM-

training literature direct care staff have been taught some components of the errorless learning 

protocol (e.g., clear instructions and social descriptive praise statements; Barkaia et al., 2017); or 

have split errorless learning into two separate protocols (e.g., antecedent/instructional strategies 

and consequent strategies; Sump et al., 2018). By placing all components of errorless learning 

into one large detailed task analysis may have increased the behaviour technicians’ response 

effort to the point it impacted outcomes. The same limitation is found in the paired stimulus task 

analysis; previous research has broken down the paired stimulus protocol into five procedural 

steps (Machalicek et al., 2009) compared to 12 detailed steps in the current investigation (see 

Appendix G). A consequence of adding more steps into the two protocols is that the behaviour 

technicians’ performance may have to be taught to a more rigorous degree. The level of rigor 

may have contributed for Kristen’s and Toria’s responding and need for TCM-coaching in post-

training (Figure 5). Future research should examine the impact of length of task analyses on rate 

of acquisition, as well as on generalization and maintenance of outcomes.  

Future Directions 

 Utilizing TCM models for ABA service provision can address three aims of telehealth 

interventions: value, by reducing the costs associated with training mediators in rural or remote 

areas to implement evidence-based ABA protocols; quality, by providing trainees in rural and 

remote areas with more frequent and different training opportunities; and population, by building 

capacity of qualified individuals able to deliver ABA services, which helps individuals with ASD 

and their families access critical services (Yellowlees & Shore, 2018). Results of the current 

investigation provide insight into the development of effective and efficient ABA telehealth 

training for novice behaviour technicians (i.e., with some formal ABA training) working with 
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children with ASD in EIBI settings. Replication of these findings is needed with additional 

participants with and without formal ABA training (i.e., ABA college programs). Further 

evaluation of participants of varying levels of formal training, may provide insight as to which 

procedure (i.e., TCM-BST or TCM-Coaching) best suits a behaviour technician’s level of 

experience. Results from this type of investigation could expand the evidence-base and help 

inform a clinical supervisor’s choice of an efficient and/or cost-effective training method, 

increasing the value of the TCM-training. Additionally, future investigations should evaluate the 

impact of TCM-training on client skill acquisition outcomes to ensure that TCM staff training 

models are benefitting the consumers of behaviour analytic services to ensure that TCM-training 

has a positive impact on the population. In-depth qualitative analyses of direct care staff and 

their supervisor’s perceptions of TCM-training are warranted. Multiple perspectives of telehealth 

training will help research-practitioners understand the strength and weaknesses of interacting 

with trainers via synchronous communication modalities (i.e., telecommunication software), 

further adding to evidence of the quality of telehealth interventions. Future research in these 

areas will help develop a ‘gold-standard’ for the implementation of TCM-training of behaviour 

analytic protocols which would further support the aims of telehealth interventions (i.e., value, 

quality, and population).   
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Appendix A 

 
Demographic Questionnaire - Staff (Behavioural Technicians) & Supervisors (Senior 

Therapists) 

 

 

Participant ID: _________________                             Date: _________________ 

 

Participant Pseudonym: _________________ 

 

 

Participant Level:  Staff             Supervisor    

 

Age: _______________ (years)                                       Gender:  Male     Female     Other 

 

Education Level: Masters      Undergraduate         College       High School Diploma 

  

Degree: ____________________    

 

Did you take any ABA Course work: YES    NO 

 

Experience in Applied Behaviour Analysis: _________ (years)    __________ (months) 

 

Please Describe: ________________________________________________________________ 

 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

BACB Certification Level:  BCBA        BCaBA          RBT        None 

 

Experience in working with children with ASD: _________ (years)   __________ (months) 

 

Number of months working at the centre: ____________________ 
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Appendix B 

Technology Checklist 

 

 

Date:          RA Initials:   

 

Pre-session (Check when complete) 

 

Step Description Completed 

1 Retrieve the following from the cabinet: 

a) Laptop and charger 

b) Bluetooth Headset (Bug-in-ear) 

 

2 Press power on Laptop and bug-in-ear  

3 Plug in computer charger   

4 Open up desktop file name BST-TCM Meeting Link  

5 Copy and paste meeting link (highlighted) into Google Chrome  

6 Conduct pre-call camera and audio check: 

     Camera: Facetime HD Camera 

     Microphone Settings: PLT_Legend 

     Speaker Settings: PLT_Legend 

 

7 Connect to call and point camera to participant training area  

8 Set out tech trouble shoot sheet  

9 Plug in bug-in-ear case into wall to charge  

 

 

Post-session (Check when complete) 

 

Step Description Completed 

1 Ensure that all applications are closed   

2 Turn off computer  

3 Turn off bug in ear   

4 Place bug-in-ear back into charging case (ensure blue light goes 

off to indicate charging) 

 

5 Place bug-in-ear, laptop and tech trouble shoot sheet in locked 

cabinet.  

 

6 Place Tech checklist in “Tech checklist folder” in the cabinet.   
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Appendix C 

 

Technology Troubleshooting Task Analysis 

 

LifeSize  

Login Info: 

Go to Finder> Applications> Lifesize 

Sign in to LifeSize with: 

Username: drthomsonlab@gmail.com 

Password: Thomsonlab12! 

 

 
 

1. Once in the Home screen press Meetings 

  

mailto:drthomsonlab@gmail.com
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2. At the top of the screen, click on TCM-BST Study (starred). If not at top of the screen, go 

to search bar and type in TCM-BST Study. 

 
3. Once you see the call details press the little camera icon. 
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4. Enter the Passcode: 1828 and press enter 

 
5. You have now entered the meeting room.  

 
 

6. If the Bluetooth device is not connected, then on the right hand side press the gear. Once 

the screen opens, set the Microphone AND Speaker to Plantronics.  
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LifeSize Pre-call camera and Audio check.  

1. Once signed in to Lifesize, press “Home” 

2. Press “Call” 

3. Press “Pre-call camera and audio check” 

4. Under the settings are as follows: 

• Camera: FaceTime HD Camera 

• Microphone Settings: PLT_Legend 

• Speaker Settings: PLT_Legend 

 

Problem with Login.  

1. Restart computer and LifeSize program 

2. Call Joey Robertson 905-359-1869 or 905-688-5550  EXT 3219 

 

Bug-in-Ear (BIE) Device 

 

Pairing Headset to Computer 

1. On the laptop, press “System Preferences” 

2. Select “Bluetooth”.  

3. Press the “Turn Bluetooth ON” button. 

4. Turn on the bug-in-ear device, by switching the power button (see diagram) at the back of 

the headset.  

A) A red/blue light will flash.  

B) If no blue and red light flashes, then you will press and hold the Call button until you 

hear the headset say “Pairing”. 

5. In Bluetooth window on your laptop press the Pair Button (next to PLT-Legend).  

6. In the Bluetooth window on your laptop, it will read “Connected” under PLT-Legend. 

 

Purple Flashing Update 

When the light at the back of the headset begins to flash purple, please contact Joey Robertson 

immediately (905-359-1869 or 905-688-5550  EXT 3219) 

 

1. Take black USB charging cord 

2. Connect little end of the USB cord to the cord cap 

3. Connect BIE to the cord cap 

4. Connect USB to the lap top 

5. Go to Finder> Applications > Plantronics Hub 

6. Press Notifications and “Check for updates”. 

 

Bluetooth headset diagram 
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Indicator Light: 
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Appendix D 

 

                                   
Data Sheet - Paired Stimulus Preference Assessment 

 

Observer: ________________      Date: __________________ 

 

Participant ID: ______________           Child Initials: ____________ 

 

Item List 

1.  2.  

3.  4.  

5.  6.  

7.  8.  

    

Item Pairing  

Present each of the stimulus pairs below and circle the item number which the client selected. 

Following the definitions below record approach (A), consummatory (C), avoidance (AV) or no 

responses (NR) next to the item.  

Series 1 Series 2 Series 3 Series 4 Series 5 

L R L R L R L R L R 

1 5 7 2 2 8 1 8 5 6 

2 6 8 3 3 5 2 5 1 2 

3 7 5 4 4 6 3 6 7 8 

4 8 6 1 1 7 4 7 3 4 

 

Definitions 

Approach Responses (A)- the child moves toward the stimulus with any part of the body within 

5 sec. of stimulus presentation. 

 Reach- the child moves their hand towards object such that the hand moves at least 6  

   inches from its previous position and moves toward the object.  

 Positive Vocalization- the child asks for the object, stating the name of the object in  

   conjunction with leaning toward, or reaching for the object.  

 Positive Facial Expression- the child smiles, within 5 sec upon presentation of the  

stimulus, while looking at the object for 3 sec.  

 Leans In- the child leans towards object at least 4-5 inches from the child’s original  

position. 

Eye Contact- the child looks at the object for at least 3 consecutive sec.  

 

Consummatory Responses (C)- the child interacts with the stimulus by moving towards the 

stimulus, consuming the stimulus, or engaging in the activity. This includes any attempt to 

manipulate, explore, or consume the stimulus in a manner in which it was intended.  

 Visual Stimuli- the child is engaged in 3 sec. of continuous eye contact. 
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 Edible Stimuli- the child eats the stimulus without spitting or taking any portion out of  

    

  their mouth.  

 Auditory Stimuli- the child leans towards the music for 3 consecutive sec., rocking,  

   clapping, vocalizing, humming or singing to the music for 3 consecutive sec.  

 Vestibular Stimuli- the child sits on the object for 3 continuous sec. while attempting  

   to rock, swing, or bounce.  

 Olfactory Stimuli- the child is within 6 inches of the object for 3 continuous sec.  

 Tactile Stimuli- the child tolerate the objects for 3 sec. (i.e., leans towards, holding or  

   grasping, putting object in hand); or, holding or grasping the object for  

   consecutive 3 sec.  

 Social Stimuli- the child tolerates or allows the therapist to provide the social stimulus  

   without pushing, pulling away, or attempting to aggress for 3 consecutive sec.  

 

Avoidance Reponses (AV)- the child actively pushes/throws away the stimulus, moves body 

away from the stimulus within 3 sec of presentation, or engages in negative vocalizations (e.g., 

crying, screaming, saying, “No” or “move it”).  

 

No Response (NR)- the child exhibits no reaction to the stimuli within 5 sec of presentation.  

 

 

Item List Tallies 

1.  

 

2.  

3.  

 

4.  

5.  

 

6.  

7.  

 

8.  

 

Rank:  

1. __________________________ 

 

2. __________________________ 

 

3. __________________________ 

 

 

Reference 

Fisher, W. W., Piazza, C. C., Bowman, L. G., Hagopian, L. P., Owen, J. C., & Slevin, I. (1992).  

  A comparison of two approaches for identifying reinforcers for persons with severe and  

  profound disabilities. Journal of Applied Behavior Analysis, 25, 491-498.  
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Appendix E 

             
Task Analysis - Errorless Learning  

 

Observer: _____________ Video/Session ID: ________ Participant ID: ____________       

Date: ___________    Child/Confederate (circle)    Target response: _____________ 

Initial prompt level:________________ 

 

Prompt Hierarchy 

Full Physical Partial Physical Gestural Independent 

The instructor gently 

places their hand over 

the child’s hand to 

guide the correct 

response. 

The instructor gently 

places their hand at 

the wrist, forearm or 

elbow of the child to 

gently guide the 

correct response. 

The instructor points 

with a finger 3-6 

inches above the 

target stimulus to 

guide the correct 

response. 

The instructor does 

not provide any 

prompts during the 

child’s opportunity 

to respond.   

Mastery Criterion- 2 consecutive correct responses at one prompt level.  

 

Indicate with a check mark if the instructor completed the following steps:  

Antecedent Tasks 

 1 2 3 4 5 

1. Arranged the teaching materials such that they are at an 

equal distance from each other and the learner. 

 

     

2. Secured the learner's attention by using a 1-3-word phrase 

(e.g., “Look at me”) only if needed (i.e, learner’s body is 

not facing the instructor).  
 

     

3. Delivered a clear and short (i.e., 3-5 words) instruction 

(e.g., “Find the ___” or “Give me ___”) in a neutral tone.  

 

     

4. A) Following the instruction, or while the instruction was 

provided, provided the same prompt level that was used 

to evoke the correct response on the previous trial.  

 

     

-OR- 

           B) If the child has met mastery criterion (i.e., 2  

           consecutive correct responses at the same prompt level)  

           moved down one level on the prompt hierarchy  

          (e.g., from FP to PP, from PP to G) to guide the correct  

          response.  
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VIDEO CODE:__________________    OBSERVER:_________ DATE:_________________ 

Consequent Tasks 

Incorrect Response Correct Response 

 1 2 3 4 5                                       1     2     3    4   5 

5. Staff removed all of the 

instructional materials on 

the table immediately 

following an error 

response.  

     5. Immediately  

provided (e.g., within 3  

seconds) social 

descriptive praise (e.g., 

“Great touching dog!”) 

and an additional 

generalized conditioned 

reinforcer (if needed). 

6. Staff did not provide a 

generalized conditioned 

reinforcer (e.g., token) or 

social descriptive praise. 

          6. Staff recorded  

         correct response. 

7. Staff re-presented all 

teaching materials, in the 

same order, with an equal 

spacing between cards and 

the participant. 

      

8. Staff re-delivered the same 

clear and concise 3-5 

words instruction in a 

neutral tone.  

      

9. Staff immediately provided 

a prompt, one level higher 

(i.e., more intrusive) than 

the previously attempted 

trial. (e.g., error on gesture 

move to partial physical). 

      

10. Immediately provided (e.g., 

within 3 seconds) social 

descriptive praise (e.g., 

“Great touching dog”). 

      

11. Staff recorded incorrect 

and correct response.  

      

References: 

Severston, J. M., & Carr, J. E. (2012). Training novice instructors to implement errorless  

  discrete-trial teaching: A sequential analysis. Behavior Analysis in Practice, 5(2), 13-23.  

Thomson, K. M., Martin, G. L., Fazzio, D., Salem, S., & Young, K. (2012). Evaluation of a self- 

  instructional package for teaching tutors to conduct discrete-trials teaching with children  

  with autism. Research in Autism Spectrum Disorders, 6, 1073-1082. doi:  

  10.1016/j.rasd.2012.02.005 
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Appendix F 

                       
Data Sheet- Errorless Learning (VERBAL prompt hierarchy) 

 

Observer: _____________ Video/Session ID: ________ Participant ID: ____________       

Date: ___________    Child/Confederate (circle)    Target response: _____________ 

Initial prompt level:________________ 

Prompt Hierarchy 

Full Verbal Partial Physical 1 Partial Verbal 2 Independent 

The instructor states in 

a neutral tone the 

correct response.  

 

“Ambulance” 

The instructor 

partially states the 

correct response, in a 

neutral tone.  

 

“Ambu” 

The instructor 

partially states, at a 

level less intrusive 

level then previous 

prompt, the correct 

response in a neutral 

tone.  

“Am” 

The instructor does 

not provide any 

verbal prompt 

during the child’s 

opportunity to 

respond.   

Mastery Criterion- 2 consecutive correct responses at one prompt level.  

 

Indicate with a check mark if the instructor completed the following steps:  

Antecedent Tasks 

 1 2 3 4 5 

6. Arranged the teaching materials such that they are at an 

equal distance from each other and the learner. 

 

     

7. Secured the learner's attention by using a 1-3-word phrase 

(e.g., “Look at me”) only if needed (i.e, learner’s body is 

not facing the instructor).  
 

     

8. Delivered a clear and short (i.e., 3-5 words) instruction 

(e.g., “Find the ___” or “Give me ___”) in a neutral tone.  

 

     

9. A) Following the instruction, or while the instruction was 

provided, provided the same prompt level that was used 

to evoke the correct response on the previous trial.  

 

     

-OR- 

           B) If the child has met mastery criterion (i.e., 2  

           consecutive correct responses at the same prompt level)  

           moved down one level on the prompt hierarchy  

          (e.g., from FP to PP, from PP to G) to guide the correct  

          response.  
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VIDEO CODE:__________________    OBSERVER:_________ DATE:_________________ 

Consequent Tasks 

Incorrect Response Correct Response 

 1 2 3 4 5                                       1     2     3    4   5 

10. Staff removed all of the 

instructional materials on 

the table immediately 

following an error 

response.  

     12. Immediately  

provided (e.g., within 3  

seconds) social 

descriptive praise (e.g., 

“Great touching dog!”) 

and an additional 

generalized conditioned 

reinforcer (if needed). 

13. Staff did not provide a 

generalized conditioned 

reinforcer (e.g., token) or 

social descriptive praise. 

          6. Staff recorded  

         correct response. 

14. Staff re-presented all 

teaching materials, in the 

same order, with an equal 

spacing between cards and 

the participant. 

      

15. Staff re-delivered the same 

clear and concise 3-5 

words instruction in a 

neutral tone.  

      

16. Staff immediately provided 

a prompt, one level higher 

(i.e., more intrusive) than 

the previously attempted 

trial. (e.g., error on gesture 

move to partial physical). 

      

17. Immediately provided (e.g., 

within 3 seconds) social 

descriptive praise (e.g., 

“Great touching dog”). 

      

18. Staff recorded incorrect 

and correct response.  

      

References: 

Severston, J. M., & Carr, J. E. (2012). Training novice instructors to implement errorless  

  discrete-trial teaching: A sequential analysis. Behavior Analysis in Practice, 5(2), 13-23.  

 

Thomson, K. M., Martin, G. L., Fazzio, D., Salem, S., & Young, K. (2012). Evaluation of a self- 

  instructional package for teaching tutors to conduct discrete-trials teaching with children  

  with autism. Research in Autism Spectrum Disorders, 6, 1073-1082. doi:  

  10.1016/j.rasd.2012.02.00 
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Appendix G 

                           
Task Analysis - Paired Stimulus Preference Assessment  

 

Observer: ___________ Video/Session ID: __________ Participant ID: __________       

Date: ___________    Child or Confederate (circle) 

 

Indicate with a check mark if the instructor completed the following 12 steps: 

 

Pre-session 

Step        Description Completed 

1 Gathered 8 items that might be of interest to the child.  

 

 

2 Kept data sheet and pen next to them.  

 

 

3 Assigned a number to each item and recorded on the data sheet.  

 

 

Pre-session Sampling 

4 Sat at the table facing the child, and presented each item (e.g., “This is a 

bear”) and showed the child how the items works for 5-10 seconds (e.g., 

“Bears go rawr”). Note that all stimuli must be presented accurately to 

be scored as correct. 

 

 

5 If the child approached the item (e.g., points to, grabs, or touches the 

item) allowed the child 5-10 second access. Note that all items 

approached and accessed must follow the definition to be scored as 

correct. 

 

 

                                                     -AND/OR- 

If the child did not approach the item within 5 seconds, instructor  

prompted the child to engage with the stimulus for 5-10 seconds.  

 

 

6 Repeated Steps 4 & 5 until all 8 stimuli have been presented.  

 

 

Presentation 

7 Used the assigned data sheet to prepare the sequence of pairs (e.g., 

presented items 1 & 2 first according to data sheet). Note that all pairs 

have to be presented in the proper sequence of pairs to be scored as 

correct. 

 

 

8 Held the two items in front of the child, so that each item is about 1 arm 

length away from the student and 1 arm length away from each other 

(i.e., to prevent attempts to select both items). Note that all pairs have to 

be presented at 1 arm length away to be scored as correct. 
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9 A) If the student approached one of the items within 5 seconds, 

immediately gave access for 30 seconds and removed the other 

item. Note that all trials must be performed accurately to be 

scored as correct. 

 

 

                                                   -AND/OR- 

B) If the student did not approach the item (i.e., within 5 seconds), 

or approached both items, blocked access and removed both 

items. Re-presented the items individually and showed the 

learner how it works. Provided 5-10 seconds of access with each 

item. Then represented the items together and delivered the 

instruction, "Pick one." Note that all trials must be performed 

accurately to be scored as correct.  

 

 

10 Recorded the selection on the data sheet. If no item was selected after 

representing the items as per Step #8B, marked X on the data sheet. Note 

that all recordings must be accurate to be scored as correct. 

 

 

11 Repeated Steps 6-10 until all combinations of items have been 

presented. 

 

 

Data Analysis (Steps 10 and 12 are recorded from data sheet) 

 

12 Tallied the number of times each stimulus was selected (i.e., 

approached) and ranked the stimuli in order of preference (e.g., more 

times approached = more highly preferred).  

 

 

 

Percentage of Steps Implemented Correctly = (# of correct steps  total # of steps) x 100% 

                = (___________  12) x 100% 

                 = __________ % 

            

References: 

Fisher, W. W., Piazza, C. C., Bowman, L. G., Hagopian, L. P., Owens, J. C., & Selvin, I. (1992).  

  A comparison of two approaches for identifying reinforcers for persons with severe and  

 profound disabilities. Journal of Applied Behavior Analysis, 25, 491-498.  

No author, (n.d.). Paired stimulus (PS) preference assessment session description. Baltimore,  

  MD: Kennedy Krieger Institute, Neurobehavioral Unit. Retrieved from:  

  https://www.kennedykrieger.org/sites/default/files/patient-care- 

  files/paired_stimulus_preference_assessment.pdf 
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Appendix H 

                                     

Social Validity Questionnaire-Behaviour Technician 

  1  
Disagree  

2  
Somewhat 

Disagree  

3  
Neutral  

4  
Somewhat 

Agree  

5 Agree  

Goal            
I believe that the goal of the study (to investigate 

the effects of a telecommunication model for using 

BST to teach staff specific skills needed to support 

children with ASD) is important.   

          

Procedure            

I found the trainer’s description of the skill was 
helpful  

          

I believe the trainer’s model of the skill was clear 

and concise  
          

I feel that my rehearsal with the child supported 

my learning of the skill   
          

I found that feedback delivered when I was 

working with the research assistant helped me 

learn the skill  

          

I found that feedback delivered when I was 

working with a child, helped me learn the skill  
          

Trainer            
I found the trainer to be knowledgeable and helpful 

in teaching me how to support a child with ASD in 

a behavioural setting.  

          

I found that the trainer was easily accessible and 

addressed many of my concerns through the 

telecommunication approach.  

          

Outcomes              
Since receiving BST through telecommunication, I 

feel more confident in supporting children with 

ASD   

          

I feel that I will be able to transfer the skill I 

learned to other children with ASD  
          

I believe that BST through telecommunication 

approach helped improve my professional abilities 

in supporting children with ASD  

          

I would recommend this procedure to other 

coworkers who work with children with ASD  
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1. In your opinion, what were some potential strengths of using a telecommunication approach when 

receiving training?  

  

___________________________________________________________________________  

  

  

___________________________________________________________________________  

  

  

___________________________________________________________________________  

  

  

___________________________________________________________________________  

  

2. From your perspective, what were some potential weaknesses of using a telecommunication to 

receive training?  

  

___________________________________________________________________________  

  

___________________________________________________________________________  

  

  

___________________________________________________________________________  

  

3. Overall, how did you find the training delivered in this way?  

  

___________________________________________________________________________ 

  

  

___________________________________________________________________________  

  

  

___________________________________________________________________________  

  

4. Overall, I thought that the quality of training via telecommunication was…   

  

___________________________________________________________________________  

   

  

___________________________________________________________________________  

  

  

___________________________________________________________________________  

  

5.  Overall, I found this investigation…   

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 
 

  ______________________________________________________________________________ 
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Appendix I 

                                   

Social Validity Questionnaire- Senior Therapists  
   

  1  
Disagree  

2  
Somewhat 

Disagree  

3  
Neutral  

4  
Somewhat 

Agree  

5 Agree  

Goal            
I believe that the goal of the study (to investigate 

the effects of a telecommunication model for using 

BST to teach staff specific skills needed to support 

children with ASD) is important.  

          

Procedure            

I believe that the telecommunication approach 

to training staff was beneficial.   
          

I believe that a telecommunication approach 

would be beneficial for when I train staff.   
          

I believe that procedure was a feasible and time 

saving approach to staff training in this setting.   
          

I would recommend this approach to other BCBAs            
Researcher             
I found the research team addressed all my 

concerns during the skill selection process.  
          

I believe the research team was easily accessible 

through the telecommunication software.   
          

Effects            
I feel that my staff are more confident in 

supporting children with ASD.  
          

I feel that staff were able to transfer the skill 

learned to other children with ASD.  
          

I believe that staff increased their accuracy of 

implementing specific untrained ABA strategies, as 

a result of the telecommunication approach.    

          

I believe that the child supported also benefitted 

from this approach to staff training,   
          

  

  

  

1. In your opinion, what are some potential strengths of using a telecommunication 

approach to staff training?   

  
 

  

2. From your perspective, what are some potential weaknesses of using a 

telecommunication approach to staff training?   
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Appendix J 

     Treatment Integrity – BST-TCM (Errorless Learning) 

 

Observer:______________ Video/Session ID: ___________Participant ID: ___________ 

 

Trainer: ______________           Date: ___________    

 

Record a check mark if the trainer completed the following:  

 

Instructions 

• Provided the staff participant with vocal verbal instructions on how to perform 

errorless teaching accurately by: 

 Ensured that the staff member was attending (i.e., body is oriented towards camera, 

able to respond to simple question).  

 Provided instructions outlining all of the steps of errorless learning using clear and 

concise language. 

 Provided a brief rationale for why errorless learning is important using clear and 

concise language. 
 

 

Modeling 

• Provided the staff participant with a video demonstration on how to perform errorless 

learning by: 

 Shared their screen with the staff participant.  

 Ensured that the staff member is attending (i.e., body is oriented towards the screen).  

 Provided an instruction that indicates to the staff member that they will be imitating 

this skill (e.g., “Watch this video. It will show you how to perform errorless learning 

accurately, and after we will practice”).  

 The trainer instructed the staff member to watch Video 1- Full Prompt.  

 The trainer instructed the staff member to watch Video 2- Partial Prompt.  

 The trainer instructed the staff member to watch Video 3- Gestural Prompt.  

 The trainer instructed the staff member to watch Video 4- Incorrect Sequence.  

 The trainer instructed the staff member to watch Video 5- Full Sequence.  
 

 

Rehearsal 

 Provided the staff member with an opportunity to practice the skill with a member of 

the research team for 5 trials.  
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Feedback 

Following rehearsal of the staff’s performance of errorless learning, the trainer provided the 

staff participant with: 

 Immediate feedback (i.e., within 3-5 seconds) following the practice opportunity.  

 Supportive corrective feedback (e.g., “Next time, you should try ___”) if the staff 

member did not complete the skill correctly (i.e., performance less than 100% 

accuracy, or with the use of prompts) during the practice opportunity.  

-OR- 

Descriptive praise (e.g., “Excellent! Nice work doing ____”) if the staff member 

completed the practice opportunity correctly (i.e., 100% accurate).  
 

TI= (total number of checkmarks/ 13) x 100% 

    =          /13 x100%  
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Appendix K 

              BST Treatment Integrity- Paired Stimulus  

  

Observer:______________Video/Session ID: ___________Participant ID: ___________  

Trainer: ______________     Date: ___________    

  

Record a check mark if the trainer completed the following:   

Instructions  

 Provided the staff participant with vocal verbal instructions on how to perform 

errorless teaching accurately by:  

 Ensured that the staff member was attending (i.e., body is oriented towards 

camera, able to respond to simple question).   

 Provided instructions outlining all of the steps of the paired stimulus preference 

assessment protocol, using clear and concise language.  

 Provided a brief rationale for why paired stimulus preference assessment is 

important, using clear and concise language.  

Modeling  

 Provided the staff participant with a video demonstration on how to 

perform paired stimulus preference assessment by:  

 Ensured that the staff member is attending (i.e., body is oriented towards the 

screen).   

 Provided an instruction that indicates to the staff member that they will be 

imitating this skill (e.g., “Watch this video. It will show you how to perform 

errorless learning accurately, and after we will practice”).   

 The trainer instructed the staff member to watch Video 1- Pre-Session Set-up.   

 The trainer instructed the staff member to watch Video 2- Pre-Session Sampling   

 The trainer instructed the staff member to watch Video 3- Presentation.   

 The trainer instructed the staff member to watch Video 4- Data Analysis.   

Rehearsal  

 Provided the staff member with an opportunity to practice the skill with a member 

of the research team for one series.   

Feedback  

Following rehearsal of the staff’s performance of paired stimulus preference assessment, the 

trainer provided the staff participant with:  

 Immediate feedback (i.e., within 3-5 seconds) following the practice 

opportunity.   

 Supportive corrective feedback (e.g., “Next time, you should try ___”) if the staff 

member did not complete the skill correctly (i.e., performance less than 100% 

accuracy, or with the use of prompts) during the practice opportunity.   

-OR- 

 Descriptive praise (e.g., “Excellent! Nice work doing ____”) if the staff member   

completed the practice opportunity correctly (i.e., 100% accurate).  
  

TI= (total number of checkmarks/ 13) x 100%  

    =          /13 x100%   
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Appendix L 

                    Informed Consent –Senior Therapists  

May 2018 

Project Title: An Evaluation of a Telecommunication Model for Training Staff to Implement 

Behavioural Procedures with Children with Autism Spectrum Disorder.  

 

Principal Student Investigator (PSI): Joey Robertson, M.ADS, MA Student, Department of 

Applied Disabilities Studies, Brock University 

jr14fy@brocku.ca  or (905) 688-5550 x 3219 

 

Faculty Supervisor: Dr. Kendra Thomson, PhD, BCBA-D, Assistant Professor, Department of 

Applied Disability Studies, Brock University      

kthomson@brocku.ca  or (905) 688-5550 x 6710 

 

INVITATION 

You are invited to participate in a research study that is evaluating the effects of behavioural 

skills training (BST) delivered through a telecommunication model (TCM) as a method to help 

train staff to support children with autism spectrum disorder (ASD). BST is an empirically 

validated teaching strategy that has been effectively used to train staff working with children 

with ASD. A telecommunication approach to delivering BST has been shown to be effective in 

teaching staff specific professional skills and comprehensive packages to support children with 

ASD. The current study will assess whether a BST-TCM approach is helpful for you to increase 

your accuracy of implementation of a specific skill used in behavioural support services for 

children with ASD. The target skill will be identified through combined results from the surveys 

for all participants, will then be given to you and a target skill will be identified and confirmed 

through consensus with supervisors at the agency and the research team. We will provide you 

with questionnaire following the training and ask you to respond to 12 questions about the goals 

of the study, the BST-TCM procedure, research team, and outcomes of the training. We will also 

ask to write brief responses to three open-ended questions about the strengths and weaknesses of 

the BST-TCM approach. 

 

POTENTIAL BENEFITS AND RISKS 

Possible benefits of participation may include: 

Your participation may also contribute to the limited empirical research on staff training  

through a behavioural telecommunication model to support children with ASD. 

Outcomes of this research may be used to inform training for future staff at your agency.  

There may also be risk associated with participation: 

You may feel obligated to participate in this research. 

You may feel that your participation and performance within the study will influence  

your position or treatment from your supervisor. 

You may feel embarrassed or nervous performing the skills for the trainer or being video  

recorded. 

Your participation within the study may be deduced from coworkers and/or supervisors. 

 

To mitigate these risks, the research team will: 
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Highlight that employment in the agency and the research project are separate entities.  

Your participation in the program is confidential and will be known by the, the research  

team and your supervisor. Your participation within the study will not be discussed in 

open or communal areas of the center or in the community.  

Any results of the training discussed with supervisors at the agency will be discussed  

anonymously. 

 

CONFIDENTIALITY 

All information (demographic information and data form the training) will be kept in a secure 

location (i.e., a locked filing cabinet a Brock University and on a password-protected computer 

drive in Dr. Thomson’ lab) for 10 years, after which it will be destroyed confidentially. Access to 

the data will be restricted to the principal student investigator, Joseph Robertson, their 

supervisor, Dr. Thomson, and research assistants under the supervision of Dr. Thomson who 

have signed confidentiality agreements. You will never be identified in any way if/when the 

results of this study are presented at professional conferences and/or published in a peer-

reviewed journal. If you choose to withdraw from the study, any data will be destroyed 

immediately in a confidential manner. The research project is separate and independent from the 

agency. Although all efforts are made to maintain confidentiality, it may be limited as other 

employees, managers, and/or supervisors at Atlas Behaviour Consultation may be aware of your 

participation in the study. Should you participate in the study, you are requested to keep any 

information about the study and/other participants confidential.  

 

VOLUNTARY PARTICIPATION 

Participation in this study is voluntary. If you wish, you may decline to answer any questions or 

participate in any component of the study. Further, you may decide to withdraw from this study 

at any time and may do so without any penalty or any reprisal from Brock University in any 

capacity.  

 

PUBLICATION OF RESULTS 

Results of this study may be published in professional journals and presented at conferences. 

Feedback about this study will be available from the principal student researcher, Joey Robertson 

(jr14fy@brocku.ca) and Dr. Thomson (kthomson@brocku.ca) approximately 3-6 months after 

the study concludes.  

 

CONTACT INFORMATION AND ETHICS CLEARANCE 

If you have any questions about this study or require further information, please contact Joey 

Robertson or Dr. Thomson using the contact information provided above. This study has been 

reviewed and received ethics clearance through the Research Ethics Board at Brock University 

(REB 17-178 THOMSON). If you have any comments or concerns about your rights as a 

research participant, please contact the Research Ethics Office at (905) 688-5550 Ext. 3035, 

reb@brocku.ca.  

 

Thank you for your assistance in this project. Please keep a copy of this form for your records. 

 

CONSENT FORM 
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I agree to participate in this study described above. I have made this decision based on the 

information I have read in the Information-Consent Letter. I have had the opportunity to receive 

any additional details I wanted about the study and understand that I may ask questions in the 

future. I understand that I may withdraw this consent at any time. 

 

Name:   __________________________     Ph/Email: ________________________ 

 

Signature:  __________________________        Date:   ________________________ 

 

 
 
For researcher only:  

☐ I have reviewed this form in detail with the supervisor. 

☐ I have provided a copy of this form to the supervisor.  

Researcher initials: _______         Date:  ___________________ 
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Appendix M 

                    
Letter of Invitation – Behavioural Technicians 

May 2018 

 

We, Dr. Kendra Thomson, PhD, BCBA-D, Assistant Professor, from the Department of Applied 

Disability Studies, Brock University, and Joey Robertson M.ADS (MA student) from the 

Department of Applied Disability Studies, Brock University invite you to participate in a 

research project called “An Evaluation of a Telecommunication Model for Training Staff to 

Implement Behavioural Procedures with Children with Autism Spectrum Disorder.” 

 

The purpose of this study is to evaluate the effects of conducting behavioural skills training 

through a telecommunication model (BST-TCM) to train staff, who support children with autism 

spectrum disorder (ASD), how to conduct specific behavioural procedures in a clinical setting. 

Should you choose to participate you will be asked: (1) what type of behavioural procedures 

would be helpful in your clinical practice and (2) to actively participate in training sessions both 

with a confederate and with a child with ASD while receiving training through a 

telecommunication system. 

 

To be eligible for this study, you must: (1) be 18 years of age or older, (2) have been working at 

the agency for less than 6 months, and (3) perform the target skill with less than 50% accuracy in 

baseline. Please note that although this research study is separate from your employment with 

Atlas Behaviour Consultation, the researchers will confirm your length of employment with your 

supervisor before obtaining your informed consent and your supervisor will be involved in some 

aspects of the research. Please note that this study is voluntary, and that the research project and 

the agency are two separate entities. Performance in the study will not be a reflection of your 

overall job performance and/or general work duties.  

 

The consent process will take place with a researcher through a secure teleconferencing system.  

Should you choose to participate in the study, you will be first given a brief questionnaire to 

identify behavioural intervention skills that you would like to target in BST-TCM, which will 

take approximately 10-15 minutes to complete. Your supervisor will also complete a 

questionnaire and will have an opportunity to discuss the identified skills from all of the 

participants with the research staff in order to reach a consensus of a target skill. You will then 

be assigned to work with a child (with caregiver consent and child assent). You will then be 

observed and recorded performing the target behavioural procedure with the child with ASD 

before training (baseline). Next, you will receive training on the specific procedure with a 

confederate (a member of the research team) role-playing a child with ASD. Training will be 

delivered through a telecommunication system and you will receive real-time feedback through a 

Bluetooth bug-in-ear device from the student researcher (Joey Robertson) who is supervised by 

Dr. Thomson, BCBA-D. After you receive training with the confederate, we provide the same 

training in a typical therapy session with a child with ASD. You will continue training until your 

performance reaches a mastery criterion (100% across two sessions). One month following 

training, we will reassess your performance on the behavioral procedure and provide a social 
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validity questionnaire to you and your supervisor to tell us your thoughts about the training. The 

total time commitment outside of your regularly scheduled work sessions is approximately 2 

hours. 

 

The research has potential benefits in that you may feel more confident in supporting children 

with ASD after the additional training. Adherence to the behavioural procedures may also 

increase skill acquisition rates for children with ASD that you are supporting. Additionally, your 

participation will contribute to the lack of research on the efficacy of using a behavioural skills 

training through a telecommunication model to train staff who support young children with ASD. 

Further, results from the study may positively influence future staff training methods at Atlas 

Behaviour Consultation.  

 

Data (questionnaires, video recordings of the training and practice sessions) will be kept in a 

secure location (i.e., a locked filing cabinet and on a password-protected computer drive in Dr. 

Thomson’s lab at Brock University) for 10 years, after which point it will be destroyed 

confidentially. All identifying information will be removed from any data collected and instead, 

a numerical code will be assigned to any data collected. Access to this data will be restricted to 

the primary investigator and primary student investigator, and research assistants under the 

supervision of Dr. Thomson who have signed confidentiality agreements.. You will never be 

identified in any way if/when the results of this study are published in a peer-reviewed journal or 

presented at professional conferences. If you choose to withdraw from the study, your data will 

be destroyed immediately in a confidential manner.  

 

If you have any pertinent questions about your rights as a research participant, please contact the 

Brock University Research Ethics Officer (905) 688-5550 ext. 3035, reb@brocku.ca).  

 

If you are interested in the research, please contact Joey Robertson. If you have questions about 

the research, please contact either of us with the information provided below.  

 

Thank you, 

 
Email: jr14fy@brocku.ca; Ph: (905) 688-5550 x 3219 

  

 
Dr. Kendra Thomson, BCBA-D 

Email: kthomson@brocku.ca; Ph: (905) 688-5550 x 6710 

 

This study has been reviewed and received ethics clearance through Brock University’s Research 

Ethics Board #17-178 THOMSON 
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Appendix N 

                               
Informed Consent – Staff (Behavioural Technicians) 

May 2018 

Project Title: An Evaluation of a Telecommunication Model for Training Staff to Implement 

Behavioural Procedures with Children with Autism Spectrum Disorder.  

 

Principal Student Investigator (PSI): Joey Robertson, M.ADS, MA Student, Department of 

Applied Disabilities Studies, Brock University 

jr14fy@brocku.ca  or (905) 688-5550 x 3219 

 

Faculty Supervisor: Dr. Kendra Thomson, PhD, BCBA-D, Assistant Professor, Department of 

Applied Disability Studies, Brock University      

kthomson@brocku.ca  or (905) 688-5550 x 6710 

 

INVITATION 

You are invited to participate in a research study that is evaluating the effects of behavioural 

skills training (BST) delivered through a telecommunication model (TCM) as a method to help 

train staff to support children with autism spectrum disorder (ASD). BST is an empirically 

validated teaching strategy that has been effectively used to train staff working with children 

with ASD. A telecommunication approach to delivering BST has been shown to be effective in 

teaching staff specific professional skills and comprehensive packages to support children with 

ASD. The current study will assess whether a BST-TCM approach is helpful for you to increase 

your accuracy of implementation of a specific skill used in behavioural support services for 

children with ASD. The target skill will be identified through combined results from the surveys 

for all participants, will then be given to your supervisors and a target skill will be identified and 

confirmed through consensus with supervisors at the agency and the research team. A trainer will 

remotely implement the four components of BST: (1) instruction, the trainer will introduce the 

skill and its components; (2) modeling, the trainer will show you how to perform the skill; (3) 

rehearsal, you will have a chance to practice the skill; and (4) feedback, the trainer will covertly 

tell you what you did correctly and what you need to improve through a Bluetooth (bug-in-ear) 

device. The last two components of BST will be repeated until you can perform the target skill 

with 100% accuracy for two consecutive sessions. We will provide you with questionnaire 

following the training, and ask you to respond to 12 questions about the goals of the study, the 

BST-TCM procedure, research team, and outcomes of the training.  

 

POTENTIAL BENEFITS AND RISKS 

Possible benefits of participation may include: 

After receiving the training, you may feel more confident in your ability to support your  

clients with ASD. 

Your participation may also contribute to the limited empirical research on staff training  

through a behavioural telecommunication model to support children with ASD. 

Outcomes of this research may be used to inform training for future staff at your agency.  
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There may also be risk associated with participation: 

You may feel obligated to participate in this research. 

You may feel that your participation and performance within the study will influence  

your position or treatment from your supervisor. 

You may feel embarrassed or nervous performing the skills for the trainer or being video  

recorded. 

Your participation within the study may be deduced from coworkers and/or supervisors. 

 

To mitigate these risks, the research team will: 

Highlight that employment in the agency and the research project are separate entities.  

If you are feeling embarrassed or nervous when performing the skill, you can verbally  

indicate your feelings to the researcher and the trial will cease immediately.  

The researcher will then troubleshoot some options to make you more comfortable during 

sessions.  

Your participation in the program is confidential and will be known by the principal  

student investigator, the research team and your supervisor.  

Your participation within the study will not be discussed in open or communal areas of 

the center or in the community.  

Any results of the training discussed with supervisors at the agency will be discussed  

anonymously. 

 

CONFIDENTIALITY 

All information (demographic information and data form the training) will be kept in a secure 

location (i.e., a locked filing cabinet a Brock University and on a password-protected computer 

drive in Dr. Thomson’ lab) for 10 years, after which it will be destroyed confidentially. All 

training will be conducted on Lifesize®, telecommunication system with 128-bit encryption. 

Your name will be removed from any data collected and instead a numerical code will be 

assigned to the data. Access to this data will be restricted to the principle student investigator, 

Joseph Robertson, his supervisor, Dr. Thomson, and research assistants under the supervision of 

Dr. Thomson who have signed confidentiality agreements. Outcomes discussed with supervisors 

and managers at Atlas Behaviour Consultation will be done anonymously. You will never be 

identified in any way if/when the results of this study are presented at professional conferences 

and/or published in a peer-reviewed journal. If you choose to withdraw from the study, any data 

will be destroyed immediately in a confidential manner. The research project is separate and 

independent from the agency. Although all efforts are made to maintain confidentiality, it may be 

limited as other employees, managers, and/or supervisors at Atlas Behaviour Consultation may 

be aware of your participation in the study. Should you participate in the study, you are requested 

to keep any information about the study and/other participants confidential.  

 

VOLUNTARY PARTICIPATION 

To be eligible for participation you must: (1) be over 18 years old, (2) have been employed at 

Atlas Behaviour Consultation for less than 6 months, and (3) perform the target skill with less 

than 50% accuracy in baseline. Participation in this study is voluntary. If you wish, you may 

decline to answer any questions or participate in any component of the study. Further, you may 

decide to withdraw from this study at any time and may do so without any penalty or any reprisal 

from Brock University in any capacity.  
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PUBLICATION OF RESULTS 

Results of this study may be published in professional journals and presented at conferences. 

Feedback about this study will be available from the principal student researcher, Joey Robertson 

(jr14fy@brocku.ca) and Dr. Thomson (kthomson@brocku.ca) approximately 3-6 months after 

the study concludes.  

 

CONTACT INFORMATION AND ETHICS CLEARANCE 

If you have any questions about this study or require further information, please contact Joey 

Robertson or Dr. Thomson using the contact information provided above. This study has been 

reviewed and received ethics clearance through the Research Ethics Board at Brock University 

(REB# 17-178 THOMSON). If you have any comments or concerns about your rights as a 

research participant, please contact the Research Ethics Office at (905) 688-5550 Ext. 3035, 

reb@brocku.ca.  

 

Thank you for your assistance in this project. Please keep a copy of this form for your records. 

 

CONSENT FORM 

I agree to participate in this study described above. I have made this decision based on the 

information I have read in the Information-Consent Letter. I have had the opportunity to receive 

any additional details I wanted about the study and understand that I may ask questions in the 

future. I understand that I may withdraw this consent at any time. 

 

Name:   __________________________     Ph/Email: ________________________ 

 

Signature:  __________________________        Date:   ________________________ 

 

AUDIO/VISUAL RECORDING 

In order to assess the TCM-BST approach, video and audio recording of you implementing the 

skill will be taken. Recordings will be stored on an encrypted hard drive in Dr. Thomson’s lab at 

Brock University. Recordings will be stored for 10 years, and then will be disposed 

confidentially. Video and audio recordings will only be accessed by members of the research 

team who signed confidentiality agreements and will only be used for coding and analysis 

purposes. No recording will be released in study reports.  

  

By signing below I am giving informed consent to being video recorded.  

Name:   ___________________________     Ph/Email: _____________________ 

 

Signature:  ___________________________      Date:   _____________________ 

 

Witness Name: __________________________ 

 

Witness Signature: ________________________    Date:   _____________________ 

For researcher only:  

☐ I have reviewed this form in detail with the staff member. 

☐ I have provided a copy of this form to the staff member.  

Researcher initials: _______         Date:___________________ 
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Appendix O 

Flyer for Caregivers 
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Appendix P 

                       

Letter of Invitation -Caregivers of Child Participants 

 

May 2018 

 

We, Dr. Kendra Thomson, PhD, BCBA-D, Assistant Professor, from the Department of Applied 

Disability Studies, Brock University, and Joey Robertson M.ADS (MA student) from the 

Department of Applied Disability Studies, Brock University invite you to participate in a research 

project called “An Evaluation of a Telecommunication Model for Training Staff to Implement 

Behavioural Procedures with Children with Autism Spectrum Disorder.” 

 

The purpose of this study is to evaluate the effects of conducting behavioural skills training through 

a telecommunication model to train staff, who support children with autism spectrum disorder 

(ASD), how to conduct a specific behavioural procedure in a clinical setting. Should you consent 

to your child participating, the research sessions will be part of his/her regularly scheduled 

behavioural programming and will not interfere or require any extra time or accommodations. 

Please also note that your child’s participation in the study will have no impact on services that 

you are currently receiving or may receive in the future from Brock University or Atlas Behaviour 

Consultation.  

 

To be eligible for this study, your child must: (1) be under the age of 7 years old, and (2) have a 

confirmed diagnosis of ASD by a regulated health professional. In order to assess eligibility, the 

research team will schedule an intake meeting over the teleconferencing system used for the study. 

If you do not have access to a computer with an internet connection and web camera, alternative 

arrangements will be made to meet with you and your child at Atlas Behaviour Consultation. If 

your child is eligible, the researcher will review the informed consent process with you and ask 

whether your child is able to provide their own assent to participate. If your child does not have 

functional communication skills, the research team will ask you for typical behaviours your child 

engages in when distressed so that assent can be continuously monitored throughout the study. 

Sessions would be terminated at first signs of distress. 

 

Should you consent for your child to participate in the study, your child will be video recorded 

during parts of their session with an instructor therapist (IT) from Atlas Behaviour Consultation. 

Staff members will perform a behavioural teaching procedure used in the child’s regular 

behavioural programming. Your child’s performance on the skill being taught will be assessed 

throughout the intervention. Observations with the IT and your child will be conducted before, and 

after staff training. Your child and the staff member will also be assessed 1-month following 

training.  
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The research has potential benefits for staff members including feeling more confident in 

supporting children with ASD. Staff member adherence to the behavioural procedure may also 

increase skills acquisition of children with ASD. Your child may also feel more comfortable when 

the staff member employs the particular teaching strategy with more accuracy following training. 

Additionally, participation will also contribute to the lack of research on the efficacy of using a 

behavioural skills training through a telecommunication model to train staff who support young 

children with ASD, and may positively influence future staff training methods at Atlas Behaviour 

Consultation.  

 

Data (questionnaires, recordings of the training and practice sessions) will be kept in a secure 

location (i.e., a locked filing cabinet at Brock University and on a password-protected computer 

drive in Dr. Thomson’s lab) for 10 years, after which point it will be destroyed confidentially. 

Your child’s name will be removed from any data collected and instead, a numerical code will be 

assigned. Access to this data will be restricted to the primary student investigator (Joseph 

Robertson) and Dr. Thomson, and research assistants under the supervision of Dr. Thomson who 

have signed confidentiality agreements. Participants will never be identified in any way if/when 

the results of this study are published in a peer-reviewed journal or presented at professional 

conferences. If at any time you choose to withdraw your consent for your child to participate in 

the study, any data will be destroyed immediately in a confidential manner.  

 

If you have any pertinent questions about your rights as a research participant, please contact the 

Brock University Research Ethics Officer (905) 688-5550 ext. 3035, reb@brocku.ca).  

 

If you are interested in your child participating in the research, please contact Joseph Robertson. 

If you have questions, please feel free to contact either of us with the information provided below.  

 

Thank you, 

 
Email: jr14fy@brocku.ca; Ph: (905) 688-5550 x 3219 

  
Email: kthomson@brocku.ca; Ph: (905) 688-5550 x 6710 

 

This study has been reviewed and received ethics clearance through Brock University’s Research 

Ethics Board #17-178 THOMSON 
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Appendix Q 

                              
Caregiver Informed Consent/Child Assent 

 

May 2018 

 

Project Title: An Evaluation of a Telecommunication Model for Training Staff to Implement 

Behavioural Procedures with Children with Autism Spectrum Disorder.  

 

Principal Student Investigator (PSI): Joey Robertson, M.ADS, MA Student, Department of 

Applied Disabilities Studies, Brock University 

jr14fy@brocku.ca  or (905) 688-5550 x 3219 

 

Faculty Supervisor: Dr. Kendra Thomson, PhD, BCBA-D, Assistant Professor, Department of 

Applied Disability Studies, Brock University      

kthomson@brocku.ca  or (905) 688-5550 x 6710 

 

INVITATION 

Your child is invited to participate in a research study that is evaluating the effect of behavioural 

skills training (BST) delivered through a telecommunication model (TCM) as a training method 

to help train staff to support children with autism spectrum disorder (ASD). BST is an empirically 

validated teaching strategy used to train staff to support children with ASD. A telecommunication 

approach to delivering BST has been shown to be effective in teaching staff specific professional 

skills and comprehensive packages to support children with ASD. The current study will assess 

whether a BST-TCM approach is helpful to increase staff accuracy of implementation of a specific 

skill used in behavioural support services for your child with ASD. A trainer will remotely 

implement the four components of BST: (1) instruction, where the trainer will introduce the skill 

and components; (2) modeling, where the will show the member how to perform the skill; (3) 

rehearsal, where the staff member will have to perform the skill with your child; and (4) feedback, 

where the trainer will covertly tell the staff member what they did correctly and incorrectly through 

a Bluetooth (bug in ear) device. The last two components of BST will be repeated until the staff 

member can show they can perform the target skill with 100% accuracy for two consecutive 

sessions.  

 

WHAT’S INVOLVED IN CURRENT STUDY 

The study aims to complement and integrate the current behavioural services received by your 

child at Atlas Behaviour Consultation. During your child’s current behavioural programming, a 

researcher will work with your child and their staff member on the implementation of a specific 

behavioral procedure. The training will be delivered though a telecommunication model, where 

the trainer will observe parts of sessions with your child and a specific staff member. The trainer 

will then offer feedback to the staff on how their skills can be improved to better help your child. 

All sessions will be recorded and scored by the researchers listed (i.e., on the accuracy of 

implementation by the staff member and your child’s performance in their program). Participation 
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in this study will not exceed the time you and your child have dedicated to receiving behavioural 

services, and will not take away from their regular behavioural programming and current goals. 

Additionally, demographic information will be collected from your child’s file at Atlas Behaviour 

Consultation and will be used for manuscript and presentation purposes. Non-identifying 

demographic information will include: gender, age diagnosis, type of communication system used 

(e.g., vocal, PECS, etc.) and type of challenging behaviours observed.  

 

POTENTIAL BENEFITS AND RISKS 

Possible benefits of participation may include: 

• Your child’s participation will contribute to the limited empirical research on staff training 

via a behavioural telecommunication model to support children with ASD.  

• Your child may feel more comfortable when the staff member employs the specific 

teaching strategy with more accuracy. 

There may also be risk associated with participation: 

• You may feel obligated for your child to participate in this research  

• You may feel that participation in the study will reflect your status of services at Atlas 

Behaviour Consultation 

• Your child may become distressed when working in a new environment 

 

To mitigate these risks, the research team will: 

• Highlight that services received from the agency and the research project undertaken are 

separate entities. Your child’s participation, or lack thereof, should not affect any current 

or future services from the agency or Brock University. 

• If your child has an adequate functional communication skills, he/she will be asked whether 

they want to participate prior to, and during each session (assent). If your child does not 

have an adequate verbal repertoire, the researchers will ask you for signs of distress in your 

child so that they can continuously monitor their assent to participate. If the child is 

engaging in any distress behaviours, the session will stop immediately. 

 

CONFIDENTIALITY 

All information (demographic information and records of the training and practice sessions) will 

be kept in a secure location (i.e., a locked filing cabinet a Brock university and on a password-

protected computer drive in Dr. Thomson’s lab) for 10 years, after which it will be destroyed 

confidentially. All training will be conducted on Lifesize® telecommunication software with 128 

bit encryption. Your child’s name will be removed from any data collected and instead a, numerical 

code will be assigned to any data. Access to this data will be restricted to the principle student 

investigator, Joseph Robertson, his supervisor, Dr. Thomson, and research assistants under the 

supervision of Dr. Thomson who have signed confidentiality agreements. You and/or child will 

never be identified in any way if/when the results of this study are presented at professional 

conferences and/or published in a peer-reviewed journal. If you and/or you child chooses to 

withdraw from the study, any data will be destroyed immediately in a confidential manner and 

should not have any impact on your child’s status of receiving behavioural services at Atlas 

Behaviour Consultation, as the research study and behavioural support services are independent. 

Although all efforts are made to maintain confidentiality, it may be limited as other employees at 

MS may be aware of your child’s participation in the study given that sessions will be occurring 

at the agency.  
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VOLUNTARY PARTICIPATION 

Participation in this study is voluntary. If you wish, you may decline to answer any questions or 

participate in any component of the study. Further, you may decide to withdraw your consent for 

your child’s participation in the study at any time and may do so without any penalty or any reprisal 

from Brock University or Atlas Behaviour Consultation in any capacity.  

 

PUBLICATION OF RESULTS 

Results of this study may be published in professional journals and presented at conferences. 

Feedback about this study will be available from the principal student investigator Joey Robertson 

(jr14fy@brocku.ca) and Dr. Thomson (kthomson@brocku.ca) approximately 3-6 months after the 

study concludes.  

 

CONTACT INFORMATION AND ETHICS CLEARANCE 

If you have any questions about this study or require further information, please contact Joey 

Robertson or Dr. Thomson using the contact information provided above. This study has been 

reviewed and received ethics clearance through the Research Ethics Board at Brock University 

(REB# 17- 178 THOMSON). If you have any comments or concerns about your rights as a 

research participant, please contact the Research Ethics Office at (905) 688-5550 Ext. 3035, 

reb@brocku.ca. 

 

Thank you for your assistance in this project. Please keep a copy of this form for your records. 

 

CHILD ASSENT 

In order to ensure that your child agrees to the study, their individual level of distress will be 

monitored. The staff member and research assistants will ask you some questions about how your 

child typically shows distress. In order to minimize any potential distress your child may 

experience, the research team will continually assess for your child’s specific signs of distress. If 

the research team witnesses your child exhibiting any identified signs distress then the session will 

be terminated. 

 

CONSENT FORM 

I agree for my child to participate in this study described above. I have made this decision based 

on the information I have read in the Information-Consent Letter. I have had the opportunity to 

receive any additional details I wanted about the study and understand that I may ask questions 

in the future. I understand that I may withdraw this consent at any time. 

 

Name:  _____________________________   Ph/Email:___________________ 

 

Signature:  _____________________________              Date: ______________________ 

 

 

AUDIO/VISUAL RECORDING 

In order to assess the TCM-BST approach, video and audio recording of your child in session 

with their therapist implementing the skill will be taken. Recordings will be stored on an 

encrypted hard drive in Dr. Thomson’s lab at Brock University. Recordings will be stored for 10 

mailto:jr14fy@brocku.ca)
mailto:kthomson@brocku.ca)
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years, and then will be disposed confidentially. Video and audio recordings will only be accessed 

by members of the research team who signed confidentiality agreements and will only be used 

for coding and analysis purposes. No recordings will be released in study reports. 

 

By signing below I am giving informed consent for my child to be recorded.  

 

Name:   _________________________      Ph/Email:______________________ 

 

Signature:  _________________________          Date: _________________________ 

 

Witness Name:  ___________________ 

 

Witness Signature:  ____________________        Date: _____________________ 

 

 

☐I would like to be contacted about similar future research studies in the future. 

 

 

 

For researcher only:  

☐ I have reviewed this form in detail with the parent. 

☐ I have provided a copy of this form to the parent.  

Researcher initials: _______     Date:___________________ 
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Appendix R 

                              
Target Skill Selection Survey- Staff (Behavioural Technicians) 

 

Name:_________________________                                 Date:_________________________ 

 

Behavioural Procedures: 

 

Preference 

assessment- paired 

stimulus 

Errorless 

learning 

Least-to-most 

prompting 

Preference assessment- 

Multiple stimulus with 

replacement 

Behaviour skills 

training 

Token economy Most-to-least 

prompting 

Differential reinforcement of 

alternative behaviour 

 

 

Rank five skill (from the list above) that you would like to learn and will be helpful for you when 

you work with children with ASD. Then rank these skills with 1 being the most helpful.  

 

1. ______________________________ 

2. ______________________________ 

3. ______________________________ 

4. ______________________________ 

5. ______________________________ 
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Appendix S 

                              
Target Skill Selection Process (First Author) 

 

Skill Rankings 

Participant 1 Participant 2 Participant 3 Participant 4 Participant 5 

1 

 

1 

 

1 

 

1 

 

1 

 

2 

 

2 

 

2 

 

2 

 

2 

 

3 

 

3 

 

3 

 

3 

 

3 

 

4 

 

4 

 

4 

 

4 

 

4 

 

5 

 

5 

 

5 

 

5 

 

5 

 

 

For example, if Participant 1 ranked prompting as 1, the most preferred skill to learn, then it 

was assigned a value of 3). Skills and their point values were then aggregated and given a total 

score. Aggregate scores were then used to rank the target skill across all participants, with the 

lowest total score being the most preferred. 

 

Skill Name Point Value Rank 

   

   

   

   

   

 

Comparable skill will be identified by the researchers, in order to match difficulty and length of 

implementation, of the target skill. 

Comparable Skill: ___________________ 
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Appendix T 

          Target Skill Selection Survey – Senior Therapists 

                                                  
TARGET SKILL: A (task analysis will be provided) 

SKILL IDENTIFIED FOR GENERALIZATION (COMPARABLE): B + (task analysis will be provided)  

 1 

Disagree 

2 

Somewhat 

Disagree 

3 

Neutral 

4 

Somewhat 

Agree 

5 Agree 

Target Skill      

I believe that the target skill(s) identified is 

appropriate for the goals of the intervention. 

     

I believe that the skill(s) identified will be beneficial 

for the staff participants’ practice.  

     

I believe that the target skill(s) will be used on a daily 

or weekly basis. 

     

I believe that the skill(s) identified will benefit the 

children the participant will support. 

     

I believe that the skill(s) identified are comparable in 

difficulty across all participants.  

     

Comparable Skill      

I believe that the comparable skill used for 

generalization is comparable in difficulty to the target 

skill.  

     

I think the number of steps to accurately perform the 

comparable skill is equal to that of the target skill. 

     

Child Targets 

I believe that the child outcome measure identified is 

appropriate for the child’s goals.  

     

I believe that the target skills are comparable in 

difficulty 

     

 

1. Do you believe that the target skill identified by the participants is an appropriate skill to target 

during the research project?  YES   NO 

 

If no, please explain why.  
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2. Do you believe that the target skills identified by the participants are comparable in difficulty?  

YES   NO 

 

If no, please explain why.  

   

 

 

 

3. If you do not believe the target skill is an appropriate skill to target during intervention. Please 

provide three alternatives.  

 

_____________________         ____________________          _______________________ 

 

4. If you believe that the target skill is appropriate BUT do not find the comparable skill 

appropriate, please provide three alternatives.  

 

_____________________         ____________________          _______________________ 
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Appendix U 

Errorless Learning- Sample Confederate Script 

 

Script 1-Incorrect 

Trial  Target Prompt Level 

Needed 

Confederate Response Staff Response 

1 Ball FP Beginning of trial have 

your attention diverted 

Secure the attention 

using 1-3 word 

phrase.  

2 Ball  FP Follow through Reinforce with social 

descriptive praise and 

token 

3 Ball PP Follow through Reinforce with social 

descriptive praise and 

token 

4 Ball PP Error and touch card next 

to it 

Ignore error trial. 

Represent array and 

instruction. Use a FP 

and reinforce with 

social descriptive 

only. 

5 Ball FP Follow through  Social descriptive 

praise and token 

 

 

Script 2-Incorrect 

Trial  Target Prompt Level 

Needed 

Confederate Response Staff Response 

1 Ball G Follow through Reinforce with social 

descriptive praise and 

token 

2 Ball  G Follow through Reinforce with social 

descriptive praise and 

token 

3 Ball Ind Error and touch any 

distractor card 

Ignore error trial. 

Represent array and 

instruction. Use a G 

prompt and reinforce 

with social descriptive 

only. 

4 Ball G Follow through Reinforce with social 

descriptive praise and 

token 
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5 Ball G Have your attention 

diverted before the 

beginning of the trial  

Secure the attention 

using 1-3 word 

phrase. 

 

 

Script 3- Correct 

Trial  Target Prompt Level 

Needed 

Confederate Response Staff Response 

1 Ball PP Follow through Reinforce with social 

descriptive praise and 

token 

2 Ball  PP No Response  Reinforce with social 

descriptive praise and 

token 

3 Ball G Follow through Reinforce with social 

descriptive praise and 

token 

4 Ball G Follow through Reinforce with social 

descriptive praise and 

token 

5 Ball IND Follow through Reinforce with social 

descriptive praise and 

token 

 

Script 4-Incorrect 

Trial  Target Prompt Level 

Needed 

Confederate Response Staff Response 

1 Fork  FP Follow through Reinforce with social 

descriptive praise and 

token 

2 Fork FP Attention diverted before 

the start of the trial 

Secure the attention 

using 1-3 word 

phrase. 

3 Fork PP Follow through Reinforce with social 

descriptive praise and 

token 

4 Fork PP Follow through Reinforce with social 

descriptive praise and 

token 

5 Fork G No response Ignore error trial. 

Represent array and 

instruction. Use a G 

prompt and reinforce 

with social descriptive 

only. 
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Script 5-Incorrect 

Trial  Target Prompt Level 

Needed 

Confederate Response Staff Response 

1 Fork G Follow through Reinforce with social 

descriptive praise and 

token 

2 Fork G Follow through Reinforce with social 

descriptive praise and 

token 

3 Fork IND Follow through Reinforce with social 

descriptive praise and 

token 

4 Fork IND Attention diverted before 

the start of the trial 

Error by not selecting 

anything. 

Ignore error trial. 

Represent array and 

instruction. Use a G 

prompt and reinforce 

with social descriptive 

only. 

5 Fork G Follow through Reinforce with social 

descriptive praise and 

token 

 

Script 6-Correct 

Trial  Target Prompt Level 

Needed 

Confederate Response Staff Response 

1 Fork PP Follow through Reinforce with social 

descriptive praise and 

token 

2 Fork PP Follow through Reinforce with social 

descriptive praise and 

token 

3 Fork G Follow through Reinforce with social 

descriptive praise and 

token 

4 Fork G Follow through  Reinforce with social 

descriptive praise and 

token 

5 Fork IND Follow through Reinforce with social 

descriptive praise and 

token 
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Errorless Learning- Confederate Scripts- VERBAL 

 

Script 1-Incorrect 

Trial  Target Prompt Level 

Needed 

Confederate Response Desired Staff 

Response 

1 Ball FV 

 

Ball 

Beginning of trial have 

your attention diverted 

Secure the attention 

using 1-3 word 

phrase.  

2 Ball  FV 

 

Ball 

Follow through Reinforce with social 

descriptive praise and 

token 

3 Ball PV1 

 

Ba 

Follow through Reinforce with social 

descriptive praise and 

token 

4 Ball PV1 

 

Ba 

Error by saying BAND Ignore error trial. 

Represent array and 

instruction. Use a FV 

and reinforce with 

social descriptive 

only. 

5 Ball FV 

Ball 

Follow through  Social descriptive 

praise and token 

 

 

Script 2-Incorrect 

Trial  Target Prompt Level 

Needed 

Confederate Response Desired Staff 

Response 

1 Ball PV2 

 

B 

Follow through Reinforce with social 

descriptive praise and 

token 

2 Ball  PV2 

 

B 

Follow through Reinforce with social 

descriptive praise and 

token 

3 Ball IND 

 

 

Error by saying anything 

other than ball 

Ignore error trial. 

Represent array and 

instruction. Use a PV2 

prompt and reinforce 

with social descriptive 

only. 

4 Ball PV2 

 

B 

Follow through Reinforce with social 

descriptive praise and 

token 
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5 Ball PV2 

 

B 

Have your attention 

diverted before the 

beginning of the trial  

Secure the attention 

using 1-3 word 

phrase. 

 

 

Script 3- Correct 

Trial  Target Prompt Level 

Needed 

Confederate Response Desired Staff 

Response 

1 Ball PV1 

 

Ba 

Follow through Reinforce with social 

descriptive praise and 

token 

2 Ball  PV1 

 

Ba 

No Response  Reinforce with social 

descriptive praise and 

token 

3 Ball PV2 

 

B 

Follow through Reinforce with social 

descriptive praise and 

token 

4 Ball PV2 

 

B 

Follow through Reinforce with social 

descriptive praise and 

token 

5 Ball IND 

 

 

Follow through Reinforce with social 

descriptive praise and 

token 

 

Script 4-Incorrect 

Trial  Target Prompt Level 

Needed 

Confederate Response Desired Staff 

Response 

1 Fork  FV 

 

BALL 

Follow through Reinforce with social 

descriptive praise and 

token 

2 Fork FV 

 

BALL 

Attention diverted before 

the start of the trial 

Secure the attention 

using 1-3 word 

phrase. 

3 Fork PV1 

 

For 

Follow through Reinforce with social 

descriptive praise and 

token 

4 Fork PV1 

 

For 

Follow through Reinforce with social 

descriptive praise and 

token 

5 Fork PV2 

 

F 

Error by saying Fall 

 

Ignore error trial. 

Represent array and 

instruction. Use a PV2 

prompt and reinforce 

with social descriptive 

only. 
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Script 5-Incorrect 

Trial  Target Prompt Level 

Needed 

Confederate Response Staff Response 

1 Fork PV2 

 

For 

Follow through Reinforce with social 

descriptive praise and 

token 

2 Fork PV2 

 

F 

Follow through Reinforce with social 

descriptive praise and 

token 

3 Fork IND Follow through Reinforce with social 

descriptive praise and 

token 

4 Fork IND Attention diverted before 

the start of the trial 

Error by only physically 

touching card 

Ignore error trial. 

Represent array and 

instruction. Use a PV2 

prompt and reinforce 

with social descriptive 

only. 

5 Fork PV2 

 

F 

Follow through Reinforce with social 

descriptive praise and 

token 

 

Script 6-Correct 

Trial  Target Prompt Level 

Needed 

Confederate Response Staff Response 

1 Fork PV1 

 

Fo 

Follow through Reinforce with social 

descriptive praise and 

token 

2 Fork PV1 

 

Fo 

Follow through Reinforce with social 

descriptive praise and 

token 

3 Fork Pv2 

 

F 

Follow through Reinforce with social 

descriptive praise and 

token 

4 Fork PV2 

 

F 

Follow through  Reinforce with social 

descriptive praise and 

token 

5 Fork IND Follow through Reinforce with social 

descriptive praise and 

token 
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Appendix V 

    
Participant Handout - Errorless Learning 

Rationale  

• Errorless learning is a set of teaching strategies that is intended to decrease the number of 

opportunities for incorrect responding.  

• This allows for the learner to come in contact with reinforcement more frequently, which 

increases the frequency of the behaviour to occur, under similar conditions in the future.  

• Errorless learning was developed to reduce the negative side effects (e.g., extinction 

induced aggression) during trial-and-error training or when learning occurs more slowly.  

• There are 6 variations of errorless learning (i.e., stimulus fading, stimulus shaping, 

response prevent, superimposition with fading, superimposition with shaping, and 

delayed prompting; see Mueller, Palkovic & Maynard, 2007 for further description).  

• We will focus on the most commonly-used variation in IBI settings – most-to-least 

(MTL) prompt fading.  

• This variation of errorless learning is a common strategy used to teach a variety of skills 

(e.g., pedestrian safety skills, internet skills, and activity schedules) to children with 

developmental disabilities (Severston & Carr, 2012).  

• Errorless learning has been shown to reduce teaching time and increase the child’s 

acquisition rate.  

 

Description 

Antecedent Tasks 

 

11. Arranged the teaching materials such that they are at an equal distance from each other 

and the learner. 

12. Secured the learner's attention by using a 1-3-word phrase (e.g., “Look at me”) only if 

needed (i.e, learner’s body is not facing the instructor).  
13. Delivered a clear and short (i.e., 3-5 words) instruction (e.g., “Find the ___” or “Give 

me ___”) in a neutral tone.  

14. A) Following the instruction, or while the instruction was provided, provided the same 

prompt level that was used to evoke the correct response on the previous trial. 

-OR- 

            B) If the child has met mastery criterion (i.e., 2 consecutive correct responses at the  

            same prompt level) moved down one level on the prompt hierarchy  (e.g., from FP to  

            PP, from PP to G) to guide the correct response.  
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Table 1.0 Prompt Hierarchy 

Full Physical Partial Physical Gestural Independent 

The staff member 

gently places their 

hand over the child’s 

hand to guide the 

correct response. 

The staff member 

gently places their 

hand at the wrist, 

forearm or elbow of 

the child to gently 

guide the correct 

response. 

The staff member 

points with a finger 3-

6 inches above the 

target stimulus to 

guide the correct 

response. 

The staff member 

will not physically 

intervene during 

the child’s 

responding.   

Mastery Criterion- 2 consecutive correct responses at a specific prompt level. 

 

Consequent Tasks 

Incorrect Response Correct Response 

19. Staff removed all of the instructional 

materials on the table immediately following 

an error response. 

5.Immediately provided (e.g., within 3 seconds) 

social descriptive praise (e.g., “Great touching 

dog!”) and an additional 

generalized conditioned reinforcer (if needed).  

20. Staff did not provide a generalized 

conditioned reinforcer (e.g., token) or social 

descriptive praise. 

6.Staff recorded correct response. 

21. Staff re-presented all teaching materials, in 

the same order, with an equal spacing 

between cards and the participant. 

 

22. Staff re-delivered the same clear and concise 

3-5 words instruction in a neutral tone. 

 

23. Staff immediately provided a prompt, one 

level higher (i.e., more intrusive) than the 

previously attempted trial. (e.g., error on 

gesture move to partial physical). 

 

24. Immediately provided (e.g., within 3 seconds) 

social descriptive praise (e.g., “Great 

touching dog”). 

 

25. Staff recorded incorrect and correct response.  

 

References: 

Jerome, J., Frantino, E. P., & Sturmey, P. (2007). The effects of errorless learning and  

  backward chaining on the acquisition of internet skills in adults with developmental  

  disabilities. Journal of Applied Behavior Analysis, 40, 185-189. doi:  

  10.1901/jaba.2007.41-06. 

Mueller, M. M., Palkovic, C. M., & Maynard, C. S. (2007). Errorless learning: Review and  

  practical application for teaching children with pervasive developmental disorders.  

  Psychology in the Schools, 44(7), 691-700. doi: 10.1002/pits  

Severston, J. M., & Carr, J. E. (2012). Training novice instructors to implement errorless  

  discrete-trial teaching: A sequential analysis. Behavior Analysis in Practice, 5(2), 13-23 
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Appendix W 

                                 
Treatment Integrity - TCM-BST Coaching Protocol for Errorless Learning 

  

Observer Initials:___________                                                     Date:_________________  

Video ID:___________________                                                   Skill:_________________        

Learner: Confederate or Child  

  

• The trainer greets the participants and engages in small talk.   

• The trainer shows that they are alone in the lab.   

• The trainer allows the participant to review the checklist for up to 5 minutes.   

• The trainer states the target response(s) and last prompt level used.   

-or-  

The trainer asks what target response(s) and last prompt level, the child and participant will 

be working on.   

• Coach provides positive descriptive praises, immediately following a correct trial.  

• Coach provides corrective feedback for enhancing fidelity, following the step they 

errored on.   

• At the end of all 5 trials, the trainer provides a review of the feedback provided, as well 

as general corrective feedback.  
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Appendix X 

                                  
Coaching Feedback Decision Tree - Errorless Learning  

Antecedent Tasks  

  

 

1. Arranged the teaching materials such 

that they are at an equal distance from 

each other and the learner. 

 

Great job arranging the material 

Remember to place materials an equal 

distance from each other and the learner.  

  

 

2. Secured the learner's attention by 

using a 1-3-word phrase (e.g., “Look 

at me”) only if needed (i.e., learner’s 

body is not facing the instructor).  
 

That’s the way to secure attention.  

It’s important to ensure that the learner is 

looking at you 

Remember to secure their attention with a 

short phrase like :Look at me”.  

  

 

3. Delivered a clear and short (i.e., 3-5 

words) instruction (e.g., “Find the 

___” or “Give me ___”) in a neutral 

tone.  

 

Nice clear instruction! 

Remember to keep instructions to 3-5 words.  

Remember to use a neutral tone.  

Remember to keep your instruction clear & 

concise like “Touch the..” 

  

 

4. A) Following the instruction, or while 

the instruction was provided, provided 

the same prompt level that was used to 

evoke the correct response on the 

previous trial.  

That’s the way to prompt! 

Next time try to prompt immediately 

following your instruction. 

Next time try to prompt while you are stating 

the instruction 

Make sure to use the correct prompt level (FP, 

PP, G) or (FV, PV1, PV2) 

           B) If the child has met mastery  

           criterion (i.e., 2 consecutives correct  

           responses at the same prompt level)  

           moved down one level on the prompt  

           hierarchy (e.g., from FP to PP, from PP  

           to G) to guide the correct response.  

I really liked how you moved down the 

prompt hierarchy. 

Remember to move down a prompt level after 

2 consecutive correct responses.  
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Consequence Tasks- Incorrect Response  

5. Staff removed all of the instructional 

materials on the table immediately 

following an error response.  

Beautiful immediate removal of the materials  

Remember to remove all of the materials after 

the child errs.   
    

6. Staff did not provide a generalized 

conditioned reinforcer (e.g., token) or social 

descriptive praise.  

I liked how you withheld the token and praise 

for the incorrect response.   

Next time remember to 

withhold the token and praise for the incorrect 

response.   
    

  

7. Staff re-presented all teaching materials, 

in the same order, with an equal spacing 

between cards and the participant.  

Excellent re-presenting the materials in the 

same order!  

Remember to re-present the materials in the 

same order.   

Remember to re-present the materials with 

an equal distance between each.  

Remember to re-present the 

materials placing each an equal distance and 

learner.   
    

  

8. Staff re-delivered the same clear and 

concise 3-5 words instruction in a neutral 

tone.  

Great work re-delivering the same clear and 

concise instruction!  

Remember to keep the same instruction 

wording as your previous trial.   

Remember to keep the instruction clear and 

concise   
    

9. Staff immediately provided a prompt, 

one level higher (i.e., more intrusive) than 

the previously attempted trial. (e.g., error on 

gesture move to partial physical).  

Awesome moving one prompt level higher.  

It’s important that we go one prompt level 

higher.   
    

  

10. Immediately provided (e.g., within 3 

seconds) social descriptive praise (e.g., 

“Great touching dog”).  

Great job only providing praise!  

Remember only praised is delivered following 

the error correction.   

Remember to use specific praise.   

Next time try to deliver praise within 3 

seconds.   
    

  

11. Staff recorded incorrect and correct 

response.  

Nice work recording both responses.   

Remember to record both the incorrect and 

correct response before presenting the new 

array.  
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Consequence Tasks- Correct Response  

  

5. Immediately provided (e.g., within 3 

seconds) social descriptive praise 

(e.g., “Great touching dog!”) and an 

additional generalized conditioned  

reinforcer (if needed).  

Awesome praise statement and token delivery!  

Remember to provide specific praise.   

Remember the token.   

Next time try to deliver praise and token within 

3 seconds.   

    

  

  

6.  Staff recorded correct response.  

Great recording the correct response.    

Next time try to record the data before 

presenting the array.   

Next time try to record the data after delivering 

praise and a token.   

  
 

Correct Trial  

  

  

  

Following a trial with staff performance 

at 100%   

Wow! That was a great trial!  

Your performance was bang on!  

Great trial! Keep it up!  

Fantastic trial!  

That trial was nicely done!  

That trial was excellent!  
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Appendix Y 

                          Paired Stimulus Handout  
 

Rationale  

• There are different types of preference assessments (Multiple Stimulus without 

Replacement [MSWO], free operant). In paired stimulus (PS) preference assessments, the 

clinician presents two preferred items and asks the child to "pick one”.   

• Allows for the clinician to create a hierarchy of client’s preferred items.   

• Paired stimulus preference assessments can be time-consuming, but are appropriate for 

children who can choose highly-preferred items over neutral items.   

• Paired stimulus preference assessments are also chosen for clients who may be unable to 

scan more than two items in an array.   
• Paired stimulus is not an appropriate assessment for those clients who exhibit problem 

behaviour that is maintained by social negative reinforcement in the form of removal of 

tangibles (e.g., they exhibit problem behaviour when items are taken away). In this case other 

assessments (e.g., MSWO) may be more appropriate.   
 

Description  

Pre-session  

Step         Description  

1  Gathered 8 items that might be of interest to the child.  

2  Kept data sheet and pen next to them.   

3  Assigned a number to each item and recorded on the data sheet.   

  

Table 1.0  Response Definitions  

Response  Definition  

Approach   

(A)  

the child moves toward the stimulus with any part of the body within 5 sec. 

of stimulus presentation.  

  

Consummatory (C)  

the child interacts with the stimulus by moving towards the stimulus, 

consuming the stimulus, or engaging in the activity. This includes any 

attempt to manipulate, explore, or consume the stimulus in a manner in 

which it was intended.  

  

Avoidance (AV)  

the child actively pushes/throws away the stimulus, moves body away 

from the stimulus within 3 sec of presentation, or engages in negative 

vocalizations (e.g., crying, screaming, saying, “No” or “move it”).  

No Response (NR)  the child exhibits no reaction to the stimuli within 5 sec of presentation.  
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Pre-session Sampling  

4  Sat at the table facing the child, and presented each item (e.g., “This is a bear”) and 

showed the child how the items works for 5-10 seconds (e.g., “Bears go rawr”). Note 

that all stimuli must be presented accurately to be scored as correct.  

5  A. If the child approached the item (e.g., points to, grabs, or touches the item) 

allowed the child 5-10 second access. Note that all items approached and 

accessed must follow the definition to be scored as correct.  

AND/OR  

B. If the child did not approach the item within 5 seconds, instructor   

prompted the child to engage with the stimulus for 5-10 seconds.   

6  Repeated Steps 4 & 5 until all 8 stimuli have been presented.   

  

  

Presentation  

7  Used the assigned data sheet to prepare the sequence of pairs (e.g., presented items 1 

& 2 first according to data sheet). Note that all pairs have to be presented in the 

proper sequence of pairs to be scored as correct.  

8  Held the two items in front of the child, so that each item is about 1 arm length away 

from the student and 1 arm length away from each other (i.e., to prevent attempts to 

select both items). Note that all pairs must be presented at 1 arm length away to be 

scored as correct.  

9  A. If the student approached one of the items within 5 seconds, immediately 

gave access for 30 seconds and removed the other item. Note that all trials must 

be performed accurately to be scored as correct.  

AND/OR  

B. If the student did not approach the item (i.e., within 5 seconds), or 

approached both items, blocked access and removed both items. Re-presented 

the items individually and showed the learner how it works. Provided 5-10 

seconds of access with each item. Then represented the items together and 

delivered the instruction, "Pick one." Note that all trials must be performed 

accurately to be scored as correct.    

10  Recorded the selection on the data sheet. If no item was selected after representing 

the items as per Step #9B, marked X on the data sheet. Note that all recordings must 

be accurate to be scored as correct.  

11  Repeated Steps 6-10 until all combinations of items have been presented.  

Data Analysis  

12  Tallied the number of times each stimulus was selected (i.e., approached) and ranked 

the stimuli in order of preference (e.g., more times approached = more highly 

preferred).   

References:  

Fisher, W. W., Piazza, C. C., Bowman, L. G., Hagopian, L. P., Owens, J. C., & Selvin, I. (1992).  

A comparison of two approaches for identifying reinforcers for persons with severe and   

profound disabilities. Journal of Applied Behavior Analysis, 25, 491-498.   
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Appendix Z 

Paired Stimulus Confederate Script 

 

 

Script Pre-Session 

Sampling 

Presentation 

A 

Presentation 

B 

Presentation 

C 

Presentation 

D 

1 No approach on 1 of 

the 8 items 

Pick one Approach 

both items 

Pick one Pick one 

2 Do not let go of item 

(wait for prompt) 

Pick one Pick one No 

Approach 

Pick one 

3 Approach all and 

follow through 

Pick one Pick one Pick one Pick one 

4 No approach to 1 of 8 

items 

Pick one Pick one Pick one Approach 

both items 

5 Approach all and 

follow through 

Pick one and 

toss it 

Pick one No 

Approach 

Pick one 

6 Approach all and 

follow through 

Pick one Pick one Pick one Pick one 
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